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DRAGONS LAIR
"Unauestionably the most stunning home computer game you

will have ever seen" Commodore Computing International

Can you guide Dirk the Daring through the castle and caverns on

his quest to rescue Princess Daphne from Singe The Evil Dragon?

Never before have computer players been able to

experience animation like this, each screen comes to

life with smooth running cartoon quality animated graphics.

"The Animation is spell-binding, and the characters are

animated so smoothly that you won'Lknw you're not

watching a conventional cartoon" ST/Amiga Format

"Brilliant. . . Superbly Animated" Games Machine

Available

Atari ST (512K, Limited Gamepiay with single sided

disk drives)

Atari 5TE (uses enhanced 4096 color palette)

Amiga (A500/A2000 with 1MB, A1000 with 512K)

SPACE ACE
"Enormously impressive.'.. The Animation is absolutely

astounding. It's like watching a cartoon." Games
Machine Star Player Award

Available now

Atari ST (512K, Limited Gamepiay with single sided

disk drives)

Atari STE (uses enhanced 4096 color palette)

Amiga (A5OO/A1OO0/A2OGO)

Coming soon IBM PC and Compatibles
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The OnlyThe Write
Choice For
Your Left For Your

Choice Left

Brain. Right Brain.
Who else gives you high-speed editing of up to four

documents at a time, support for graphic proportional

fonts, image importation and spell checking, all in one

highly intuitive package?— only Script.

Produce professional looking letters and documents

with ease using different fonts and sizes. Add headers,

footers and footnotes— you can even insert the current

page number, time or date. Make any text bold, italic,

underlined, superscript or subscript. Import and crop

graphic images. All of this is done on-screen while

you edit. Print the results using the highest resolution

of your printer; whether 9-pin, 24-pin, Inkjet, or laser.

Using proprietary text imaging routines Script outper-

forms GDOS based word processors hands down.

Wait no more— get Script!

From fancy letterheads and logos to precision illustra-

tions and image touchup, Sketch makes high-resolu-

tion painting a breeze.

Use ultra high-speed tools to paint lines, rectangles,

ovals and splines (smooth curves). Cut and paste with

surgical precision. Create unusual effects such as

bending, stretching and distorting. Customize the

brush shape, fill pattern, fonts, line style and spray

pattern. Work with large images up to 1280 by 1600

pixels. Use the 3D modeler to layout and position

objects, then use the painting tools to add shading—
no other paint program gives you this ability. So

unleash your creativity with Sketch!



RIO 800-782-9110m m m ^^^ 'ORDERS ONLY MON-SAT 8AM-6PM (PACIFIC TIME)

DATEL AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
COMPUTERS COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE 8 SOFTWARE IN STOCK

CUST SERVICE
TECH SUPPORT

702-454-7700
TU-SA10AM-6PM

FAX: 702-454-7700

GENISCAN ST
'Easy to handle Scanner featuring 4 1/8" scanning width & 400dpi resolution

enables you to reproduce graphics 8 text on your computer screen 'Optical

Character Recognition Mode will capture text images from the page & save
them in format ready for conversion to text file suitable for word processor
"Package includes GS-4000 scanner, interface & Scan Edit software "Powerful
partner to Desk Top Publishing 'Printout for Epson compatibles "Unmatched
range of edit/capture facilities simply not offered by other scanners at this

unbeatable price 'Adjustable switches for brightness 8 contrast 'Cut 8 paste
editing of images 'Save images as IMG, Degas, Neo, etc - ONLY $299.95

OCR SOFTWARE -Teach your Atari to read!
"Optical character recognition software converts scanned text to ascii'Use
converted text in your word processor'No more manual transcribing of text'Uses

special scanning mode of the Geniscan ST'Learn mode lets you teach your

computer any font - ONLY $89.95

ST COPY DEEP SCAN BURST NIBBLER
Copy even highly protected programs in under 60 seconds!!
Copy MS DOS protected programs with egual ease !!

"Works with one drive or two'Copy Between 5.25" and 3 5" drives'Multiple copy
option allows many backups from one original "Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks

"Special format parameters for non standard formats "Unique "INFO
ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters including sector distribution,

dispersion, interleave, etc 'Easy to use Icon driven program takes the mystery
out of Disc backup - ONLY $39.95 Upgrades ONLY $12.00

3.5" & 5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVES
3.5"- "Slimline extra low profile unit

'Top quality drive mechanism'FuNy
compatible - 1 meg unformatted
capacity'Can be formatted to 85 tracks

and 1 1 sectors - ONLY $1 59.95

5.25"- "Operate in 40 or 80 track
mode'Rear panel switches to configure

ALL combinations of computer model
and track modes'Perfect tor use with

PC Ditto- ONLY $179.95

i MEG INTERNAL DRIVE UPGRADE
I
'Replace internal 500K drive with a

I 1 Meg unit'Top quality drive

|
unit- Easily fitted- Full
instructions Direct plug in

I replacement'No special skills or

I tools required'fvlinor modification
to enclosure is required'When

I considering a drive replacement
I remember that quality is most
}
important -ONLY $119.95

TRACKMASTER ST
'Trackmaster track display unit is a
must tor the disk hacker'Simply plugs
into disk drive port of the ST" Displays
track number, disk side and read/write

status as the head moves along the
dlsk'Two-digit LED display'Displays up
to track 85'Works on both internal and
external drives (switchable)'Complete
hardw
required - ONLY $59.95

oftv

EPROM BOARD
'Complete Eprom Board S case "Accepts I

10 4 X 27256 Eproms 'Mapped inlo II

c-Lilmins; area -ONLY $24.95

SAMPLER STUDIO
"A complete sound sampling packai

ABCD Swi
Printer Cable* S I

Metier Cables. 6
Seri =
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. .

.

powerful but simple to use system Graphic

sprite designer 8 world map creator 'Icon

lo res mode operation ONLY $29.95

SKYPLOT
'Most advanced features ol any astronomy
prg. "Covers 17,000 stars, planets & nebular

objects 'On line help "Zoom display thru 12
orders ot magnitude 'Several star chart
formats supported '3D views 'Search
command 'Compute Eclipse, transits, S
conjunctions 'supports med S hi res display

9t>

REPLACEMENT MOUSE

ST SUPERTOOLKIT
•Whole disk Track & Sector Edit 'Head up to

85 tracks and 255 sectorsl "Super HiRes
display works with Mono monitor only "3

different editor modes-Drive, Disk or File

'Direct select lunction lor Bootsector,
Directory sector "Fully Menu/Icon driven
"HEX / ACSII edit modes directly on the disk
"Perfect lor the disk hacker - ONLY $24.95

'Twice the tracking speed of the
Atari mouse

!

'No more mouse doublers
required'Softer more positive
button clicking'More consistent
double click'Extra long 6 foot
connecting cord'highest quality
mechanical parts for for longer life

and consistent positioning

-ONLY $44.95

ST TIMEKEEPER
'BiinplH plug-in Salter

y

clock cartridge "Fits mio caunuyc
porfOn-board clock chip'Liihium battery
backed to last up to 5 years'Auiomaticaily
adjusts lor leap year etc'Complele with
install disk and corner clock display'E*act
time, dale etc available on power up
- ONLY $49.95

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

PC DITTO II -$249.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE - $41 9.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE + DRIVE SWITCH - $451 .95

HARD DRIVES - MODEMS - SOFTWARE — $CALL

ALL THE LATEST EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
CALL FOR PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

AERCO MEMORY BOARD UPGRADES

COMPLETE LINE OF MIDI PRODUCTS

AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
LET US REPAIR YOUR EQUIPMENT - 5 DAY REPAIR OR THE SHIPPING IS FREE - $ CALL

MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK - IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT CALL FOR LOW, LOW PRICES

HHJ / UAI tL c.O.D. orders' add $3.00" to above charges: SPECIFIY COM
3430 E TROPICANA AVE #67 VISA/MC/Checks/Money OrdtTii/C.O. j. Aixupleu. I"e;isu call

:

or reiurn auiru
' " '

subeel :o a iJO '.: ie:-:le;j -.ii-;i h'i;. Wi; ii;:,er/ij !hi.- i'.i-ii te surjslitule products

LAS VEGAS, NV 89121 squat qualityand function fa- terns pictured above: Prices subject to change with

702-454-7700
IN NEVADA



SUPERCHARGER
THE FIRST EVER EXTERNAL PC BOARD FOR ATARI ST COMPUTERS A FULL MS-DOS PROC-
ESSING SYSTEM THAT SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE DMA PORT, WITH NO NEED TO OPEN YOUR
COMPUTER. SUPERCHARGER IS PACKED WITH FEATURES AND CAN BE USED WITH ALL
MACHINES FROM 520ST TO MEGA 4 AND EVEN THE STACY LAPTOP

FEATURES:
• 1 00% compatible with MS-DOS programs (non protected) • Norton Factor 4.4 • Supports ail hard disks • Supports serial

and parallel ports • Uses 'hotkey' to toggle between Atari and PC programs at the same time without having to reboot in DOS
mode • Turns the Atari mouse into a PC mouse • Supports internal and external 3.5" and 5.25' floppy drives • Leaves the

cartridge port free for use • Supports monochromeand color Atari monitors (CGA color and Hercules emulation) • Supports

some AT programs, such as "286 windows" • Simple to set up and easy to use - no soldering, no wiring, no cutting. • Does

not interfere with other devices such as Spectre GCR, T-16 Board, Moniterm Monitor, etc..

INCLUDES:
• 1meg RAM, making it extremely fast • This unique "Dual Ram" feature when in TOS allows Superchargers 1meg of memory
to be used as a 'Ram Disk" • Socketed for an 8087-2 math co-processor. Co-processors can be ordered separately, and can

be installed prior to shipping. • NEC 8 mhz V30 processor • DMA cable with thru-port • Built in bus which will be adapted

in the future to accept a VGA card • Comprehensive hard disk utilities software • An attractive color coordinated ABS plastic

case • MS-DOS 4.01 • "Power Take Off cable is included • Easy to use operating manual • Registration card for soft-

ware updates and 90-day limited warranty. _ —

All this for the incredible price of just

$450.00*

OMNISWITCH
Multi-Sync For Atari $89.95*

NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU CAN HOOK UP YOUR ATARI TO A MULTI-SYNC MONITOR WITH
THE INCREDIBLE OMNISWITCH.

FEATURES:
• MULTI-SYNC MONITOR PORTS: Gives your Atari the ability to use a multi-sync monitor. Color or monochrome
with the touch of a button, (low, medium and high resolutions)

• COLOR AND MONOCHROME MONITOR PORTS: If you do not have a multi-sync monitor, Omniswitch
allows you to plug in color and monochrome monitors and switch between them. No more cable swapping!
• FLOPPY DRIVE PORTS: Enables you to use two external floppy drives instead of one! (uses 3.5" and/or 5.25")

• AUDIO JACK to plug in to your amplifier. • VIDEO JACK black and white composite signal.

MULTI-SYNC MONITORS AVAILABLE - $449.00*

TALON TECHNOLOGY
243 N. HIGHWAY 101 • STE. 11 • SOLANA BEACH, CA. 92075

* all prices subject to change • shipping/handling extra

o'Say 619 792-6511
OR FAX US AT 619 792-9023
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD



MarkWilliams Raises
C ProgrammingTbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!

$fc*

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST

* New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler lor direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization-faster com-
pile times and faster code

• Full access to AESA/DI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples

• Source and object code for RAM
disk cuts compile time in hall

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

^>
i Powerful utilities: make, \».?

linker, archiver. egrep. sort,

difl and more

• Over 600 pages ol documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

New! csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER :

• Cuts development time in half!

Debug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to set trace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C
expression

• Can execute any C [unction in your

program

• Trace hack function

• On-line help screens

MARKWILLIAMS C FOE THE ATARI ST: $179.95

csdC SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you
csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment . . a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfoumal

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

cd
csa

AtaO

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and
dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.
Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark "Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation o/C
on the Atari ST to date.. .not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE!S Atari STDisk and Magazine

"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Wilhams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Wilhams C, a special

update offer is available forversion 3.0 and csriby calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been abetter time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MARK-WMS

illI
Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
© 1988 Mark Williams Company
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BRE Software
Call or Write for our

FREE Catalog

Order Lines/Catalog Requests: (800) 347-6760
Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00 AM-6:00 PM, Sat. 10:00 AM-S:00 PM Pacific Time

Customer Service/Order Status/Inquiries/Canada Orders: (209) 432-3072

i Lowest Prices
I Call with your best price on any Domestic or

European software title for the ST, we will

|
meet or beat it and give you a FREE Public

Domain Disk when you mention this ad.

Public Domain Software

jn Over 900 Disks Available for the Atari ST

Only $4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications, Music
Graphics, Educational, Clip Art and much more

inn

FREE Disk & Catalog
Receive a coupon good for a F

any purchase when you Call or

#87 Tutorial on GEM Desktop
States - Educational Game

#M5 - Five Children's Programs (Color)

#244 - Strip Breakout (Color Only)

#374 Two Database Programs
PrintWaster Cataloger

#388 - Easy to use mailing list program
#393/394/773/774 - PrintMaster Graphics
#399 - Degas Elite Printer Drivers

#400/800 - Disk Labeling Programs
#443 - Intersect HAM Batay

(RAM Disk/Print Spooler)

DCOPY - do everything Utility Prg
#456 - Bolo Breakout Game

from Germany (Req. 1 Meg HAM)
#500/600 - Publishing Partner Fonts
#511 Dungeon Master Maps Levels 1-7

#512 - Dungeon Master Hints/Character

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0
#533 - PrmtMaster Plus Graphics/Borders
#551- Kid Shapes Ages 2-8 (Color Only)

#553 - Kid Publisher Ages 4-12 (Color)

#555- The Assistant Chet
Electronic Cookbook (Color Only)

#557 Children's Programs (Color Only)

#564 - Cadenza Astroiocal Via - Astrology
#567/738/871 - Desk Accessories

#588 - Pac Man. Hangman [Color Only)

#590 - Dungeon Master Utilities

#596 - Pictionary Type Drawing Game
#599/670 - PageStream Fonts
#650 - Text Output Accelerator
#667 - Benjamins ABC's for Kids (DBL)
#679 - Disk Cataloger/Label Printer (DBL)

#6B8/866 - H.P. Laserjet/Deskjet Utilities

#594 - Turtle Hard Disk Backup V3.0

#606/602/892 - Hard Disk Utilities

#699 - Children's Programs: Kid Color,

Kid Adder, Kid Story, Kid Sketch
#720 Dungeon Master Maps Levels 6- 14

#721 - Drawing Programs
Andromeda, Art ST, Megablit V2.8

#723 - Four Lottery Programs
#726 - Children's Programs: Numerical Go

Around, The Wolt and 7 Kids Adv.
#736 - MoTerm V1.4 - Shareware Terminal

#737 - Calamus Demo (1 Meg/DBL)
#741 - Copystar V10. Address Book Base
#749 - Barnimals Lislen/Guessing game

for ages 0-4 (Color Only)
#753 - Megatools V1.0 - Shareware Utilities

#758/759 - Calamus Fonts
#768 NeoDask Icons

#769 - Super Breakout (Mono Only)

#790 - Pentimo Strategy Game (Mono)
#792 D&D Programs

REE Public Domain Disk with

Write for our FREE Catalog.

#794 - Bloodwych Playable Demo (Color)

#798 - The Pilo! Flight Game (Color Only)

#799 - PrintMaster Plus Utilities

#801 - Mail/Envelope Labeling Programs
Screen Savers, Mouse Accelerator

Quick ST V1.4, Turbo ST Demo
Sheet V2.5 - S.W. Spreadsheet

Opus2.2 Spreadsheet (I MegDBLi
2 NFL Prediction/Anaylsis Prgs

Compact Disk Database V1.1 (Color;

2 Video Tape Databases
Populous/ Bloodwych Hints, Maps
Sta- Trek written with STOS (Color)

Diamond Back/Gogo ST Demos
Detection Progr

#807

#823
#824/825/880/881 - AHC/LZH Utilit

#826 - IMG Utilities

#828 - ST Xformer V2.55 - 3 Bit Emulator
#829 - Vanterm V3.8 - Shareware Terminal

#832 - Duplitwix Blitz w/Cable Instructions

#835 - Adventure Game Toolkit (DBL)
Shareware Adventure Game Creator
for Color and Monochrome

#861 - Desk Manager V3.2, DC Showit V10
DC Format V3.02, First Base V1.6

#867 - John Wayne 8 Batman Cyberpaint

Animations (Color/1 Meg/DBL)
#872 ST Term V3.5

#879 - Public Painter Mono Paint Prg

for IMG, Degas. NEO file formats

#883 - Calamus Outline Demo (Mono Only)

#884 - GDOS Fonts (Monochrome/9 Pin)

#885 - GDOS Porta (Monochrome/24 Pin)

#888 - Atari ST Subjects (Book) Programs
#689 - Super Boot V6.0 All in one boot

up program. Choose Auto prgs/Accs

#895 - PageStream VLB Demo
#898 - Cnaos Strikes Back Maps
#899 - Cnaos Strikes Back Hints/Walkthru

#902 - Grand Prix (DBUColor)
Car Racing Game

#903 STOS Games (DBUColor)
#906 Super Break Out VI. 1A (Mono Only)

#907 - Word Flair Demo V1.01 (DBL)

#909 - Pile Up V2.0 - Tetris Clone with

added features (Color Only)

#915 - Super Bowl 24 8 Touciidcwn
Animation (Color/1 Meg/DBL)

#921 - Four Drawing Programs
#923 - Breach 2 Scon.vio-"-

#924 Debbie Gibson Spectrum Pictures

#929- ST Virus Killer V3.11

#940/941 - Epson Emulator for SLM804
(2 Double Sided Disks)

#944 - Space Ace Demo (Color)

#999 - ST Writer V3.8 w/Spell V2 8

Call for our FREE 48 Page Catalog!

Introductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each
Music Studio Package -u . n -

Over 300 Songs on 7 Disks BlulG Ofl DISK
Also includes:

Kj nq James version
- 4 player progr, -jr is i:i pi.iv ::cngs 3

through your ST Monitor or a " Searci; ixognvr 1 is MC.vtfor/

Mini keyboard Single Sided Package
- Deluxe Piano - Turns your (17 Disks) $34.95

ST's keyboard into a Piano Double Sided Package

$16.95

ST Software/Accessories

Atari ST
Book

Software
Bloodwych S29.95
Bloodwych Data Disk $19.95

Bloodwych Hint Disk $16.95

Breach II $27.95
Calamus
Calamus Font Edi

Calamus Outline

:•:;<: 9:;

| Chro
Clue

CodeHead Utilitie:

DC Desktop
DC Utilities

Diamond Back
Double Dragon II

Dragon's Lair

Dungeon Master

Editor

$29.95
$26.95
$17.95

$24.95
$17.95

$24.95
$37.95
$24.95

Hint Book $8.95
Hint Disk $13.95

..:m;i?::n Master II

Chaos Strikes Back $19.95

C.S.B. Hint Disk $16.95

Fat Back CALL
G+Plus J19S5
Hero's Quesl •3U.S5

HotWire $22.95

Hoyles
Book of Games

Image Cat $19.95

Leisure Suit Larry 3 S34.95
Maxifile $19.95

MidiMax \}2v-i-

Monopoly CALL
M-.ihUe:-:-. $16.95

NeoDesk $26.95

PageStream $99.95
Font Disks $24.95

Phasar 4.0 $59.95
Populous $29.95
Promised Lands $17.95

PrmtMaster Plus $24.95

Sim City
Their Finest

Trump Casite

$13.95

SP4.5S

$27.95
$32.95
CAU

$24.95

$29.95
Ultima V $38.95
Univ. Item Selector III $14.95

Wordflair $64.95

Hardware
Voga:cuoh Springs

Mouse Master
Monitor Master
Tweety Board
Video Key
Atari Mouse
Best Mouse
Cordless Mouse
Supra 2400
Supra 2400 Plus

ST Modem Cable
Future GTS- 100X
Future GTS- 100

Spectre GCR
Mac 12BK HOMs

$9.95

SZb.SS
$32.95

>:::} nr,

$39.95
;.sa yb
S'M.ab.

S !
/il.S;f)

Sin.oo

;.i:ie as
S1o9 3b

Lynx
w/Colit ornlo Games

$169.95

BSE

Blue Lightning S29.fj5

Chip's Challenge :V2!J.Gri

Elect rocop $29.95

Gates ot Zendocon =.??<.v>

Gauntlet 3 s^i.'jr,

Hampage $34.95

Ask about Used Cartridges

for Lynx, Nintendo,
Sega Genesis
NEC TurboGrafX 16.

Owner's Manual left off. provit

helps both beginning ;

""
"d users to get the rr

$16.95

Intermediate and Advanced

Atari ST
Subjects

' :>!!(.!; c(;vi;-i::i .-;; uric: hum D'

mm Ko'c.-.T.-s. :;si;;ir„-:.-e.

:

Canned, it; a b I'l" Disk [>..,.„?.

$16.95

ST Xformer
Cable

Use with ST Xformer The 800/XL/XE Emulator. All

you to run 8 bit programs on your ST. The cable alii

you to load programs from 5 1/4" disk or transfer them '

1/2" disks. With the cable, you can also load protected

programs from 5 1/4" disks. Although the Xformer will not

run all 8 bit programs. :'. 'ur's cute a few and is ver^ useful

in transfering files from an 8 bit to your ST. Please cal'
'

more information concerning compatibility.

$19.95
Receive the latest version of ST Xformer FREE
w/purchase of cable when you mention this ad.

Since Darek Mihocka has released the ST Xformer into thi

Public Domain, he has made the instruction mantra
available separately. We have the ST Xformer instructior

manual for $9.95. We also have 8 bit programs ready tt

use on 3 1/2" disks. See our catalog for more details.

nan Duplitwix
Blitz

urn

The Best and Fastest Disk Duplicator for the

ST. Backs up a complete 'loppy d sk taster

than the ST can lormat a disk. More powerful

than "software only" packages. Includes
Blitz Software and Dual Drive Cable.

Requires 2 Disk Drives

$34.95

Specials
GFA Books

Reboot Camp $7.95
Programmer's Reference Guide $

Games
3D Pool'- Arkanoid Bubble Bobble -

Pro Soccer - Red Storm Rising - U
Silent Service - Typhoon Thomp

$9.95 Each
Buy 3 Get a 4th FREE
Good While Supplies Lost

re Ground $3.50

irnE replaced wit h same
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PIRACY HURTS US ALL

In

the past several months, Atari-specific trade shows, particularly World

of Atari in Anaheim, Calif., and the PACE show in Pittsburgh, Pa., have

received a lot of bad press. Not only did both shows attract smaller-than-

expected crowds, but some heavy software pirating ruined the shows for

many vendors.

Trade shows are a traditional spot for companies

to show off their latest releases and these two

shows were no exception. But something went

wrong. At World of Atari, for instance, Codehead

was there to hawk the latest versions of Maxifile

and Hotwire. On the second day of the show, both

programs had managed to find their way to a local

pirate board.

At the PACE show, things really got out of hand.

MichTron was there to sell a new paint program for

the STE called Canvas— so new, in fact, that it

hadn't yet made it to dealers. According to George

Miller of MichTron, on the second day of the show someone returned the

program to him unopened'and demanded his money back, because, he

claimed, "My buddy got it off a bulletin board, and I'll just get it there." To

add insult to injury, the gentleman told Miller he felt he was being "ripped

off by MichTron.

Every machine format experiences piracy, but it's even worse in a market

as small as the ST's because the losses can't be absorbed as easily. Quite

simply, when someone copies and freely distributes a commercial program,

they're committing a crime— copyright laws are very clear in this respect.

The legitimate buyer— and that's the vast majority of users— must be

aware that piracy is a problem. The ST community needs the talents of its

programmers to maintain a thriving market. It's unfortunate that pirating

rather than poor sales may be the force that drives them to other markets.

The IAAD

One thing the Atari developers have done to combat piracy is to form the In-

dependent Association of Atari Developers. The IAAD is not affiliated with

Atari Corp. and membership is open to any registered developer. The IAAD

is also a great place for developers to trade program ideas and marketing

strategies. To join, log onto GEnie and type PERMITS.

Reader Survey Results

Initial response to the reader survey in the May 1990 issue has been astound-

ing. Many thanks lo chose who took the lime to fill it out— you're giving us

the best proof that you take your reading seriously. We'll publish the results

in the October 1990 issue.

TOM BYRON
START Editor
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SHAREWARE

To All Atari User Groups: As we are

ail aware, there currently exists a

wealth of superb programs for our

favorite machines available under the

concept of shareware. Many ofthe.se

programs are truly of commercial

quality and offer outstanding value

for the minimal contribution re-

quested by their authors.

Equally obvious, however, is the

fact that not every user of such

software will make that small dona-

tion. Therefore, in an effort to

provide encouragement to shareware

programmers to continue supporting

the Atari user community, ACE of

New South Wales, in Sydney, Austra-

lia, has initiated a "Shareware Author

of the Month" program.

Under this scheme, we select one

shareware programmer each month

to whom we will make a small

donation. This is not intended to

register each of our members as

official users of the software but

rather serve as a simple "thank you"

for a job well done. We will continue

to encourage our members to indi-

vidually register with the authors of

shareware programs they frequently

use.

We are challenging all other

computer user groups to follow our

example. The proposed monthly

donation may be as much as your

organization deems appropriate or

can afford, but we suggest the

minimal ammount be whatever the

shareware author requests from each

user. It is equally important to send a

letter of congratulations to each

"winner" thanking them for their

efforts and encouraging them to

continue. It is our hope that this

scheme meets with success to ensure

that shareware remains a viable

concept.

If each user group adopts this

program, together we can make a

sizable donation which hopefully

will ensure we continue to enjoy the

benefits of quality software at a

reasonable price through shareware.

Please consider this concept and

discuss it at your next meeting.

Support the Atari Revolution by

supporting your favorite shareware

author.

John L. Hutchinson

ACE ofNew South Wales

Sydney, Australia

VKILLER TO THE RESCUE
I'm writing to let you know how
much I appreciated the VKILLER pro-

gram on the May 1990 disk. Little did

I know that over 1 5 percent of my
software had a virus on the disk! Of

all the infected disks, all but one had

the Kubold virus. The exception was

a demo disk from Sonic Access,

which had the Key virus on it. I've

traced the source to a "friend" who
loaned me some disks with games on

them.

My thanks to George Woodside

for writing an easy-to-use and infor-

mative program to detect and kill

viruses. Are you sure I don't have to

worry about my hard disk? The

article mentioned that a virus on a

hard disk for the ST has yet to be

detected.

Thomas Prossima

Redwood City, CA

The Kubold and Key viruses spread

profusely but have no harmful ef-

fects. 7hey are also restricted to

jloppy disks and do not spread to

hard disks. VKILLER author George

Woodside is aware ofa Link virus

that affects hard disks in Europe, but

as ofpress time, it has not been

reported in the United States. -

STARTEd.

PC-DITTO II SAGA ...

CONCLUDED?
I have been following the pc-ditto II

saga closely as I was one who
ordered the board when the first

announcement came to the owners

of the software version.

I am happy to report I have mine

up and running (WordPerfect 5.0,

Plan Perfect and Data Perfect) in a

1040STF, with the board outside the

radio-frequency shield. I had to write

two letters to Avant-Garde before it

worked, but their responses were

prompt and comprehensive, i was

fortunate enough not to need the

new chips on the board. I followed

their recommendation to solder the

connector clip to the 68000 chip. I

question the capability of any clip to

stay attached with just a friction fit.

But apparently, the sponge-rubber

insulating material supplied was not

thick enough to prevent contact with

the shield when the cover was

installed.

Personally, I think Atari has to

share the blame with Avant-Garde.

Atari has built a plethora of machines

with differing internal designs and

have not been very helpful with

information for anyone outside the

company. 1 may have bought my last

Atari computer.

Ken Springer

Bettles, AK

Eorfurther details on pc-ditto II. see

the review in theJuly 1990 issue of

START.- STARTEd.

10 August 1990
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Atari Earnings Take A Nosedive
Atari Corp., citing incense competition in the video-game business, reported a

52.9 percent drop in first-quarter 1990 earnings. Net income dropped to $1.5

million, or three cents per share, from $3.3 million, or six cents per share, in

the same quarter of 1989. Sales slipped to S85. 5 million in first quarter 1990

from $88.8 million in 1989. Revenue grew for Atari's personal-computer line

and the Lynx hand-held game system, but fell for its older models of video-

game machines.

Inside Atari
Now that the hardware design has

been finalized, the 16-bit TT system

is off to the FCC. Reports from

Europe indicate that the UNIX-based

TT030/X will come with 2MB of

video RAM and 4MB of fast RAM. A
high capacity hard disk and multiple

VME bus slots will come in a tower

case. While the TT030/X uses AT&T's

UNIX version 3-1, it is almost fully

compatible with the Berkeley

standard. X/Windows is topped by

X. Desktop, a variation ofGEM for

UNIX.

The release of Atari's so-called

Advantage package, a computer/

software bundle, has been delayed

due to lack of 520ST software. Atari

will continue to search for titles that

run on as many different televisions

as possible. The package will retail

for $399.

The report in last month's column

that the Lynx Mark II will lose func-

tionality was incorrect. The Mark II

will be smaller but still functional. All

the current features, including screen

size, will be left intact.

Atari recently signed with ASCII

,

a purchasing group that will let its

members buy Atari equipment. The

ASCII network includes 400 com-

puter dealers nationwide. According

toJames Fisher, Atari Vice President

of Marketing, a majority of ASCII

dealers will carry the Portfolio and ST

lines.

The Business Software Group, a

software piracy watchdog, claimed

that Atari Taiwan Manufacturing in

Taipei is pirating copies of Lotus and

Ashton-Tate software for use on IBM

systems. Atari responded that BSG is

exaggerating the issue, and that if

illegal copies do exist, they are being

made without Atari Taiwan's knowl-

edge or permission. Atari CEO Sam

Tramiel stated that Atari will investi-

gate the matter, but that the copies

are most likely personal copies used

by employees on their own systems.

Fat Bits
• Commodore International named

Nolan Bushnell to head a special

team to develop, coordinate and

market interactive, Amiga-based con-

sumer products. Bushnell, 47,

founded Atari Corp. in 1972. He sold

it to Warner Communications in

1976. Jack Tramiel bought the

computer division in 1984.

• Atari is now shipping their

Megafile 44 removable hard drive to

dealers. Atari also has a new laser

printer in the works. Designated the

SLM605, it is reported to be smaller

and much more quiet than the

SLM804.

World ofAtari, Anaheim
BY DAN FRUCHEYAND DAVID PLOTKIN

World of Atari, was held April 7 and 8, 1990, at the Disneyland Hotel in

Anaheim, Calif. Attendance was around 4,000, down from last year's number.

Some highlights:

Atari Corp. 's display dominated the middle of the convention floor with a

wide variety of machines including a pair ofTT computers, the hand-held

Portfolio and a collection of portable Lynx game machines.

At the developer's get-together, Atari announced SoftSource, a library of

software demos, source code and utilities. Registered developers can access

the library on GEnie by typing ATARIDEV at the prompt and then upload

their ideas, impending product releases and demos. Softsource will reportedly

be open to the public by Christmas 1990 and will also be transferred to CD
and distributed to dealers with the Atari CD-ROM.

Nathan Potechin of 1SD Marketing showed Calamus Outline, a companion

product for Calamus which uses a variety of special effects to customize text

START The ST Monthly 11
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and graphics. He also sold a limited Dumber ofcopies of the new book The

Guide To Calamus Desktop Publishing. Finally, Potechin announced three

new versions of Calamus slated for release in fall 1990.

Imagen Corp. showed some of the power behind Ultrascript by producing

full-color pages using a Hewlett Packard PaintJet printer. Ultrascript fonts will

work with any program that produces Postscript output, including Fleet Street

Publisher 5.0, PageSrream and Timeworks Publisher. Imagen also announced

a reduction in font prices to $49.95 per set. Representatives at the show stated

they are currently working with Atari Corp. to incorporate Ultrascript fonts

into GDOS. No release date has been set. (The introduction of a single stan-

dardized font format could make a drastic difference in Atari's acceptance as a

DTP solution.)

SST Accelerator Board Shown At WOA
The SST accelerator board for the ST was shown by Gadgets by Small and

Fast Technologies for the first time at World of Atari. The board, which is still

under development and requires FCC certification, uses a Motorola 68030

microprocessor and small amounts of very fast RAM to provide a computer

that is significantly faster than an ST equipped with any other accelerator

board. In most tests, the SST-equipped ST matched Atari's new TT.

The basic board will include a 16 Mhz version of the 68030. This configu-

ration gives a speed advantage of about 2-1/2 times over the ST.

Gadgets by Small is looking to release the SST in November 1990. A
tentative price has been set at $1000.

ALERT BOX

Because "The ST In Hollywood,"

(START, May 1990) primarily

discussed how a Mega-based
system was used for post-

production sound editing on the

movie "Born on the Fourth of

July," the valuable contributions

of the film's other sound artists

may have been slighted.

The majority of the production

sound recorded on the set during

the filming of Born on the Fourth

ofJuly" was in fact excellent,

thanks to production sound mixer

Todd Maitland and his crew. An
unfortunate page break in the

article may have given the false

impression that Maitland's

production sound was not well

done. START apologizes for any
misunderstanding this article may
have caused.

MEMO^grADE^
FOR ATARI ST & MEGA II

4 MEG 2.5 MEG 2 MEG ! MEG

MEGA II 270.00 * * *

1040 st 480.oo 270.oo * *

520 ST"-' 4HO.oo 270.00 * 95.oo

520 ST 480.00 * 270.oo 95.oo

Prices include RAM chips, installation, 6 month warranty! 24 Urs
turn around for mail orders, or 'while you wait' for carry in.

Don't take chances with solderless RAM upgrades. We use soldering
on all connections of our upgrades to insure long lasting quality of

contacts.

Boosf productivity and
pmcesning power
of your ST with

QfOMPT TTROI Turbo 16 Accelerator.....299.95

INDUSTRIES ?;™17,,»
with internal real time

.,„ „., , ~ „, ^r-.^ Clock/Calendar. 59.95
35-28 33rd STREET
A CTV1D J A \rv u inc ^or maximum storage
Ab I UKIA, I\ Y IllUO capacity and flexibility

(800)477-2131 f™ir™'
(718) 392-5852 Sidcd Ddvc "pgrade.....H5.00

FAX: (718) 392-4136

SOME LIKE IT...
-

ru: START «!, lor:;, -:l:-iii

le fastest, easiest way to

The CodeHeads announce:

FILECjj«|a&_) +
mo ve/c o p y;dd ete/re name/touc tvl o c k<Nde

Incorporates every H

New Ledger luncti

Passwords may b'

Gusto mlzabli

Keyboard
Quickly select

progcai

Here's what our users are saying about HotWiie and MaxiFile:

"The HolWire.-'I/te.xriio tonL-j tins changed the way I use my ST."

"I haven't used the standard GEM desktop in weeks."

"Without HotWire and MaxiFile I'd be totally lost on the ST."

"...a tribute to assembly excellence." - "MaxiFile is a wonder!"

"HotWire arm MnxiFito rani y 'heat up on the competition'!!"

"...you'll need lo pac'iaqo il -. asbustrjs bocauso it is too hot."

"AWESOME!" - "Super!" - "a veritable software gem!"

eludes MaxiFile)

>

. .$39.95

HotWire Plus;

Maxil ill'

HotWire
G+Plus j replacement for Atiri CDOS $34.95

MultilJcsk-load unlimited desk accessories $29,95

CodeHead Utilities a collection of useful programs $34.95

MIUIMax- a powerful MIDI tool fur performers $49.95

accepted. Shipping
dk-.rgu. USS2, Canada S3,

Eutope $5. CA r
1 -'-1 -

add 6.5% sal
'

CodeHead Software
P.O. Box 74090
Los Angeles, CA 90004



European Report

Atari Germany donated

181040STs(atotaJ

value of 30,000

deutsche marks, or

$18,000) toward the

last East German elections. The com-

puters initially went to the West

German institution, Elections, which,

in turn, helped the West German

television network, ZDF, predict and

report election results from their

temporary studio in the Palace of the

Republic in East Berlin. After the

elections the STs remained in East

Germany. Atari computers have been

used in local West German elections

since March 1988.

The Atari Transputer Workstation

is not only alive but is beginning to

kick as well. A regular window dress-

ing on recent Atari exhibitions, the

ATW is now on sale in Europe. In

their review of the ATW800, Nether-

lands-based magazine Personal

Computing reported that the Work-

station costs 16,800 Dutch guilders

(about 510,000). The 20MHz T800

transputer-based machine includes

4MB of HAM, a Helios operating

system and X-Windows.

STEs are catching on in Europe,

but so are the TOS 1 .6 bugs. Many

programs don't run at all. Some

software houses are releasing STE

updates daily. Others, such as

Microdeal/MichTron, are publishing

programs written specifically for the

new machine. The most notorious

bug is that the STE insists on booting

in low resolution, regardless of the

DESKTOP.INF file. Atari U.K. has

released a software patch, but there

is a three-step manual fix as well.

F-Modem version 1.0 is a terminal

program for the Portfolio. Supplied

on a ROM card the software will

transfer data to and from an ST. F-

Modem follows the Xmodem proto-

col. It is sold for 1 19 deutsche marks

($70) from Hoco EDV Anlagen,

Ellerstr. 155, 4000 Dusseldorf, West

Germany.

Ifyou have a hot tip let us know at News, Notes & Quotes,

START Magazine, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

More Bytes per Buck
Now you can get a professional Pascal, Fortran or C compiler for

your Atari ST for just $149

Prospero Software are pleased to announce that, from June 1st 1990, the

recommended retail price of our acclaimed C and Fortran compilers will

be $149. This represents a reduction of $50 on previous prices.

Prospero Pascal remains available at $149, while

the Prospero Developers Toolkit and the coprocessor libraries

for the above languages remain at $96.

Write or call today for a free information pack and demonstration disk.

Prospero Software
_^T LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

100 Commercial Street, Suite 306, Portland, ME 04101 Tel: (207)874 0382 Fax: (207)874 0942



Labor-saving devices are

supposed to help, not hurt.

But the computer, the

wunderkind ofproductivity tools

has been associated with health

hazards rangingfrom inflamed

wrists to miscarriages. In the second

oftwo articles, Rebecca Rosen Lum

explores the controversy

surroundingprolonged use of video

display terminals.

Caught
off guard may be the

best way to describe the

computer world's response

to the spate of ailments be-

falling video display

terminal users. Reports of eye

problems and a scattering of unex-

plained "clusters" of birth defects and

miscarriages have sent unions

rushing to the bargaining table to

secure protection for employees.

By far the most controversial and

hotly debated safety issue for unions

and business is the possible hazard

to computer users due to electromag-

netic emissions from their terminals.

The least controversial and best-re-

searched of disorders linked to long

hours at theVDT are eye problems.

While no studies have linked

monitor use with permanent eye

damage, temporary ailments caused

by hours of intense focusing com-

bined with glare can be quite

debilitating, as San Francisco resident

Steven Michael discovered.

Michael had been working at the

San Francisco Newspaper Agency for

10 years when the computer revolu-

tion arrived. The 45-year-old finance

department supervisor and his col-

leagues trained for months in a

temporary office that offered adjust-

able workstations, antiglare screens

and directed lighting as they mas-

tered what he calls "a very complex

system."

Computer literate, they brought

their new skills back to their old

14 August 1990



Electronic
office. "It's in a very old building," he

says, "with fluorescent lighting, white

walls and no-glare screens"— an

ergonomic minefield. Michael

watched his staffs new confidence

quickly erode as eye problems and

headaches became the norm.

"My headaches started within

days," he says, "And once they

started, it was non-stop. It wasn't like

I had good days and bad days. It was

very wearying." Worse still, hours

after Michael had left the office, the

headaches stubbornly persisted.

"Literally, if I went to read the news-

paper, the page was just an indeci-

pherable sea of black and white. I

couldn't focus, 1 couldn't read. It

would last for several hours. The

next day, it would start ail over

again."

Months later, when glare screens

arrived, relief swept the department.

"They've made an enormous differ-

ence," he says. "The next day we
didn't have people aching all over

with migraine headaches. My
question about glare screens is, how
do you live without them?"

Apparently, many do. Some 90

percent of computer users suffer

from eye strain and vision problems,

according to the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health. Eye

fatigue, blurred vision, chronic

headaches and "after images" are

common among the 1 5 to 19 million

VDT users in the workplace.

Clinical Studies

A recent study by Dr, James Sheedy

of the University of California at

Berkeley revealed unexpectedly high

numbers of 20- to 40-year-old VDT
users suffering from eye problems.

Dr. Sheedy, who is chief of the

university's School of Optometry

VDT Eye Clinic, says one-third of his

clinic's patients have an accommoda-

tive eye problem, compared to 15 to

20 percent in other clinical popula-

tions. Focusing closely on a VDT
screen without interruption may be

the culprit, he believes.

He recommends pausing "to look

off into the distance— every 10

minutes for 10 seconds, say, to allow

the accommodative mechanism to

fully relax. Looking off into the

distance relaxes the muscle that

needs to contract (to enable us) to

look up close."

He blames the changing

workplace, which is all too fre-

quently not geared to computer use,

for much of the eyestrain VDT users

experience, but adds that most eye

problems can be avoided by apply-

ing what researchers have already

learned.

"Overhead lights used to be no

problem when people looked down
(at their desks)," he says. "Now, with

VDTs, people are looking straight

ahead, and overhead fluorescent

lighting is a problem." Wearing a

visor at work is a good idea for those

who operate a VDT with bright lights

in their peripheral vision, he adds.

Ergonomists also recommend

positioning the VDT at a 90-degree

angle to windows, dimming the

lights to a moderate level, retrofitting

fluorescent lights with "baffles" that

reduce glare, fitting windows with

anti-glare screens or blinds and

putting a glare screen on your

monitor.

What about the resolution of the

image itself? The image on the VDT is

created by phosphors that glow

when scanned by the terminal's

electron beam. The image lasts only

as long as the phosphors glow,

which is actually an extremely brief

time. It must be re-illuminated, or

"refreshed," by another electron

beam quicker than the eye can

perceive in order for the image to

appear continuous. The "refresh

rate," then, refers to the number of

times the electron beam scans the

phosphors per second. "Flicker"

occurs when the refresh rate is

sluggish enough that the eye can

perceive the changes (the eye can

pick up changes somewhere in the

range of 20 Hz to 100 Hz (100 Hz

equals 100 times per second). Flicker

rates that are barely perceptible to

the eye nevertheless cause the eye to

continuously readjust, bringing

fatigue. Designers say European

labor unions, much stronger than in

the United States, have pressed for,
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Computer Hazards—Legislation and Litigation

In
1987 the Suffolk County, N.Y., legislature

became the first in the country to regulate video

display terminals. It passed a bill forcing any

employer operating 20 or more VDTs in the county to

provide workers with eye care, adjustable work

stations, glare-reducing lighting and 15-minute breaks

(or alternate work) for eveiy three hours ofVDT use.

The bill, which also required safety training and health

education on the job, was enforced by a system of in-

spections and fines. In support of the law, unions

claimed that companies would benefit from a signifi-

cant boost in productivity, fewer sick days and a

reduction in insurance costs resulting from worker

injury.

On Dec. 27, 1989, New York State Supreme Court

JudgeJohn Cupertino, in a suit brought by a business

coalition, overturned the law, saying that only the

state ofNew York or the federal government had the

authority to enact such legislation. Suffolk County may

appeal on the grounds that a counry may act in the

absence of state or federal law.

The state of Connecticut is considering drafting leg-

islation similar to Suffolk County's; Maine passed a

greatly diluted version of the law in 1989.

New York City

Former New York City Mayor Ed Koch vetoed a VDT
health and safety bill last December that would have

affected 14,000 municipal workers, Koch said there was

not enough medical evidence to justify the $30 million

cost of implementing the bill, which, among other

things, would have allowed pregnant workers and those

with certain medical conditions to transfer for up to one

year without losing pay or seniority. If the bill passes

under Mayor David Dinkins in 1990, it will be the first of

its kind in a major American city.

New Jersey

The NewJersey State Department of Public Health

isstied guidelines last fall to protect its 500,000 public

employees who operate VDTs in government offices and

school districts. The guidelines mandate 15-minute

breaks every two hours and eye exams every two years.

and won, a commitment from

industry to produce monitors with a

minimum refresh rate of 70 Hz. There

is no standard in the United States;

the average runs between 56 and 60

Hz (although some industry insiders

say the refresh rate of American-

made products will soon match that

of the European to enable American

companies to compete more effec-

tively overseas).

What does all this mean for the

personal computer owner who, on a

shoe-string budget, invests in a used

computer?

It means the image on a monitor

more than five years old may look

like a Chaplin flick compared to the

crisp images generated by today's

screens.

"I wouldn't say most people are

working on state-of-the-art equip-

ment," says Laura Stock, director of

the Berkeley, Calif. , VDT Coalition.

"Looking at a flickering screen can

lead to a seasick feeling."

In the workplace, it is in an

employer's best interest to consider

such issues as image resolution and

lighting. "Some employers are," she

says, adding, "Some resist being told

to do something they didn't choose

to do, even if in the long run it saves

them money in workers compensa-

tion and productivity."

Dr. Sheedy says, "We need to

know more about lighting and

lighting geometry on vision and

visual performance, about what is

happening to the eyes and the

binocular system. But much of the

discomfort people are experiencing

can be eliminated knowing what we
know now. The problems are partly

caused by a lack of application."

The Radiation Debate

Sentiments run high when those in

the science community, computer

world and industry discuss another

danger tagged to VDT monitors—
pulsed electromagnetic emissions.

Controversy focuses on low-level

electromagnetic emissions, known as

non-ionizing radiation because,

unlike X-rays, they cannot break

apart atoms. But, some scientists

maintain, that doesn't mean they're

safe.

While it was once assumed that

low-level electromagnetic fields—
produced by hair diyers, toasters,

electric blankets and computer

terminals— couldn't cause cell

changes, a recent study by the Office

of Technology Assessment revealed

that even very weak pulsed electro-

magnetic fields can produce muta-

tions and other biological changes in

cells and organisms.

At the second international
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California

A bill introduced by Assemblyman Tom Hayden passed

the state Assembly in June 1989 requiring new VDTs,

associated furniture and lighting in any California

workplace to conform with the ergonomic guidelines of

the American National Standards Institute. The bill also

requires the state to form a committee to set guidelines

for VDT use by pregnant workers. The state Senate,

however, held the bill over for reconsideration in 1990.

AT&T

In 1985 a Washington, D.C., woman filed a workman's

compensation claim against her employer, American

Telephone & Telegraph Co., saying that her skin rash

was caused by VDT exposure on the job. AT&T fought

the claim but settled in 1987 for an undisclosed amount.

U.S. West

In October 1987, 30 Denver telephone operators at

Mountain Bell (now U.S. West) sued Computer Con-

soles, Inc., a keyboard manufacturer, for repetitive

strain injuries allegedly caused by their product. The

keyboards were replaced but the suit continues. In

addition, the employees' union filed a complaint with

the federal Occupation Safety and Health Administra-

tion, which reached a settlement with U.S. West late

in 1988. The company was required to redesign work-

stations, provide ergonomic training for ail Denver

employees, and hire an ergonomics coordinator to

inspect all directory assistance locations in its 14-state

territory and make a formal report to the union.

The Fresno Bee

In the spring of 1989 the Northern California Newspa-

per Guild lodged a complaint with the California Oc-

cupational Safety and Health Administration on behalf

of the editorial staff at the Fresno Bee, one-third of

whom complained of musculoskeletal disorders.

CALOSHA ordered the newspaper to provide adjust-

able furniture, hourly breaks and ergonomic training.

The Bee appealed the order and the two parties

entered into settlement negotiations in March

'990. — BYADEIE BONOV1TZ

conference on VDTs and health in

Montreal last September, researcher

Hakon Frolen of the University of

Agricultural Science in Sweden

linked non-ionizing radiation

exposure soon after conception to

the high rate of fetal deaths among

laboratory mice in his study.

Furthermore, a 1982 case-control

study by researchers at northern

California's Kaiser Permanence

medical group revealed that women
who work at VDTs for 20 hours or

more each week stand an 80 percent

higher chance of suffering a miscar-

riage than women who do not work

. Glass TuOe

! Phosphor

_
iK"*

Light

i i ..

HE \ i

—
] \

\voke| \
Flyback Transformer \ \^

Electron Emitter (cathode) 1 u ron Beam

Cathode-Ray Tube

at VDTs. Although researchers

emphasized that they could not

determine the reason for the elevated

risk, they reported that "this risk

could not be explained by age, edu-

cation, occupation, smoking, alcohol

consumption, or other maternal char-

acteristics" and called for more

research.

This study, as well as anecdotal

reports of "clusters" of miscarriages

among pregnant VDT users in the

United States, Canada and Europe,

resulted in public pressure for more

research into possible VDT hazards.

One such study ofVDTs and

pregnancy outcomes, the first of its

kind, is under way at the Mt. Sinai

School of Medicine. It will track

women who work with VDTs from

conception on, rather than rely on

the memories of participants, as do

retrospective studies.

Most recently, public health

researcher Dr. Lars Brandt of Den- ^
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VDT HAZARDS

mark found no correlation between

VDTs and negative pregnancy

outcomes in his epidemiological

study of 6,212 women and 6,541

pregnancies.

Men At Risk

But women of childbearing age are

not the only users who risk harm by

putting in long hours in the glow of

the VDT. A study funded by the

Department of Energy revealed that

men between the ages of 21 and 35

had 10 percent slower motor re-

sponses after being subjected to low-

level electromagnetic fields. In fact,

researchers have found that many

changes in cell structure seem to

occur after exposure to low-fre-

quency emissions at low doses, or at

certain frequencies that scientists call

"power windows.

"

Discussing the possible hazards of

electromagnetic fields, watchdog

Louis Slesin, editor ofVDT News,

says, "I'm especially concerned about

children, because they use comput-

ers at school, they do video games

after school, do their homework on a

computer at home and watch

television. They're getting more

exposure than some workers."

While industry heads have scoffed

at possible health threats posed by

electromagnetic emissions in VDTs,

last November IBM quietly intro-

duced in this country a low-radiation

monitor they already were marketing

in Europe.

Some 90 percent of

computer users suf-

fer from eye strain

and vision problems.

Entrepreneurs are also putting

products on the market. George

Lechter, the MIT-educated engineer

who founded Safe Computing

Company, sells a high-resolution

liquid-crystal monitor, or LCD which

produces no electromagnetic radia-

tion. (Most computer terminals are

cathode-ray tubes, which produce

Miscarriages among VDT workers
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pulsed electromagnetic fields.

)

Lechter and his associates recently

tested several CRT monitors in a

Needham, Mass., computer center.

They measured very low frequency

and extremely low frequency

magnetic emissions from a user

distance of two feet in front of each

VDT. The monitors, he said, clocked

in at astonishingly high levels,

ranging from 0.5 milligauss to 8.1

milligauss— and those in a monitor

marketed to children.

What worries Lechter about those

measurements are studies like that of

University of North Carolina re-

searcher David Savage, which linked

childhood tumors, including central

nervous system tumors and leuke-

mia, with exposures of one to two

milligauss generated by power lines

near the participating children's

homes.

Critics Speak Up

Critics like Slesin lambast the federal

government for not having con-

ducted similar tests in controlled con-

ditions long ago. "We could all test

our gas mileage, but it's easier for the

EPA to do it," he says. "The govern-

ment is asleep on this. Nobody wants

to know the numbers."

Writer Paul Brodeur sent pulsed

waves of his own through the

popular science community recently

with the publication of his article

"The Annals of Radiation" in the New
ybnfeermagazine and with his book

Currents ofDeath, in which he

claims not only that ample evidence

points to the dangers of low-fre-

quency electromagnetic fields, but

that die government, industry and

the media have been covering up the

fact.

But the Center for Office Technol-

ogy, an industry group, released its

own paper criticizing Brodeur's

challenge. In it, they accuse Brodeur

of stacking the deck with selective

findings. COT's executive director,

Dr. Bruce Dickerson, says, "Radiation

from VDTs have been studied both

here and abroad. The overwhelming

conclusion is that the radiation

emitted by VDTs pose no threat to

human health." Brodeur "did an

incomplete job of evaluating the

literature," he adds. "The vast major-

ity of scientists do not concur with

him."

Keeping Safe

Ironically, there is no standard

screening, testing, or licensing for

computer monitors as there is for

televisions, which also use a cathode-

ray tube—and from which viewers

are encouraged to keep a distance of

10 feet.

So what can workers and VDT
home users do to protect themselves

while the controversy rages? The

New York Committee for Occupa-

tional Safety and Health suggests

limiting the number of hours spent at

the VDT. (Sweden mandates a

maximum workday of four hours at

the VDT.) It further suggests women
who work at VDTs on the job seek

alternative assignments during

pregnancy.

Because a Polish study revealed

exposure to VDT levels of radiation

affected the testicles of laboratory

mice, NYCOSH further suggests that

men who want to father a child

protect themselves as well.

NYCOSH also warns against sitting

within four feet of the backs or sides

of neighboring computers, where the

flyback transformer generates the

highest level of electromagnetic

emissions.

While all concerned are calling for

more research, the thorny issue

seems to be how far manufacturers

and employers should go to protect

VDT users until more is known. Asks

the VDT Coalition's Laura Stock, "Do

you err on the side of caution or do

you let people be the guinea pigs?"

Rebecca Rosen Lum is a San

Francisco-basedfreelance writer.
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CARDMASTER
Four Shuffles in One

BY SUSAN D. PHILLIPS

Gin Rummy? Draw Poker? Acey

Deucy? Nameyour game! Susan

Phillips shuffles them allforyou

in her addictivejumbo pack,

CardMaster. You 've been warned,

now deal the cards!

Draw Poker

AT A GLANCE
Program: CardMaster

Type: Game

Requirements: 512K, medium rez

Arcfile: CARDGAME. PRG

Files: BORK

CAR0MAST.DOC

CARDMASIPRG

CHONE

CHTWO
CHZERO

HUG
MEFI

SOKY

STUFF

WILO

YOFI

Language: OSS Personal Pasca

CardMaster requires special

datafiles from the archive

file CARDBOOT.PRG; see

the sidebar "Installing

CardMaster." Once the

datafiles are installed,

double -click on the archive file

CARDGAME.PRG and choose

Extract when the dialog box

appears. Select a destination disk

1* 9 ** * ^^^UjlLj^H

1 nWfiB ''Hi MOSEVi 49

i
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I Mosn: 48 J

nil:mu
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Acey Deucy
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and the files will un—ARC directly

onto that disk. Make sure that

BORK, CHONE, CHTWO, CHZERO,

JC, MEFI, SQKY, WILO and YOFI

are in the same folder as

CARDMAST.PRG. To start the

program, double-click on

CARDMAST.PRG.

All commands in CardMaster are

mouse -controlled, using the left

button. To get to the Main Menu,

click anywhere on the title screen or

simply move the mouse. Six decks

of cards appear. The two labeled

nfo and Quit are self-explanatory.

Click on any of the other four to

start a card game.

Pitch

Pitch is a two - player game, you

versus the computer.

The first dealer is chosen at

random. You each get six cards. To

play, you and your opponent each

lay down one card at a time

following suit whenever possible.

To lay down a card, simply click on

it. Each pair of cards constitutes a

"trick." A trump is a card of the suit

of the first card played. A trump

always wins the trick. Otherwise,

the trick is won by the higher

ranking card in the suit that was led.

The winner of the trick leads on the

next play. The last

card in the hand is

played automatically.

When all the cards

have been played, points are added

to or subtracted from your score

based on your initial bid.

There are three bids. Thenon-
dealing player bids first. Pass is a bid

of zero and passes the bid to the

other player. The numeric bids of 2,

3 or 4 refer to how many categories

you think your cards can win. (For

instance, if you think you can get

HIGH and GAME, bid 2.) SHOOT
THE MOON is a bid to win all tricks

as well as all categories.

If the first player passes, the

second player must bid at least 2 or

SHOOT THE MOON. To bid, click

on your selection. Only legal bids

for each situation will appear on the

screen. The highest bidder plays

first.

Scoring occurs at the end of each

hand according to the number of

tricks won and the number of

categories captured. You receive

one point each for holding the

HIGH (highest trump) card, the

LOW (lowest trump) card, the JACK

(in the trump suit) and for GAME. If

there is a tie, nobody wins the

GAME category.

Gin Rummy
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At the end of each hand, points

are added to each player's score,

unless you were the high bidder and

do not match your bid. Then the

point value of your bid is deducted

from your score regardless of how
many categories you won. If you

bid to SHOOT THE MOON and

don't, you lose automatically.

Acey Deucy is a

game of chance.

You may limit the game score to

7, 11, 15, 21 or 50. The default is 11.

To change it, just click on the

TRUMP box (or hold the mouse

button down) until the desired

amount appears in the lower right

box. The player who reaches the

game score first, wins.

Click on the appropriate box to

start a new game, clear wins or exit

to the Main Menu.

Gin Rummy
Gin Rummy is another two -player

game, you and the computer. Each

player is dealt 10 cards. The

remainder of the pack goes face

down to form the stock pile. The

top stock card is exposed next to the

stock, serving as the first card of the

discard pile.

To go gin, your entire hand must

be grouped into sets of at least three

cards forming three- or

four - of- a - kind or runs of the

same suit. If the deck runs out

(which rarely happens), the hand is a

draw.

To play, click on the top card of

either the stock or discard pile, try

to create sets with your hand and

discard deadwood.

When the computer plays, the

card it chooses will appear

temporarily in the upper right

corner of the screen, either exposed

(from the discard pile) or face down

(from the stock pile).

To choose a card, click on either

the stock pile or the discard pile.

The card will appear to the left of

the screen. To discard it, click on

the discard pile. To keep it, first

click between any two cards or at

either end of your hand. An arrow

will verify that you want it placed at

that location. Then click on the

card in your hand that you want to

discard.

Before you click on the

CONTINUE box (and end your

turn), you can click on ORDER.

When either you or the computer

goes gin or knocks, your hand is

checked according to its order.

To automatically organize your

hand, click on the ORDER box. The

sets are placed on the far left,

potential sets next and the least

desirable deadwood on the right.

You can also organize your hand

manually. Click on the card to be

moved (an arrow will verify your

selection). Then click between any

two cards or at either end of your

hand. To exit the order mode, click

on the ORDER box.

You now have the choice to GO
GIN or KNOCK. To knock you must

hold less than 10 points worth of

deadwood (or unmatched cards that

fit into none of your sets). Knocking

forces the opposing player to reveal

cards. If you knock, and any of your

opponent's deadwood cards can

contribute to any of the your sets,

then those deadwood cards are not

counted against your opponent.

This is called "laying off." When a

hand is knocked, arrows will point

to the cards that are laid off.

Going gin is worth 25 points plus

the opponent's deadwood count.

Knocking is worth the opponent's

deadwood count (not including

cards that were laid off), minus the

knocker's deadwood count.

However, if the opponent holds a

deadwood count equal to or lower

than that of the knocker (known as

"underknocking the knocker"),

then the knocker gets nothing and

the opponent gets 25 points plus

the difference of points between the

two hands.

Each picture card is worth 10

points, an ace is worth one, and all

others are worth their numeric

value.

At the end of each game, the

winner gets the difference between

the two scores plus 100 bonus

points. Each player gets 20 points

for every hand won in the game. If

one player wins all hands, the

game is a shut-out, and the winner

gets an extra 100 bonus points.

Draw Poker

Draw poker is a game with five

players: you and four computer

opponents. Each player begins with

$50. The dealer antes (bets) S5 and

deals each player five cards. To play,

simply click on the box of your

choice. Only legal options will be

displayed.

Betting begins at the dealer's left.

You can either OPEN (bet S5) or

FOLD (drop out of the betting).

Subsequent players can CALL (match

the previous bet), RAISE (match the

previous bet and raise it an

additional S5) or FOLD. When all
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players have contributed equally to

the pot, the round of betting ends

and the DRAW begins.

You can discard and DRAW up to

three new cards. Click on the cards

you want to discard. If you

exchange less than three, click on

your info box to continue.

The second round of betting

begins with the player who opened

(or the next clockwise player, if the

opener has folded). That player can

CHECK (pass, staying in without

betting anything further) or BET (bet

$5). If someone bets, each player in

turn may CALL, RAISE or FOLD
until all bets have been equalled, or

only one player, automatically the

winner, remains.

If two or more players are left, a

showdown occurs. In the

showdown, all hands are exposed

and the holder of the best hand

wins the pot.

The hands are ranked, highest to

lowest:

Royal Flush: five cards of equal suit

in sequential rank, with the ace as

the high card.

Straight Flush: five cards of equal

suit in sequential rank.

Four-of-a-Klnd: four cards of

equal rank.

Full House: three cards of equa!

rank and two of another.

Flush: five cards of the same suit.

Straight: five cards in sequential

rank.

Three -of- a -Kind: three cards of

equal rank.

Two Pairs: two cards of one rank

and two of another.

One Pair: two cards of equal rank.

When more than one player has

the same rating, the rank of their

cards, ace high, is compared.

In the rare event that the hands

arc still equal, those players tic and

split the pot.

Acey Deucy

Acey Deucy is a five -player game

that allows up to five human players.

It is a game of chance, much like

roulette. You get two cards, both

face up, and you bet on the

probability of the next card falling in

rank between the two in your hand.

There are set characters in Acey

Deucy; choose who you want to

play by clicking on their info boxes.

Up to five human players can play.

Click again on the info boxes to

change a human player into a

computer one. Click on DONE
when you've made your selections.

The first dealer is chosen at

random. The ante and minimum bet

is SI. The maximum bet is cither

the size of the pot or the money the

player has left, whichever is less. If

the first card (on the left) is an ace, it

is low. If the second card dealt (on

the right) is an ace, it is high.

If the two cards in the hand are of

equal or sequential rank, then a bet

is impossible to win and SI is

automatically bet and lost.

The same dealer then deals to the

next player and each player

clockwise in turn takes a turn until

someone wins the pot. When the

pot is won, all players ante again.

The deal then passes to the player

on the dealer's left, who shuffles the

deck and deals to the player on his

left. Reshuffling also occurs

whenever the deck runs out.

When it's your turn, you will see

a betting dialog box. The initial

default is your maximum bet. You

can choose MIN to change to the

minimum bet, MID to go to half of

the maximum bet, MAX to return to

the maximum bet, or click on one of

the arrows to raise or lower your bet

SI at a time.

The game ends cither when all

human players go broke, or when
only one active player remains.

Susan Phillips is aflight
information coordinator and
support representativefor
American Airlines. This is her

firstprogramfor START.
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INSTALLING CARDMASTER

AT A GLANCE

Program: CardMaster Boot Files

Type: Game datafiles

Requirements: Use with CardMaster

Arcfile: CARDBOGTPRG

Files: ASSIGN.SYS ATTR10CG.FNT

ATSS10CG.FNT ATTR12CG.FNT

ATSS12CG.FNT ATTR18CG.FNT

ATSS18CG.FNT ATTR24CG.FNT

ATSS24CG.FNT GDOS.PRG

CardMaster uses Atari's GDOS fonts

to produce its superb visuals. In

order for CardMaster to use GDOS,
certain files must be present when

you boot your computer. These

files are in CARDBOOT.PRG. From

your START disk backup, double -

dick on CARDBOOT.PRG and

choose Extract when the dialog box

appears. Select a destination disk

and the files will un-ARC directly

onto that disk.

Configure the root directory of

your designated boot disk as

follows:

ASSIGN.SYS \AUT0 folder \F0NTS folder

GDOS.PRG ATSS10CG.FNT

ATSS12CG.FNT

ATSS18CG.FNT

ATSS24CG.FNT

ATTR10CG.FNT

ATTR12CG.FNT

ATTR18CG.FNT

ATTR24CG.FNT

If you have a single-sided drive

system, create another disk for the

CardMaster game files, found in

CARDGAME.PRG. The entire

CardMaster program, including

GDOS, fits onto a double -sided

disk. Put CardMaster anywhere you

wish on a hard drive. If you're using

a Mega, keep the blitter on.

GDOS fonts are loaded at boot

time, so ASSIGN.SYS and the FONT
and AUTO folders must be in the

root directory of the boot disk in

order for CardMaster to run

properly. If you never see the

CardMaster title screen when
attempting to run the game, it's most

likely that GDOS was not loaded. If

CardMaster runs, but the words on

the screen are misaligned,

misshapen or littered with extra

characters, it's most likely that the

proper fonts weren't loaded. Check

that the files on your boot disk are

configured as directed, then reboot.

{Editor's Note: GDOS is the

property of Atari Corp. GDOS and

its fonts are distributed on your

START disk for use with CardMaster

only. They cannot be reproduced or

in any way distributed without the

prior consent of Atari.)

If

you've read the article on

CardMaster, you know that

you're supposed to place

GDOS.PRG into the AUTO
folder of your boot disk. 'Why?

Because CardMaster uses GDOS to

load the fonts it needs. GDOS is,

technically, a part of GEM, even

though you have to load it from

disk. GDOS installs itself when you

boot your machine, then it is

responsible for graphics calls to any

other device besides the screen,

such as printer or plotter. Also, if

you're tired of seeing the same old

system font, GDOS is responsible

for loading any other fonts you

might want to use.

lb explain how GDOS works, the

first thing we need to do is to look at

the file ASSIGN.SYS. This is an

ASCII file, so if you double - click on

it and choose Show, you'll see on

your screen:

path = \font

01p screen. sys

02p screen.sys

03pscreen.sys

ATSS10CG.FNT

ATSS12CG.FNT

ATSS18CG.FNT

ATSS24CG.FNT

ATTR10CG.FNT

ATTR12CG.FNT

ATTR18CG.FNT

ATTR24CG.FNT

04p screen.sys

ASSIGN.SYS is simply a file that

tells GDOS what fonts to load,

where to find these fonts and what

screen resolution (or device) these

fonts are for.

Look at the first line, path =

\font. This tells GDOS that the

fonts you want to load are in the

FONT folder of the current drive.

You could, if you want, use a text

editor (or word processor that saves

files in ASCII) and change the path

name to path = c:\font. This tells

GDOS to look only on drive C in the
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GDOS TUTORIAL
folder FONT for the font files.

The next line, after the semicolon

(which is used for remarks), is Olp

screen.sys. This refers to the

built-in default screen driver. 02p
screen. sys refers to the low-

resolution screen, 04p screen.sys

to the high - resolution screen and

03p screen.sys is the medium

-

resolution screen. It is the latter

resolution for which the fonts that

come with CardMaster are intended,

so it is after this line that the font

filenames are listed.

Decoding Filenames

If you want different fonts loaded

depending on the screen resolution,

list their filenames after the

appropriate screen.sys line. Now,

looking at a font filename, such as

ATSS10CG.FNT, you may wonder if

it is some kind of code, and if so,

exactly what it means. It is a code,

one that can tell you if the font will

work with your system or with your

printer. The first two letters, AT,

refer to the creator or distributor of

the font, ATari. The next two letters

indicate the font style, SS, meaning

Sans Serif, also known as Swiss.

Then we have the point size of the

font, 10. Finally we have the device

for which this font is intended, CG,

meaning Color Graphic.

We have eight fonts listed here,

but, if you look closely, you'll notice

that the first four are SS fonts and

the second four arc TR fonts, which

means Times Roman (also known as

Dutch). This means that we actually

have only two different font styles,

each with four different point sizes.

When we finally get around to

loading these into the computer,

GDOS will tell us that we have three

fonts available: the built-in system

font and the Swiss and Dutch fonts

we have loaded from disk.

It is important to note that GDOS

BY JIM BURTON

reads ASSIGN.SYS only when you

boot your machine. Ifyouwantto

change the fonts to load, the

location of the fonts, or the screen

resolution under which the fonts

will load you must make the

appropriate changes to ASSIGN.SYS

and then reboot your computer so

that GDOS will recognize your

changes.

Viewing Fonts

Enough about ASSIGN.SYS. Time to

break out your favorite

programming language (I'll uses GFA

BASIC version 3.0) and figure out

some code to view the fonts.

First of ail, for reasons detailed

above, we need to boot up with a

disk containing GDOS.PRG in the

AUTO folder, and with a copy of the

FONT folder from CardMaster,

which contains the eight fonts we
want to load. Make sure that

ASSIGN.SYS is also on the root

directory of this disk, not inside a

folder. As your computer boots, you

should see a message telling you

that GDOS is installed. If not,

you may have to get rid of some

desk accessories to free up

memory for GDOS to load. Now
that we're all booted up and ready

to go, in the box is some GFA
BASIC 3.0 code that will load

your fonts and show you what

they look like.

If you run this program in low

or high resolution, you won't see

anything because the ASSIGN.SYS

file specifies that the fonts will

load in medium resolution only.

So switch to medium, or edit

ASSIGN.SYS so that the eight

fonts appear after the 02p

screen.sys (low resolution) or

after 04p screen.sys (high

resolution). Remember, though,

that these fonts were created for

the medium resolution screen, so

they may look distorted in other

resolutions.

Now for the details. In the first

line, GDOS? is a reserved variable^

VIEWING GDOS FONTS

Loading GDOS Fonts

GFA BASIC 3.0 code

IF NOT GDOS? ! Check if GDOS is installed

ALERT V'GDOS or G+PLUS|not available.",1,"Abort",dummy&

END

ENDIF

RESERVE FRE(0)-39936 ! Give some of BASIC'S memory

! So fonts can be loaded.

! Load fonts in ASSIGN.SYS

! Loop through available fonts.

! Get the font ID number and name.

num_fonts&=VST_L0AD_F0NTS(0)

FOR i&=1 TO num_fonts&+1

font_id&=VQT_NAME{i&,font$)

DEFTEXT ,,.12,font id&

TEXT 0,80,"This is "+font$+", ID # "+STR$(font_id&)

1NP(2) ! Wait for keypress.

CLS

NEXT i&

~VST_UNLOAD_FONTS(0) ! Free up memory used by fonts,

RESERVE ! Give it back to BASIC.

END
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in GFA BASIC 3.0 that returns -1

(TRUE) if GDOS is active or

(FALSE) otherwise. IfGDOSisnot

available, we'll stop the program.

Now, when BASIC runs, it claims

a large chunk of memory for itself.

We need to use the RESERVE
command to reduce BASIC'S

memory so that GDOS will have

room to store the fonts. The

number 39936 is the sum of the

lengths of the font files in our FONT
folder.

Now we get to the command that

actually loads the fonts,

VST__LOAD_FONTS. We give it

the required parameter of zero, and

it gives us the number of additional

fonts in the variable num fonts*.

Now we'll set up a FOR NEXT loop

to look at these fonts. Note that the

VST_LOAD_FONTS function

returns the number of additional

fonts available. It does not include

the system font. Therefore, if

num fonts* holds a two, we
know that wc actually have three

fonts in memory; the two we loaded

and the system font. So we will

loop from one to num fonts* + 1

and look at all three of these fonts.

The command VQT NAME
provides us with two pieces of

information about a certain font, the

ID number of the font and its name.

We use the variable 1& to give

VQT NAME the number of the

font we want to check on; one is the

system font, two is the first font we
loaded, three is the second and so

on. Each font is given an ID number

by its creator, and each font with the

same typeface should have the same

ID number. VQT NAME will give

us this number in the variable

font id&, and the name of the

font in font$.

We use DEFTEXT to set the

point size of our text to 12, and the

actual typeface using its ID number

in font id*. Finally, we print it to

the screen with TEXT.

After closing the loop, we tidy up

our memory with

~VST_UNLOAD_FONTS (which

does the obvious) and RESERVE.

And that's it. For more

information about GDOS, I

recommend you read "Everything

You Wanted To Know About GDOS"
by Douglas N. Wheeler. It's a text

file that you should be able to find

on the major online services, local

bulletins boards or at your users

group. And while you're at it, check

for public -domain GDOS fonts to

take a look at and use.

MontananJim Burton wrote

about GDOS printer drivers in

theJanuary 1990 issue of
START.
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Japan! See us in Tokyo for your ATARI needs.
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SuDra Drive
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Quick ST II version 2.

1

The fastest software screen accelerator at any price!

- speeds up screen text and graphics tor faster screen updates
- now speeds up all fonts, Including GDOS fonts NEV.'lll

- screen updates are faster than by using a hardware accelerator
- requires less than 30K of memory and runs on any ST or STe
• supports all monitors and now runs In low resolution NEWIH
- supports custom desktop backgrounds and fonts
- Monlterm compatible, DC Desktop compatible, Easel ST compatible
so dont be fooled by higher priced Imitations that aren't

- did you buy your ST to run slow? If not, then make It a Quick ST
-only $19.95

CWWf T<ml§ wftumm 1
Utility package to enhance any ST computer

- includes over 10 memory efficient configurable utilities

- each Tool can run as a desk accessory as well as a normal program
• Includes the Quick Manager desk accessory manager to gat around
GEM's 6 desk accessoryTim it by using only one desk accessory entry

- real-time display of time, data and free memory on the desktop
- Includes a powerful command line Interpreter and environment editor
- Includes a universal file viewer which displays text, graphics, and
ARCed files and can be configured to replace "Show Print Cancer

- Includes a fast file finder that zooms across a hard disk
- Includes hard disk partition read/write protector with password locking
- label maker, control panel, program packer, and morel
-only $19.85

Each product costs only $19.95 at ST dealers all across America.
Canadian price Is $3 higher. We also accept credit card orders.

Call 519-570-4340 to order. Save $5 when ordering both.

Shipping is $3 per order In Canada and the U.S., and $5 elsewhere.

Branch Always Software
Box 2624, Station B, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2H 6N2
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NOW! RUN MORE IBM PROGRAMS ON YOUR
ATARI ST FASTER AND FOR LESS!

"New Hardware Product Provides More Performance Than a 10MHz Turbo XT!

The IBM compatible is the most

popular microcomputer in the world, but

the Atari ST is MORE powerful! Why?

There's not a computer made that can

do more. With pc-ditto II, now you have

access to over 15,000 IBM software

products.

No more waiting.

You bought your ST because you are

discriminating.

No other product gives you more

power!

Using pc-ditto II is so easy, you will

not even know its there. Just click and go.

And, now ii is faster. With a Norton SI

of 4.0, you won't find another product

which gives more power for less.

Nothing satisfies like hardware; pure

hardware. High speed video performance

demands it! Communications crawl

without it! And, there's no substitute for it!

Go to the limit.

When it comes to speed, almost is not

good enough!

Only pc-ditto II has the exclusive

hardware assists for video, EMS, MIDI, and

serial comm which means no compromise

in high performance.

Most other emulators use software for

video, serial comm, etc; their performance

is slower and more limiting.

When you buy high performance, don't

choke it through botdenecks of DMA and

lack of hardware-assists. Get the most

power for the price. If you wanted to

spend more, you'd buy a clone.

By using hardware in place of software,

pc-ditto II gives the highest performance.

You'll notice the difference!

No detail overlooked.

When you buy an emulator, speed is

only one part. We give you outstanding

compatibility, freedom from errors, more

useful utilities, and the highest quality,

American-made product for the money.

Use IBM software right out of the box,

even copy-protected!

Share IBM software on Atari hardisks

automatically. Even autoboot IBM PC-DOS!

Simple clip in installation.. .Saves space

by mounting inside your ST.

Leaves cartridge port and DMA port

pc-ditto II uses all the horsepower of

the ST. Nothing wasted.

Supports Atari color and mono
monitors.

Emulates all IBM CGA and Mono
modes.

Supports all IBM disk formats.

Microsoft(tm) Serial mouse emulation

using the Atari mouse.

Docs not change the ST -- continue to

use GEM, Spectre, upgrades.Compatible

with Tl 6 accelerator board from Fast

Technologies.

Fits all Atari ST models except old

520s (no internal drive) with internal

hardware upgrades.

No extra boards to buy. No extra boxes

to clutter your desk.

Other deluxe features: 8087-1 numeric

coprocessor support; high-speed disk cache.

But, the feature you'll appreciate most

is the price. Only pc-ditto II gives you

such high performance at such a low price.

pc-ditto II

by

Avant-Garde Systems

381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida
32225

(904) 221-2904

Nothing else to buy.

Sometimes high-power comes with one

side effect — high price.

pc-ditto II has the features of XT
compatibiles costing several times more.

Don't buy into technology that keeps

costing. When you buy pc-ditto II, you pay

only once -- you're not charged for some

upgrade every turn.

Our policy of no charge for updates

continues with pc-ditto II. The hardware

for future enhancements is already on the

board. It just takes a software update to

turn it on and unleash its power!

Future enhancements include EGA
video, EMS memory, and MIDI. There is

no better product on the market.

pc-ditto II designed by Avant-Garde,

the emulator experts who brought you

pc-ditto.

With pc-ditto II, you'll have the best of

both worlds...two-computers -in-one.

Perfect for home and small businesses.

All parts are selected for highest quality

and performance.

Every product is tested to insure

exceptional reliability and freedom from

defects.

We use what we build.. .Our leadership

comes from hands-on experience.

This results in the highest degree of

compatibility possible.

Why pay more?

$299.95
suggested list price

Yes. Please send me a FREE fact

sheet and list of tested software

!

Avant-Garde Systems

381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

Address^

City



MULTITASKING

BY JIM PIERSON-PERRY

Last issue,Jim Pierson-Perry

discussed multitasking TOS and the

existing multi-application systemsfor

the ST. Part II of this special two-part

series presents a sneak preview of

Atari Corp/s controversial MIDI-

Tasking, and the problems ofgetting

it out the door.

30 August 1990

Atari Corp.'s recently

announced plan to sup-

port a multitasking en-

vironment called MIDI-

Tasking has generally

been met with enthusiasm, particu-

larly from MIDI users. MIDI applica-

tions thrive on immediate, real-time

interaction with other applications

and a multitasking environment with

across-the-board compatibility

presents a clear solution.

Atari decided such an

environment had to follow three

criteria: it must be GHM compatible,



it must adapt to existing software and

it must run without being tied to a

specific parent application.

After several months of consider-

able evaluation and negotiation, Atari

gave the nod to Intelligent Music's ST

RAM, one of several independendy

produced systems existing in the

music field. Atari announced their

choice at the National Association of

Musical Merchants trade show in

Anaheim, Calif., lastJanuary. Beta

versions were offered to all inter-

ested MIDI developers at that time.

But Don't Call It Multi tasking

Controversy has raged over MIDI-

Tasking's practical value to the Atari

community at large. Comments,

quotes, retractions and position

statements from Atari officials and

developers have enlivened the major

online services and caused general

confusion. Is MIDI-Tasking a general

multitasking solution for the ST? Or is

it an application for MIDI users only?

The answer to both questions is

yes and no. According to Frank Fos-

ter, Atari director of specialty markets

and point man for the MIDI-Tasking

project, Atari does not have an

official multitasking system for ST/

Mega computers. "We have a system

that has been put together for MIDI

power users that happens to have as

part of it a limited multitasking shell,

but that's not the emphasis of it.

MIDI-Tasking came from MIDI

developers who had been actively

pursuing multi-application manager/

operating-system enhancements. The

thrust was MIDI, rather than a

general user need."

As to whether Atari will ever

support a general multitasking envi-

ronment for the ST, Foster answered,

"Atari doesn't feel that multitasking

can be properly done on a 68000-

based system. All such systems are

kludges. Those looking for official

multitasking will have to wait for the

TT. [Atari] does not want to do

multitasking without hardware

support." (£ditor's Note: According to

John Townsend, Atari's online

representative, the TT does not

multitask in TOS mode and it would

take a major research-and-develop-

ment effort on Atari's part to make it

happen. No MIDI applications exist

yet that can run under the TT's Unix

mode.)

Questioned about Atari's policy in

view of an existing multitasking

system such as Beckmeyer's Micro

RTX/MT C-shell, Foster dismissed it

as one that "[works] but not very

well".

Eric Ameres, a programmer for

Intelligent Music and codeveloperof

MIDI-Tasking, disagrees with Atari.

"MIDI-Tasking is a definite multi-

tasking solution. It does the same

multitasking that [Apple's] Multifinder

or Microsoft Windows does. Plus, it

offers the ability to put time-critical

multitasking in, as opposed to just

interface-level multitasking which

Multifinder does. Well-written GEM
applications that aren't doing a lot of

weird hardware stuff should work

fairly easily and require the least

amount of fiddling."

The last point is crucial. Not many
applications (MIDI or otherwise)

work "out of the box" with MIDI-

Tasking. The system is still in beta

stage and open to suggestions from

interested developers. But what con-

stitutes a "well-written GEM pro-

gram" is still a question. Atari's less-

than-stellar developer's-kit documen-

tation contributes to the problem,

along with a profusion of new
hardware and multiple generations

of current products, components and

system software.

A House Divided

The schism between MIDI-exclusive

and general multitasking has deep

roots in internal Atari politics. An

unfortunate side effect has been

broken promises and limited access

to the equipment and information

necessaiy for a bulletproof multi-

application environment. Intelligent

Music's own involvement with MIDI-

Tasking played a part in their

recent decision to get out of the soft-

ware business. According to Ameres

the project was never intended to be

costly, but later became so. "We

hadn't received any support. We had

been codeveloping a product with

Atari, footing all the bills and doing

everything for a product that was not

bringing any money in the door for

us."

Despite limited past support from

Atari, Intelligent Music continues to

staff the MIDI-Tasking project and is

working aggressively to keep the

project alive. An updated beta

version is ready and awaiting a move

from Atari before its release. Support

from other MIDI developers, slow at

first, has grown, particularly after
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MULTITASKING

they've seen that many of their

current proprietary schemes can co-

exist under MIDI-Tasking.

Inside MIDI-Tasking

So just what is MIDI-Tasking and

how do you use it?

MIDI-Tasking is an extension of

GEM. Multiple applications commu-

Specifkully MIDI

For the MIDI programmer, MIDI-

Tasking brings a host of centralized

functions (currently 43) that are

similar to standard BIOS and XBIOS

operating-system calls. The main

features are control of the MIDI data

stream between applications and

Mturi's MIDI-Tasking presents the clearest

solution for music applications that thrive

on immediate, real-time interaction.

nicate through the internal desk-

accessory pipeline. Memory permit-

ting, MIDI-Tasking can support up to

six applications simultaneously

(which corresponds to the maximum

of six desk accessories that GEM
supports). The current beta version

only provides for two. Desk accesso-

ries may still be present, up to the

limit of six. All non-MIDI desk

accessories I tried worked fine with

the beta version, as did auxiliary

programs such as G+Plus, Universal

Item Selector II, RAM disks, etc.

Current hardware drivers support

the MIDI In/Out and RS232 ports.

The latter is provided only with a

special version of Intelligent Music's

Realtime sequencer.

You can detach MIDI functions

from the GEM manager if you want

to run non-MIDI applications. The

shell program lets you launch

multiple programs individually, man-

age memory allotments and save a

set of applications to automatically

load and run on startup. MIDI-

Tasking can automatically assign

memory to each program or you can

assign it manually. A graphic display

called from the shell program ( Figure

1) shows where and how memory is

used among the system and active

programs.

hardware devices, the ability to

synchronize with internal or external

timing sources, and simultaneous

support of four software timers with

different time bases.

Under standard GEM, MIDI

Figure I.

A graphic
display called

from MIDI-
Tasking's shell

program shows
where and how
memory is used

among the
system and

active programs.

All hardware devices, as well as

properly written applications, have

unique handles within MIDI-Tasking

that let you route MIDI data. This is

easily done through a patchbay

window, mapping sources to desti-

nations just like internal MIDI chords.

Figure 2shows handles for the MIDI

In, MIDI Out and three RS232 MIDI

Outs (for an external multiple MIDI-

Out device), along with RealTime

and general TOS applications.

MIDI-Tasking provides a range of

internal hardware clock resolutions

to control how often interaipts occur.

The nominaJ value is 1066.7 Hz,

roughly one-millisecond intervals

(compare that with the default GEM
clock resolution of 50 Hz). SMPTE
applications work better with a 2400

Hz resolution. At the upper limit of

3200 Hz you'll notice some system

slowdown. Four software timers,

derived from the hardware clock,

provide different time bases for
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operations occur on the same level

as user-interface actions, which

results in such unacceptable situ-

ations as a mouse-click taking prece-

dence over playing a note. To get

around this, many developers

supplant existing GEM routines with

their own optimized code. Under

MIDI-Tasking, MIDI data are played

in the background under interrupt

control; user-interface actions can't

get in the way. Programmers can be

as fancy as they want without com-

promising critical timing factors.

applications to use as needed: 768

ppqn, 960 ppqn, SMPTE and milli-

second. Even if you use a (relatively)

slow hardware clock resolution, you

can maintain software-timer accuracy

by interpolation.

That MIDI-Tasking provides

centralized timing control is critical.

Under standard GEM there is a single

hardware clock for applications. A

typical sequencer program contains

specialized code that is called every

clock beat. But if you ran two

sequencers together, both get
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confused and step on each other.

Under MIDI-Tasking multiple clocks

work concurrently.

Non-MIDI Uses

With MIDI-Tasking installed, you'll

see multiple programs run at the

same time, each in its own window.

This is what is known as "round-

robin" multitasking. Though you

work in only one window at a time,

all windows receive the processor's

time to keep applications steadily

running (although the screen dis-

plays in unselected windows don't

get updated).

Non-MIDI programs work the

same way as MIDI programs. In

Figure 3 PageStream and Master Plan

happily co-exist. To switch between

programs, either select an appropri-

ate window or choose a program

from the GEM shell-manager menu.

You cannot route non-MIDI data

through the patchbay but you can

exchange information through a

system scrapbook. As applications

get upgraded to use this feature, you

should be able to cut/copy/paste

between applications as you can

already do with Multifinder on the

Macintosh.

Going Forward

MIDI-Tasking is currently under

heavy beta testing, as much to

explore its capabilities as for devel-

opers to determine what changes will

make their programs compatible. As

you might expect, few programs run

with little trouble - mostly due to

problems with GEM. A demo version

of the RealTime sequencer provided

with the MIDI-Tasking package ran

fine, as do more recent Dr. T's'

programs. All other MIDI applica-

tions I tested bombed.

Response from MIDI developers is

good, particularly in the United

States. The German giants C-Lab and

Steinberg/Jones have invested

considerable effort in their proprie-

Figure 2:

MIDI-Tasking
has handles for

the MIDI In, MIDI
Out and three

RS232 MIDI Outs
(for an external
multiple MIDI-
Out device),

along with
RealTime and

general TOS ap-
plications.

tary multi-application systems and

are more interested in getting their

systems to work under MIDI-Tasking

than to make individual programs

compatible.

The next step is for MIDI applica-

tions to dial into the MIDI-Tasking

functions and provide handles for

interprogram communication.

Additional hardware drivers are

needed for existing interface boxes.

Figure 3:

PageStream and
Master Plan

happily co-exist

under MIDI-
Tasking.

the only market niche where Atari

has any dominance. Apple has

already released a similar system

called MIDI Manager that runs in

concert with Multifinder and pro-

vides similar if not greater capabili-

ties than MIDI-Tasking. While Apple

has not taken an aggressive run at

the MIDI market, they have the

necessary system in place, support of

Macintosh MIDI developers and
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After that, who knows? I'd like to see

patchbay extensions to support real-

time data manipulation such as

filtering, rcchanneling and controller

remapping. A screen keyboard/

controller to input MIDI data from

your computer into ongoing applica-

tions would also be very nice.

The bottom line, however, is that

Atari must get MIDI-Tasking out in a

timely fashion and support it for

developers. MIDI-Tasking cannot be

treated as a luxury - it is rapidly

becoming a question of survival in

Multifinder for non-MIDI needs.

More importantly, Apple has taken a

pro-active position to enforce

compatibility among developers

— an example of leadership that

Atari needs to adopt. Atari must act

and act now.

Jim Pierson-Perry is a chemical

engineer, part-time musician

and a registered Atari

developer who lives in Elkton,

Md. He is also STARTs MIDI/
Music Editor.
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MULTI GAME PACKS - MANY GAMES ONE LOW PRICE
TRIAD III 39.95 LIGHT FORCE 34.95 Premier Collect. II 34.95 Precious Metal 34.95

SPEEDBALL
"BLOOD MONEY-
ROCKET RANGER

R TYPE - VOYAGER
INTERNATIONAL KARATE 1

BIO CHALLENGE

CUSTODIAN
MERCENARY-ELIMINATOR

BACKLASH

CAPTAIN BLOOD
SUPER HANG ON

ARKANOID II - XENON

Flight Command 39.95 MAGNUM 4 39.95 SUPER QUINTET 24.95 HYPERACTION 34.95
:yfox ii-lancaster bomber
eliminator-sky chase

TERBURNER-BATMAI
DOUBLE DRAGON

Bubble Ghost-Warlock's Quest

cnamonix Challenge

TRIAD II 34.95 THRILL TIME 34.95 WINNERS 39.95

BAAL IkariWartiors-ThUndercals-Bombiack THUNDER BLADE
MENACE Beyond The Ice Palace-Live And Lei Die LED STORM-BLASTEROIDS
TETRIS Buggy Boy-Battleships-Space Hariler IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II j

STAR RAY
RINGSIDE - HELLBENT

VIDI-ST
iL TIME VIDEO DIGITL

$129.95

ARCADE IMPORTS ST
APB 27.95

Beach Volley 27 95
Black Tiger 2795
Chase hq . 34.95

Cyberban
.

2795
Forgotten Worlds 27 95
Galaxy Force 34 95
Gemi.ni wmg 27 95

Ghosts N Goblins. 27 95
Ghouls & Ghosts 27 95
Hard Driving 27 95
Klax 2?95
New Zealand Story 27 95
P47 Thunderbolt 3495
Pactond 27 95
Pacrrana 27 95
Power Dntt 34 95
Rainbow slands . 27 95
RoadUiistcrs 27 95
Side Arms .19 95
Space rtamor 11 27 95
Stricter 2795
Super wonde* 3oy 27 95
Toobir. . 27 95
Turbo Outrun . 27 95
Xybots 2795
MORE ST IMPORTS
"Daain- inqu.r ns Wnicomo"
"Over 1000 i n las imp orlea"

American Dreams 34 95
Aquanaut 34 95
Armada 34 95
Austerhtz 34 95
Bloonwyci ?9 95
Bloodwych Data t 19 95

Borodino 39.95
Bridge Player 2000... 27.95

Castle Master 34.95

Cloud Kingdom 34.95

Clown-O-Mania 27.95
Conqueror 34 95
Cosmic Pirate 27.95

Dan Dare 3 27.95
Dragon's Breath .39 95
Drakkhen 39 95
E-Motion 27.95

F-16 Combat Pilot. .34.95

F-29 Retaliator ... 34 95
Fast Lane 27.95

Ferrari Formula One 32.95

Fighter Bomber 39.95
Fire Brigade 39.95

First Contact 27.95
1st Person Pmball

. 27.95

Full Metai Pianete 34 95
Future wars 34.95

Gravity 34.95

Heavy Metal
.

.27.95

Honda RVF 34 95
Impossamoie 27.95

Iron Lord 34 95
IvanhOL 27.95

Kid Gloves 34.95
Knight Forco 34.95

KnightsOt Crystalion39.95

Krystal 39.95

KULT 34.95

Leaving Teramis 27.95

Mickey Mouse 27.95

Midwinter 39.95

Ninja Spirits 34.95

North & South 34.95

Paris To Dakar 34.95

Pinball Magic 27.95

Populous 31.95

P. Promised Lands 19.95

Final Frontier 8.95

Pursuit To Earth 27.95

Rick Dangerous 34.95
RockStar Ate Hmpstr19.95
Roller Coaster Rmblr27.95
Safari Guns 27.95
Scramble Spirits 27.95

Shoot EmUbCon Kit 39.95

Sim City 34.95

Soldier 2000 27.95

Sonic Boom 34.95
Starflight 34.95

Stunt Car Racer 34.95

Super Cars 27.95

Super Puffy Saga 27 95
Thunderbirds

. .
.27 95

Tom S Jerry II . .34 95
Tower 01 Babel 34.95
Treasure isind Dizzy 17 95
Twin World 34.95
Warhoad 3495
Waterloo .34.95

Xenomorph 34 95
Xenon ll 34 95
X-Out

. .
27.95

MORE ST SOFTWARE
Carrier Command 32 95
Clue 26 95
Day O' Tno Viper 32 95
Dragon's Of Flame 24 95
Dragon's Lair 39.95
Dungeon Master 24.95

Dungeon Maps 4.95

Dungeon Mastery. 12.95

Dungn Mstr Editor 19.95

Chaos Strikes Back.. 24.95

Fiendish Freddy 24.95

Hillstar 32.95

Infestation 24.95

Jack Nicklaus Golf.... 34.95

Monopoly 27.95

Rings Of Medusa 27.95
Risk 26.95

Shadowgate 24.95
Shufflepuck Cafe 22.95

Space Ace 34 95
Theme Park Mystery34.95
Times Of Lore.. 34.95

TV Sports Football... 29.95

Ultima V 37.95

Ultimate Golf 27.95

U M S 27.95

Zak McCracken 32.95
JoystickExtendrsipr) 12.95

BEWARE OF GREY MARKET VIDI-ST.
The only legitimate units (or sale in Iha US are those contain
oqis:t;j:ion i-at-js (rum CO^-MIEm gam[ SLHVICLS Only lr

Lagitmale VIDIs ata (he only ones we sell Be sale not sorry

DEALERS contact us il you are having trouble finding the re l thing

PRODUCTIVITY
Timeworks Publisher77.95

4 clip art packs each24.95
Fleet Street 3.0 219.95
Word Writer 46.95

Pretext 89.95

Data Manager Pro.... 99.95
Per. Finance Mgr 34.95
Canvas 27.95

Typing Tutor 27.95

Mavis Beacon 37.95

VIP Pro (GEM) 59.95
Quartet 44.95
Multi Desk 17.95

Universal Item III 15.95

SUPER SPECIALS
Action 2 29.95
Action Service 9.95

Altered Beasts 19.95

Archipellagos 12.95

Bionic Commando... 14.95

Blood Money 19.95

Captain Blood 12.95

Castle Warrior 19.95

Chambrs Of Shaolin 19.95

Chariots Of Wrath. .19.95

Double Dragon II 21.95

Dragon Scape 19.95

Empire Strikes Back. 19.95

Gauntlet II 19.95

International Soccer... 9.95
Killdozers. 9.95

KingsQuest l,ll,lll(ai.3)59.95

Major Motion 9.95

Metrocross 9.95
Onslought 24.95

Outrun 19.95

Purple Saiurn Day 14.95

Return Of [tic Jedt 19.95

SD 19.95

Shangnat 24.95

Snoopy 22.95

Spaco Quest 1 ...... 24.95
Staroiaze 19.95

Star Breaker 19.95
Star Wars 19.95
Storm Lora 19.95

Street Fighter 14.95

Super Hang On 12.95

TECH.. 19 95
Terry's Big Adv

.
19 95

Victory Road ........ 14.95

Weird Dreams 19.95

Zero Gravity 9 95

DISK DRIVES
INDUS GTS-100X... 139.95

INDUS GTS-100 159.95

INDUS GTS-1000. .199.95

30MEG Hard Disk.. 529.95
48MEG Hard Disk. ..599. 95

MONITORS
COLOR 319.95
MONO 179.95

MISC HARDWARE
PC SPEED 299.95
FAST FAX 599.95
MOUSE (Imported) 44.95

VIDI-ST(latest vrsn) 129.95

DVT(hard drive b/u)129.95
Supra 2400 modem 114.95

1MPORTEDMAGAZINES
ST ACTION (DISK) 8.95

ST USER (DISK) 8.95
Cmptr + Video GamesS 95
GAMES MACHINE 6.95

ST FORMAT (DISK). 895
THE ONE 6.95

ST WORLD 6.95

ACE (great magi . ...6.95

subscriptions are available

come visit our store at

1839 E. Chapman
Orange CA, 92667
Store HomsNoon-6Mon-Fri

(714)538-1234

Mailorder Hours3-6Mon-Sat
(714)639-8199

INQUIRIES & CA. ORDERS

(800)-443-81 89 (71 4)-639-81 89
NO EXTRA COST FOR CHARGE CARDS Hardware shipping - call for quote.

yj§J^
.^mSiP. Software shipping-$3.50. For 2 day air add $1.75 per title. COD orders add $3.75l^^—
COMPUTER GAMES + • BOX 6144 • ORANGE CA 92667 • (714) 639-8189



ECIAL
START is offering you a special

summer subscription rate of

only $69.95 for twelve issues

with disk! You save over $100

off the newsstand price.

Get 12 fun-filled months of ST...

NEWS
The most up-to-date information

for the Atari Community

REVIEWS
In-depth looks at the latest ST products

PROGRAMS
The top ST experts share their secrets

1*1 Guide To Atari ST

DON'T MISS OUT!
Sign me up for the SUMMER SPECIAL

Twelve issues of Start ivith Disk for $69.95

Bill me I'm enclosing payment 111 Check enclosed

Visa MasterCard

Credit Card # Exp Date

Signature

Name

Street

City State Zip ASO

Please allow 6-8 w
S87.95. Foriegn so

including Canad)

eks for delivery of first issue. California $75.00. Canada
face $94.95. For'iegn nivm.iil Si4S.ri3. Foreign subscriber

mist send full payment. Payment in U.S. hinds only.

(not

Start Subscriptions

P.O Box 535, Mt. Morris IL 61054
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FOUNDATIONS WASTE - (TH5001) -Join vHflQ
agent Einholts through a possible loophole

to the Galaxy Perimeter and escape the

horror of The Waste. ($29.95)

PHANTASM - (TH5011) - Phantasize to keep
ahead of the POLL TAX collector, and be
whisked away to a future you could never

dream! ($29.95)

HYPERDOME - (TH5021) - Sit at the controls

of a federation fighter and take on the final

test of a pilot's skills - for glory or for death.

($29.95)

LUDICRUS - (TH5031) -Join our little hero

as he fights the worst bad guys the Romans
could come up with. Our teckies love this

one! ($29.95)

^SPACE SCHOOL - (TH5041) - A rookie pilot

has melted most of 61 Cycnus, and the

Academy has come up with a new, horrifying

^ Final for the elite corps. ($29.95)

TRANSPUTOR - (TH5051) - Enter the com-
puter of your dreams and work through the

32 screens and 32 enemy blocks - 3D action,

digitized sound. ($29.95)

ORDER FORM
ADDRESS _

CITY STATE/COUNTY _
PHONE NO

QUANTITY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA. TOTAL

whhoui notice, as supplies allow.

Meihod of payment: California resiOanis add 7 E5% saias ta«

J MasterCard

Q VISA CredilCardNc

QAmEi
Eipiralion Dal

Shipping and handling charges

[%i .50 per order)

BLACK SHADOW - (TH5061) - Infiltrate the

Asteroid 'BLACKSHADOW, annhilate the

'deadly rock', and bring life back to the slowly

dying Earth, ($29.95)

SHOOT THE MOON - A colorful,

high-speed shoot-em up in the arcade

tradition. (ST0252) ($39.95)

LCS WANDERER - Transports you through
galactic space sectors, black holes, and enemy
aircraft. (Stereotek required) (ST023S) $39-95

QUICKTRAN - Your 1200-baud mocim
can now transfer files at over 2000

baud at 4000 baud. (ST0247) $34.95

P. I.E. - Customize your icons - for

programmers as weil as desktop artists,

with graphics improvements. <ST0248) $29-95

A-RAM - Power, speed, flexibility,

and the best print spooler makes this

the ram disk for you. (ST0215) $19-95

C.O.L.R. OBJECT EDITOR - Create sprites

and bit-mapped game objects using your art

or any ST paint program. (BB9016) $19-95

RED ALERT - Pick your own ground zero

with the game that's the perfect blend of

strategy and arcade action. (BB9015) $15-95

Antic offers you a FREE Atari solar calculator

with each order. You must act fast, because
supplies are limited!!

ORDER NOW!
Phone Orders - Toil free number: (800) 234-7001
Mail Order - To order by mail, complete order form :ind

return with payment to: The Grab Bag 544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107.



Review

Deskset

REVIEWED Br DAN FRUCHEY

AT A GLANCE
Product: Deskset II

Type: Desktop publisher

Company: Atari Corporation

1196 Borregas Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 745-2000

Price: $495

Requirements: 2MB, hard disk, Atari SLM804

laser printer

Summary; A program that's bullet-proof,

but lacking several key features.

A look at the
basic desktop |^f

used by
Deskset II.

Almost two years ago Atari

announced the impending

release of Deskset, a full —

featured desktop -

publishing program

designed to meet the needs of

commercial and home users alike.

After a series of false starts, Atari has

finally released a slicker version of

the original program, Deskset II.

In Brief

The program is designed for the

high -end market. As a result, the

range of possible system

configurations is limited. Deskset II

requires at least 2MB with a hard disk

and the Atari laser printer.

The installation accessory

included with the program is by far

the easiest I have ever used. All you

have to do is specify the drive

partition where you want Deskset II

to go, and the paths for GDOS, fonts

and files. {The fonts are not GDOS
fonts; GDOS is used only to access

the printer.)

Deskset II uses the ST's standard

GEM interface and mouse functions.

A series of icons on the left side of

the screen let you access most basic

features, including text and graphic

creation, page preview and printing.

There are two windows, one for

editing regions and previewing

pages, and another for editing text.

A clipboard and page flipping icon

are in the lower right-hand corner

of the screen.

What It Does

The primary building blocks of

Deskset II are called primitives and

regions. Before text and graphics

can be added to a page, you have to

create one or more primitives to

indicate the destination of each

component. When you define one

or more primitives of the same type,

they become a region, which is

subject to its own rules.

Regions are especially powerful

when text is linked to them, and lets

you perform a number of special
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effects. Here you can shape

paragraphs and wrap text around

graphics with a finesse that is

unheard of in other publishing

programs.

To fill text regions, import ASCII

files or documents that have been

converted to Desksct II's format via

a translation utility. The program

contains a text editor for simple

editing.

Deskset II includes 16 resizable

vector fonts taken from the

Compugraphics library. While the

commercial fonts included with

Desket II add a substantial balance to

the purchase price they also

guarantee clean, easy -to -read

output. (Editor's Note: At the World

of Atari show in Anaheim, Calif., last

April, Elizabeth Shook of Atari Corp.

stated that additional fonts would

soon be available for about $120

apiece. Call Atari for details.)

The present font package

includes Times Roman, Triumvirate

and Omega fonts along with their

major style variations. A single style

of Brush (decorative) and Pi (math

symbol and dingbat) fonts are also

included. You can adjust font sizes

in half- point increments from five

to 144 points and characters can be

condensed or elongated.

Deskset II includes 16

resizable vector fonts

Standard options such as variable

leading, letter spacing, word spacing

and justification are available in

Desket II. You can supplement

automatic hyphenation and kerning

with manual overrides; your own
specialized kerning pairs and

hyphenation rules can be defined.

Deskset II automatically prints

headers, footers and page numbers

in any location with any font or

Another sample
showing a
layout and

word- wrap
around

graphics.

Desk File Page Article Region Objects Setup Text Optic
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paintings at. »Jifl ^PthrouahoL
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i hatehlirtfi escaping from his leathery egg. On he*
•l 1 l io r

justification theme.

Graphic regions contain simple

geometric shapes or polygons

generated within Deskset II. They

can contain any of the standard GEM
fill patterns and use many line styles

and weights. You can also load

pictures from a variety of popular

graphic formats including

Neochrome (.NEO), DEGAS
(.PI1 - .PI3), image (.IMG) and

metafile (.GEM).

When you load graphics, a "repel

mode" shows you how text and

graphics should interact. Text can

be placed within a single point (1/72

inch) of the graphic (wrapped

around the shapes), overlay the

graphic or sidestep the graphics

altogether. In the special- effects

department Deskset II has a definite

edge over the competition.

Deskset II is highly configurable.

The program lets you set separate

default paths for fonts, graphics,

documents and text'. Up to 16 fonts

can be set to auto load.

Standard U.S. and European page

sizes are predefined for quick

selection. You can view documents

in four zoom modes that range from

50 to 200 percent. Printing is fast

(under one minute per page) and

Deskset II calculates the amount of

space you need on a page, so

nothing ever gets cut off.

What It Doesn't Do

While its special -effects capabilities

are impressive, Deskset II fails to

meet most other needs of the

desktop publisher.

First of all, Deskset II is bulky and

complicated. I had to read the

manual quite a bit just to perform

such simple tasks as changing text

attributes. Without the open

manual literally by your side, it is

impossible to even create a

document.

The greatest drawback is the text

interface. The text mode is neither

friendly nor intuitive. You must

perform every step manually. To

import a simple block of text from

an ASCII document, for example,

takes a minimum of seven steps

(competing programs require about

three). And once in the program,

you have to edit the ASCII text to

remove unwanted carriage returns,

insertion of formatting commands
and adjustment of text styles, which

equals a major waste of time.

To load text into Deskset II from a

word processor requires a minimum

of 15 steps. Before you even attempt

a file conversion, you need to write

a translation table for the format

used by your word processor. The

tables included with the program

scrambled my sample word-

processor files.

To change a single character from

the base font to another requires

that you use a tag function, which

further requires at least nine steps

(some adjustments require 20 steps
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or more). Many changes require

additional keyboard input and it is

necessary to manually track font I.D.

numbers and layout parameters.

Although the packaging claims

Deskset It's text mode

is neither friendly nor

intuitive.

Deskset II is a WYSIWYG (What You

See Is What You Get) desktop -

publishing program, this is untrue.

Normally, WYSIWYG lets you edit

text and graphics with an immediate

response. Deskset II, on the other

hand, requires that you edit regions

and then turn on Preview mode to

see the results. If Preview mode is

on while you're editing, Deskset II

comes to a virtual standstill. Each

time you make a minor change, the

program takes 15 to 30 seconds to

redraw the page.

Compared to other publishing

programs available for the ST,

Deskset II is sadly lacking in

options. There arc no grouping

functions, no text or graphic

rotation modes, no alignment

functions, no help menus and macro

support is illogical and inadequate.

Conclusion

Atari has gone some distance to

make Deskset II a viable product for

the ST market. Unfortunately they

haven't gone far enough. The

procedures required to perform

many basic layout steps are tedious,

unnecessary and time consuming.

Applications should simplify work,

not complicate it.

At S495 Deskset II is priced up to

three times higher than other

desktop publishing software on the

market. For the same price

consumers can purchase a much
more powerful program with an

intuitive, user -friendly interface

and still have money left over. Atari

plans to ocassionaliy bundle Deskset

II with DTP systems. Very few users

will turn down a free DTP program

when they purchase a system but

not many users will purchase this

program separately. With Atari's

history of limited software support

I'm very skeptical about the future

Of Deskset II. If a major revision

ever arrives I'll gladly eat those

words. I

Dan Frucbey is aparamedic
who lives in Santa Rosa, Calif.

He wrote the word-processor
comparisonfor the April 1990

issue ofSTART.

'INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!

BAR CODE + PLUS!
CRIC1T is an integrated Cash Register &
Control package. For the price of a cash register,

own the complete Bar Code Ready CRICIT BAR
PLUS! System!

* Complete cash register functions
* Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
* Daily, period and yearly reporting

* Price/product labels with optional bar code
* Reads bar code directly from packaging
* Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

* Customized receipts, inventory and reporting

* Purchase orders with auto-re-order calculation

* Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

* Mailing lists in list and label formats
* Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
* Categories, departments, non-stock items

* Between-store reporting via modem
* Easier to use than a cash register

* Network up to six registers

Inventory

NEW TERMINAL 2 SOFTWARE
Terminal 2 software allows you \o lie a second ST/MEGA to your master

BAR CODE + PLUS! system by simply connecting a MIDI cable. This

second register allows sales types of transactions to take place while sales,

adding stock, editing, reporting, etc. is taking place on the master system. Up
to 6 registers can be connected using the LANTECH 10 MEGABIT LAN.

Bar Code + Plus! Software

Terminal 2 Software

Full Feature Demo Disk

Bar Code Reader

Electronic Cash Drawer

Lantech Network Interface

LED Transaction Display

$249 U.S.

S249 US.

$7 US.

$399 U.S.

S345 US
$179 U.S.

S349 US.

Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1
(519) 744-7380
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COVER
STORY

PLAYING
THE

ATARI

DEVELOPER'S

GAME
Ifyou like toprogram on the ST,

you've probably wondered at one time

or another ifyou could make a living

at it. In thefollowing article, START

takes a hard look at the realities of

developing softwarefor the ST.

Developing software— and being

successful at it— is like negotiating

a twisting maze of options and

hazards. Should you settle on the ST?

Should you have a third party market

your software, or do it yourself?

What's the best way to be successful?

To help answer these questions,

START talked to some of the ST's

leading developers and publishers.

Most of them have run the gamut

from magazine, public domain and

shareware products to third party

contracts to starting their own
company for distribution. Here's

what they have to say.

Reality Check

Whether to go with the ST or move

to another platform, such as the

Macintosh, PC or Amiga, will be your

first, most important decision. The

harsh reality is that the ST user base

in the United States is very small

(about 120,000 according to numbers

released by Atari) and thus generates

smaller software sales. A recent study

by the Software Publishers Associa-

tion reports that software sales in

North America totaled $3,098,800,000

in 1989. The following is a break-

down of sales per machine:

IBM: 76.7%

Macintosh: 14.2%

Apple II: 4.3%

Commodore 64/128: 2.8%.

All others: 2%
(includes the Amiga and the ST)

Consider a few other facts: some
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Buy a

1040ST,
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Read START
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Buy a

compiler, pay

$100

Choose from

1 software
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Spend

evening

programming,

lose social life

Buy a

modem,pay

$250

Spend

evenings

on-line,

make new

contacts

Bugs in

latest

project,

lose a

turn

A look at the risks and the rewards

of the best ST developers have

moved on to other platforms.

Major commercial software

companies, such as

Ashton Tate and Lotus

pay little more than

lip service to Atari

when it comes to

porting their

successful soft-

ware, and the

companies his-

torically the

staunchest

supporters of

the ST have

drastically cut

back on their

new releases.

Piracy, which

makes much less fi-

nancial impact on the

PC and Mac worlds, can

literally break an ST soft-

ware startup. And Atari Corp.

has a long-standing reputation for

poor developer and dealer support.

Proceed With Caution

So, considering the size of the market

and Atari's less-than-stellar reputation

should you develop software for the

ST? Some developers recommend

caution. George Miller, produce man-

ager for MichTron, notes that while

Atari is showing signs of making

changes, at this point it's best to take

a "wait and see" stance. "Develop

ideas,"he advises," work on outlines,

but don't jump in and expect to

make a million dollars." Dave Small,

of Spectre GCR fame, warns new-

comers not to expect support from

Atari.

To compound matters, many

people who buy an ST don't try new

applications. According to Charles

Cherry, head ofTOS development

for Atari, "The problem is that many
people buy computers to do just one

thing (such as desktop publishing or

MIDI). They don't go to user groups,

read magazines or even know there's

more they can do with their ma-

chine.
1

'

Cherry says the developer pro-

gram is addressing the problems

for the domestic software mar-

ket. "Everybody who buys

a computer gets a three-

month free subscrip-

tion to all the ST

magazines." The

idea is to educate

people and get

them interested in

doing more with

their machine

within the first

six months of

ownership.

Atari is also

beginning to

"internationalize"

software. "Every

[piece of software on

the ST] should be

available everywhere,"

Cherry says. To facilitate this,

Atari will identify channels of dis-

tribution and let people know where

these channels are, Equally important

in the international market, Atari will

help developers by making translator

services available.

A Good Place To Start

Despite the problems in the ST

market, most of the developers inter-

viewed for this article agree it's a

good platform to start out on. And

most pointed to the same reason: the

market's small size makes it much

easier to break into. "The success of

your program will be based on its

merit," Cherry says, "not on how
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DEVELOPER'S GAME

Buy a On-line Put a Deduct

hard contacts fix program in business

disk. bugs, the public expenses

pay advance 3 domain. from taxes.

$750 spaces gain fame collect $1,000

Release

update as

shareware,

collect $200

Hard disk

crashes, go

back 2

spaces

File legal

work to

become o

small

business

Canadians

snap up

shareware,

collect $600

Next idea a

winner, apply

for loon

Win a

free

trip to

Comdex

good the software mar-

keting department is.

People will notice

good software.

Every ST maga-

zine will do a

new product

announcement

and will review

a good, credible

program-"

Milleradds, "It's

a great market to get

into because there's a short-

age of good programmers, but you'

have to support yourself from other

projects. Don't expect to jump in and

make a living there."

Some successful ST companies

like I,SD Marketing and Gadgets by

Small have taken a different tack

from the traditional approach of

finding a need and filling it. They

created their own need and their

own market. ISD sells the two most

sophisticated applications on the ST

— Calamus and DynaCADD. Rather

than rely on the ST market, says ISD

president Nathan Potechin, "we're

giving people a reason to buy an ST."

And when it comes to niche markets,

Mac emulator designer Small notes

with satisfaction that "being a

monopoly helps."

Which Way Now?

Once you have a product, you'll have

to decide how to market it. You can

either do it yourself, or have some-

one else do it. There are many
advantages to going through a third-

party publisher such as Antic or

MichTron. John Holder of Marathon

Computer Press points out that going

through a third party can help you

get your name established in the in-

dustry. "The best way to

get started is to go

through a software

publisher and also

to submit articles

to ST magazines.

Get some notori-

ety before at-

tempting to launch

a product on your

own. Fifty percent of

marketing is name."

According to Miller,

whose main responsibility is

to screen potential products for

MichTron, the way to get a program

noticed and eventually published is

to maintain a professional image.

"Make it bug proof— if it crashes a

couple of times I'll lose interest.

Enclose a good-looking cover letter

that shows you're genuinely inter-

ested in our publishing it. I'll spend

more time with a professional-

looking package than one that looks

amateur."

Although it's exciting to get an

offer from a commercial publishing

company, don't rush into a contract.

Holder recommends that you negoti-

People will notice

good software.

ate, taking into consideration both

the appeal of your product and what

the company has to pay for market-

ing. "Read contracts carefully. It may

take a couple revisions to get it right.

If you don't want to give up, for

example, exclusive rights to future

programs, fight it."

Charles Cherry looks at it another

way. "Get the software companies to

court you; they aren't doing you any

big favor. Approach the company

asking, 'What will you do to earn 80

to 90 percent of the royalties?' Ap-

proach everyone. Don't sign with the

first offer and don't take rejection

personally. You can turn someone

down, then go back later. If the

program has commercial potential,

people will be bidding for it."

Noncommercial Alternatives

If you're finding it hard to be objec-

tive about the potential of your

program, you might consider putting

it in the shareware market to see how
people like it. If the program gets a

good response, you'll know it will be

worthwhile to upgrade it and

rerelease it commercially. Not incon-

sequentially, shareware programs

can make a profit.

The successful shareware devel-

opers agree on one point: To be suc-

cessful, you must treat the program

as if it is commercial. Darek Mihoka,

author of the popular 8-bit emulator

ST Xformer, points out that when a

programmer puts out the software

and then doesn't support it, people

forget about it. "Release the program

on CompuServe and GEnie. Send

review copies to magazines. Adver-

tise it as a commercial product. Be

good about updates."

How well you support your

shareware program will affect how

many people register their use of the

program. "To sweeten the deal,"

John Holder recommends, "send

users documentation in return for

shareware registration." Keep in

mind that even though your share-
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ware program look as much work to

write as a commercial program, not

everyone will see it that way. Since

shareware is on the honor system,

many people simply don't send in

their registration fee. Take this into

consideration when you anticipate

how much money a shareware prod-

uct will make.

The Long Haul

If you are committed to selling your

product, and keeping the high per-

centage of royalties that would

normally go to a publisher, you can

always start your own company and

market and distribute the program

yourself. "[Starting your own com-

pany] is a major invest-

ment in time and

money," says

Charles Johnson,

CodeHead

founder, "but in

the long run the

potential for

profit and control

is attractive if

you're willing to

put the time and

energy into makinj

happen.''

Many people start their business

after a stint in the shareware market.

Darek Mihoka's company, Branch Al-

ways, was started in just three days.

"The advantage was we already were

shareware; we already had STs,

manuals, etc. Advertisements cost the

only real money.

"

if you're starting a new company,

says Small, "You have to have the

time to do all this stuff and do it right.

It's going to be rough if you've got an

eight-hour a day job. " So what's the

best way to "do it right?"

"Think global," says Small. "The

U.S. market is just not enough to live

off. We ship half our product to

Europe.

"Help users out. We send out free

updates; last time it was thousands of

dollars worth of mailings. From a

marketing standpoint it's expensive,

but it's worth it for customer loyalty."

Charles Johnson urges you

maintain a good online presence. "It

helps to build a reputation of being

accessible and responsive to prob-

lems. CodeHead's done demos of

most of our programs, which is a

good route if it's possible for that

program. A demo takes away the 'last

rational for piracy,' that people

H^^^^ pirate to preview software

before they pay money.

"You have to

advertise, or

people won't

k know about you.

I Promote, get

I review copies out

to people who
W matter. Publicize

l^m the product and get

^^T it known.

^ "Be willing to admit

f you make a mistake. If

there's a bug be sure to fix it right

away. Companies with the best repu-

tation are like that. Look at things

from the standpoint of the user."

Getting Help

Charles Cherry strongly recommends

you register as a developer with

Atari. "Atari can help you write pro-

grams 'correctly' for future versions

of TOS. We can help you market and

target market segments; this also

helps Atari sell to niche markets." As

a developer, you can schedule time

to use Atari's booth at trade shows,

advertise in the dealer newsletter and

receive a discount on hardware.

Cherry is also heading up a new
program called Atari Softsource, a

database on GEnie. This worldwide

listing contains software demos,

pictures and text of all the software

available for the ST. Developers

update their own listings. Softsource

will go on CD-ROM every quarter

and be sent to dealers. Softsource is

scheduled for a Christmas release to

the general public.

Being a registered developer also

makes you eligible to join the Inde-

pendent Association of Atari Devel-

opers, formed as way to strengthen

developers and help to market

products more effectively. The IAAD

claims 90 percent of North American

Atari commercial developers as

members and maintains a private

forum on GEnie. To contact the

IAAD, send a message to their GEnie

address PERMITS
,

Good Luck!

Charles Johnson closed his interview

with this advice to programmers,

"Drink plenty of milk. Stay away

from corn nuts." Corn nuts? "Corn

nuts. They'll crack your teeth."

Heidi Brumbaugh is theformer
Programs Editor ofSTARTMaga-
zine.

Atari Developer's Kit

$250.

Contact Charles Cherry or

Gail Johnson at Atari Corp,

,

1 1 96 Barregas Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA ^

408/745-2000.
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OF BOMBERS, BLOCKS

AND DREAMS

In which Anderson plunges, Plotkin plots and
Cushman plumbs the pipes

FIGHTER BOMBER
REVIEWED BY GREGG ANDERSON

AT A GLANCE
Game: Fighter Bomber

Company: Activision

Distributed by Sideline Software

840 N.W. 57th Court

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

(800) 888-9273

Price: $35

Summary: Best flight simulator to come

along since Falcon.

Since
the release of Falcon

almost two years ago,

nothing has even come

close to challenging its lofty-

position. Until now. In

Fighter Bomber by Activision

(United Kingdom), you compete for

the Curtis LeMay trophy in the

Strategic Air Command's annual

Bombing Competition.

Flying High

Fighter Bomber is an outstanding

example of advanced vector

graphics. Each aircraft is equipped

with a full control panel, including

a target acquisition system that

guides you to your ground (or air)

target. There is a wide range of

offensive and defensive weapon

systems available to let you

customize your plane for each

mission.

Though it's a
little light on
weaponry,
Activision's

Fighter Bomber
offers

something new
in the way of

fight simulators

for the ST.

Unfortunately, nothing is perfect

and that includes Fighter Bomber.

My first gripe is with the docu -

mentation, which consists of a

command card, some propaganda

leaflets and the owner's pamphlet.

There are absolutely no instructions

for flying the aircraft, air-to-air

combat, bomb runs, landings, or

even just taking off.

continued on page 49
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Review

CUBASE
Pro-Level MIDI Sequencer

BY DAVID SNOW

AT A GLANCE
Product: Cubase version 1.5

Type: MiDI sequencer program

Company: Steinberg/Jones

17700 RaymerSt., Suite 1001

Narthridge, CA 91325

(818)993-4091

Price: S495

Requirements: 1MB RAM, monochrome monitor

Summary: A complete sequencing package

that's more than worth the high

price.

Advances in hardware

and software design fuel

the technolust of power-

mad computer jocks.

Once you've laid hands

on a product that makes your work

faster or more intuitive, it's very

painful to go back to the older ways.

That's my gut response to Cubase,

Steinberg/Jones' entry in the pro

MIDI sequencer race. Cubase

combines the best of several se-

quencing styles into a logical and

efficient graphic environment.

The program requires a mono-

chrome monitor and at least 1MB of

RAM. The included optional M-ROS
(MIDI Real-time Operating System)

multitasking system requires two or

more megabytes to load more than

one program. The current version of

M-ROS even supports programs not

specifically developed for it and

comes with a switcher program to

configure and launch multiple

Figure I: The
Arrange window

in Cubase
handles basic
recording and

shows the

current Track List

and Part
Display.

Cubase version 1.5 sports a

number of enhancements over the

original release version: a new

editing window, a new quantization

type, an Auto Save function, support

for Moniterm's 19-inch monochrome

monitors, and a built-in mouse

applications. ( Editor's Note. See Jim

Pierson-Perry's article, Multitasking

on the ST, elsewhere in this issue for

more information on multitasking).

Steinberg/Jones programs employ

cartridge-port hardware keys for

copy protection. Using Cubase with

similarly protected programs requires

their cartridge port adapter to

accommodate additional keys. For

this review, I used a 1MB system and

evaluated Cubase solely as a stand-

alone program.

accelerator. In addition, Steinberg/

Jones has corrected compatibility

problems with GDOS and TOS 1 .4

(though it's still incompatible with

the popular PinHead system accel-

erator program from CodeHead).

For the Record

Despite its complexity, Cubase's

superbly designed user interface

makes it easy to get up to speed.

Cubase windows are similar but

more sophisticated than standard
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GEM windows. You can open up to

seven windows and, in addition to

horizontal and vertical scrolling, the

contents of a window can be magni-

fied or reduced in size. Click the right

mouse button to invoke a pop-up

"toolkit" menu to change the func-

tion of the mouse pointer. You can

activate many program functions

either with the mouse or the key-

board.

Cubase emulates a multitrack tape

recorder as its basic model. An

arrangement can hold up to 64

tracks, and four tracks can be

recorded simultaneously. You can

handle recording and playback

through a screen transport bar or by

remote control from a MIDI key-

board. Counters in the transpoit bar

display song position and SMPTE

time, current tempo, time signature

and loop points.

Extensive real-time editing control

sets Cubase apart from the competi-

tion— virtually all program opera-

tions are active "while the tape is

rolling." The Arrange window (see

Figure 1) handles basic recording

and shows the current Track List and

Part Display. The Track List holds the

names, instruments, MIDI channel

assignments and drum map status for

each track. You can add or delete

tracks from the list at will. Recording

options include overdub/replace

mode, automatic/manual punch

mode and normal/cycled (looped)

recording.

Parts is Parts

Recording a musical segment of any

length creates a "part," the basic

music structural unit in Cubase. Parts

appear in the Part Display region of

the Arrange window as a rectangular

bar assigned to the track you are

using. The part is not locked to that

track; you can move or copy a part to

any position in any track by clicking

and dragging it with the mouse.

Other pait editing features include

split, append, merge, overlap and

delete. Any number of parts from the

same or different tracks can be

grouped and handled as a single

entity, making it easy to manipulate

musically related material. One
particularly useful option is the

creation of "ghost parts," linked

copies of an existing parent part. Edit

the parent part and you change all

the linked ghosts.

Double-click on a part to call up a

dialog box where you can alter

playback properties of that part.

Cubase makes these changes on the

fly, without affecting the original

recorded values, so you can safely

experiment. Playback options let you

transpose pitch; alter and compress

velocity; and enable/disable program

change and MIDI volume, time-delay

and filter controller data. You can

modify playback parameters for a

TRACKER/ST
The Ultimate Mailing List/Mail Merge/Person Tracking

Tracker/ST is an exciting new application which
combines traditional mailing list capabilities with a
full built-in mail merge system, database style
reporting, and much, much more.

This Is a GREAT
program and It has
cut my mall list time
by over halt. I just

msh / would have
had this program a
couple of years
backur

-B.G., Texas

Full mail merge system built in, with word processing functions like

cut & paste, bold, italic and underline.
Computer aided entry saves you thousands of keystrokes (.and

lots of time)-up to 10,000 keystrokes saved per 250 names!
Label settings for single, 2 and 3 across labels, and laser printed

labels. Edit These and add your own for custom label formats.

One-step "subscription aging" automatically tracks remaining
time in a membership or subscription,

Unique Quick tetter option for those occasions when you need
to send o single "almost form letter." Great for follow-up letters.

Unlimited notes for each person in your files,

Easy importing of names and addresses from all popular data
management packages into tracker/St.

See your local dealer or order from:

Step Ahead Software, Inc.

496-A Hudson Street, Suite F39
New York City, NY 10014
Call 2 12-627-5830 tor phone
orders or more Information. m.

—>- DON'T HOLD THAT JOYSTICK!
USE the ONLY SOLID ST1BB1L holding clamp

DE-ZIGNED for it called...

$ (STIK-GRIPPER/"

EXCELLENT WITH _ '

FLIGHT SIMULATORS
OR ANY OTHER GAME!
SOLID STEEL RUGGED-
CONSTRUCTION!

TOTALLY ADJUSTABLE! CLAMPS
ANY JOYSTICK UP TO 4 S/g" WIDEI

RETAIL PRICE ONLY -Si 8.95!

GIVES ANY GAME THE TRUE -

ARCADE FEEL!

CALL /ORDERS ONLY) ORl
(800) 843-1223
Visa - Mastercard

(ADD $2.50 F ~}Ft SHIPPING!

/ Duggan DeZign Inc.

300 Quaker lane
Suite #7

Warwick Rl 02886
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.single part, all parts on a track or

over an entire arrangement.

Each track is assigned a MIDI

channel and an output port (the ST

internal port, unless an optional

Steinberg/Jones hardware adapter is

used). All parts in a track play on this

designated channel unless it's set to

the "No" value, in which case they

play on the channel from which they

were originally recorded. You can

also pipeline track playback to other

active M-ROS applications.

All pans in an Arrange window

constitute an arrangement. You can

open several Arrange windows at the

same time and copy, cut and paste

between them. An arrangement can

be handled as a complete piece of

music or as a section of a piece. At

the largest structural level, all open

Arrange windows constitute a "song."

A song can be a single piece of music

or a set of individual pieces, depend-

ing on how you treat arrangements.

You can save and load songs,

arrangements and parts as individual

disk files.

It's All in the Timing

Cubase has a timing resolution of 192

ticks per quarter note. You can set

Cubase to derive timing from the

sent out as MIDI note messages to a

suitable instrument (e.g., a rimshot

on a drum machine). A "Human
Sync" option lets you control tempo

in real-time while playing or record-

ing; tempo is calculated by compar-

ing the timing of incoming notes to a

user-definable rhythm mask. To get

Despite its complexity, getting up to speed

with Cubase is easy.

internal M-ROS clock, external MIDI

clock or external SMPTE (via incom-

ing MIDI Time Code or optional

hardware SMPTE interface). Cubase

simultaneously transmits MIDI Time

Code and/or MIDI Sync messages

(MIDI clock, start, stop, etc.).

The built-in metronome can beep

through the monitor speaker or be

appropriate Human Sync parameter

settings can be tricky, but it works

and is uncannily responsive.

Cubase offers a wide selection of

quantizing algorithms, all of which

can be undone unless specifically

frozen for a part, track or arrange-

ment. Quantization values are

gridded to standard duplet and triplet I

FM MELODY MAKER
"A Symphony Of Sounds At Your Fingertips"

iDBrMfflMBBB

im« ff"TE
FM Melody Maker i:

recording studio all ir

igilal synthesiser, sequencer, drum machine, and

. Includes cartridge and software for just $149.95.

• 78 Programmed FM instruments

16 Pre-programmed arrangements

Nine Voice Polyphony

• Real Time MIDI Recorder

• Fully Programmable Drum machine

• Built-in Mixing Board

• Two independent audio outputs

• Use as a MIDI Voice Expander

• Connect to any Hi-Fi system

• Runs on 520, 1040, & Mega ST

• Compatible with EZ-Track Plus

@ Hybrid Arte, Inc.

An Editor for Chaos Strikes Back and Dungeon Master

Change your "Saved Qames" at will. Only $19.95

The ONLY 1.44 Megabyte
Floppy Drive for the Atari ST

For information, contact

DreamPark Development
i 2469 East Fort Union Blvd. Suite I 00
' Salt Lake City, Utah 84 1 2 1

(801) 943-4370 FAX: [801) 943-4374
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note values (no quintuplet or

septuplet groupings), ranging from a

dotted whole note to a sixty-fourth

note triplet. Variations include:

standard autoconnection of note start

times, intelligent autoconnection

retaining the "feel" of your playing,

iteratively nudging notes toward a

time grid, analytic quantization that

distinguishes between duplets and

triplets, matching the feel of one part

to another and matching a part to a

pre-defined rhythmic map. You can

create your own "groove map" for

this purpose, or select one supplied

by the program.

Other useful features include

input filters that block particular

categories of MIDI data, redefining

incoming MIDI controller data from

one type to another, plus MIDI Thru

and Running Status toggles. A MIDI

Processor is available to create echo,

chorus and pitch-shift effects in real-

time.

Song files from the Steinberg/

Jones Pro 24 III Sequencer are

upwardly compatible with Cubase. It

Cubase combines

the best of several

sequencing styles.

also reads MIDI Standard Files

(formats and 1) and can write

format 1 MIDI Files.

In the Cutting Room

Cubase offers four conventional edit

modes, each with its own window

format (see Figure 2): Grid Edit

(event list with graphic display),

Drum Edit (time-grid), Key Edit

("piano roll" display) and Score Edit

(standard musical notation). These

windows operate in a similar fashion

— master one and you've pretty

much mastered them all. All edit

modes support step-time entry and

cut/copy/paste/undo. With the

exception of Grid Edit, all can take

multiple parts into one window. You

can record from any edit window

and toggle from one window to

another while playing or recording.

Data edited in one window is auto-

matically updated in other open win-

dows. Changes made within an edit

window do not get finalized until

Figure 2: Cubase
offers four con-
ventional edit

modes, each
with its own

window format:
Grid Edit (event
list with graphic
display), Drum
Edit (time-grid),

Key Edit ("piano
roll" display)

and Score Edit

(standard
musical nota-

tion).

you close the window.

A fifth edit mode, Logical Edit,

modifies parts and tracks according

to specified logical test conditions

(e.g., set all occurrences of a specific

pitch in a part to a selected velocity).

Logical Edit requires familiarity with

the nature of MIDI data in order to be

useful, but is great for experimenta-

tion and makes a convenient editing

tool.

The Dynamic MIDI Manager is a

"virtual mixing console" of graphic

faders, dials, switches and numeric-

displays which are programmable to

transmit any kind of MIDI data in

real-time. It is primarily for control of

volume, panning, timbre or similar

parameters. You can record output

either as a static "snapshot" or a

dynamic stream of MIDI data.

Selection and function of graphic

objects in the MIDI Manager are user-

definable and may be saved to disk.

The program comes with an assort-

ment of MIDI Manager "maps"

customized for some popular synths.

Cubase comes bundled with the

Satellite patch editor/librarian utility

which transmits and receives patch

dumps, either singly or in banks.

Satellite edits patch files following

the format used in the Steinberg/

Jones Synthworks series of patch-

editor programs. A Macro Editor with

sliders tweaks parameters for the

DX/TX7,TX802, D50, ESQ-l/SQ-80,

D10/20/110, MT32, Kl and Ml

synths.

But Does It Do Dishes?

Any sequencer with this range of

capabilities would have much to

recommend it. Its friendly and

efficient graphic environment makes

Cubase all the more attractive. The

manual is excellent, with many

illustrations, a comprehensive index

and a chapter on MIDI basics for

beginners. As for bugs, I encountered

no lock-ups or bombs (multiprogram

operation under M- ROS was not

tested for this review, however). If

you've got the bucks, Cubase is

highly recommended.

David Snow holds degrees in

music compositionfrom the

Eastman School ofMusic and
Yale University, and is the

recipient ofnumerous commis-

sions, awards, and grants,

including thosefrom BMI, AS-

CAP, and the National Endow-
mentfor the Arts. This is hisfirst

reviewfor START.
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continuedfrom page 44

limited. The internal cannon, gravity bomb, Sidewinder

air - to - air and Maverick air - to - ground missiles arc

the only weapons available with targeting systems. The

remaining laser -guided Paveway bombs, HARMS,

Durandals and rocket pods have no viable targeting

system and as a result, are about as useful as poorly

thrown rocks.

As in any realistic air combat simulation there have to

be other aircraft for you to fight and, hopefully, shoot

down. The opposing aircraft in F- 15, Jet, Falcon and

even GunShip all fly in a logical fashion as they attempt

to shoot you down and avoid being shot in the process.

Not so with Fighter Bomber. Since you're not given the

option to pass, you have a 95 - percent chance of having

one or more interceptors attacking you on each

mission. They appear out of nowhere, zoom in at 970

knots, fire off a missile or two and then stick on your

tail like glue. This is the least of your problems,

however; if they miss you with a missile, they try to ram

you out of the sky. The artificial intelligence routine

that controls the interceptors is extremely poor. The

interceptors don't dogfight, they don't maneuver

around you, they don't do anything but zoom in and

ram! These kamikaze interceptors are, above all, what

turns Fighter Bomber from a shining jewel to a flawed

gem.

I'm not saying Fighter Bomber can't be won - you

just have to be careful and lucky. I suggest starting with

a fast, powerful and maneuverable aircraft like an F-15.

Always load up with Air - to - Air missiles and Mavericks

whenever possible. Fly with your Sidewinders active

and the radar at its maximum 25 - mile range at all times

(unless you're starting a bomb run). Respond

immediately to an attacking interceptor by lining up a

head-on shot and firing a Sidewinder at it (unrealistic

or not you've a good chance of hitting it that way).

Keep your air speed up when landing and don't let it

drop to stall or you're history. And beware -

interceptors love to jump on landing aircraft so keep

your eyes and ears open.

The Final Score

The final score for Fighter Bomber is a mixed bag. It's a

fantastic program if you can solve or avoid the

interceptors, but a study in frustration if you can't. If

you're into graphically accurate flight simulators, Fighter

Bomber is worth having (I'm keeping my copy). But if

you're new to combat simulations or just lack patience,

I suggest you leave it in a holding pattern.

continued on page 52

Unleash the Power

of your Printer with

UltraScript
ST" & 5T-1

Print high quality text

and graphics . . .

Upgrade your ATARI* personal

computer system with PostScript" k

language printing capabilities. \

Access a wide
variety of PostScript

applications with

UltraScript ST.

Scale, rotate,

outline, shadow,
crop, shade, halftone,

and pattern fill both text

and graphics.

NOW
.. Look for Our
Lower Font Prices

Starting at

$39.95

Add PostScript compatible fonts

as you need them.

Break the PostScript price barrier:

UltraScript ST supports the SLM804™
laser printer & includes 27 typefaces for

only $195.

UltraScript ST-1 supports virtually any

dot matrix, ink-jet, or laser printer and

includes 27 typefaces for only $1 95.

Available at your local

ATARI dealer or directly

from IMACEN.

IMACEN Corporation

P.O. Box 58101

Dept. USST
Santa Clara, CA
95052-8101

For More Information Call:

800/635-3997 or 408/986-9400
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"It's time for perceptive

business to realize that their

needs are best served, in

this economy, by considering

the most powerful,

cost-effective desktop

publishing system available

in the market today!"

Nathan Polechin May 1990

CALAMUS"

Calamus is a powerful, professional

desktop publishing solution at an

affordable price. Based on its own
outline font technology, Calamus pro-

duces identical results on both the

printer and the screen, for 100% true

"WYSIWYG". Fonts can be scaled

from 0.1 to 999.9 in 10th of a point in-

crements. All text can be rotated 360

degrees, instantly. Printer output is

very last. There are multiple clip-

boards throughout the document as

well as completely user-definable key-

board commands. Macro capabilities

and a built-in Text Editor. Our user

definable view provides complete

accuracy over even the finest changes

to your layouts. Calamus has a

suggested price of US $299.95 and

contains over 300 powerful features.

The Guide to Calamus
Desktop Publishing®

The Guide to Calamus Desktop

Publishing contains 250 pages of

hints, tips and tutorials for Calamus,

The Font Editor and Outline Art, as

well as 50 pages of Compugraphic

font output examples. Created entire-

ly using the programs it covers. The

Guide has a SRP Of US $29.95 and is a

valuable and highly recommended

addition to the Calamus family. Con-

tact ISD directly to place your order.

OUTLINE ART®

Outline Art supplements Calamus

with a great number of new func-

tions and effects. It is a complete

vector graphics editor for lines,

Bezier curves, control paths etc,

with the capability to generate

freely-definable raster areas. Text

attributes include; rastering, trans-

patent, outlines, rotation,

stretching, compression, cursive

styles, circular text, text along a

freely-defined vector path and

kerning functions. An integrated,

fully-programable calculator with

a pre-defined and extendible li-

brary of transformations, intelli-

gent clipboard and Copy functions

and much more. Loading and sav-

ing in CVG format (Calamus

Vector Graphic), allows integration

into Calamus. Included with Outline

Art, is our own Convert2X.PRG which

allows the translations of CVG to

either EPS (Encapsulated

PostScript®) or PS (PostScript®)

for importation into most profes-

sional desktop publishing solutions

available in the market today.

Calamus Outline Art has a suggested

retail price of US $289.95.

Specifications and prices in this advertisement are subject to change without notice. ISD Marketing, Inc., Toronto, Canada, Tel: (416) 479-1880 May 15, 1990



Publishing System

Calamus Font Editor®

A Designer's tool for the creation of

fonts, using Bezier curves, graphical

objects and pictures in a vector

graphic format. The SRP of the

Calamus Font Editor is US $99.95 and

includes 28 additional typefaces for

Calamus.

The Linotype Interface®

Our Linotype Interface connects di-

rectly from the Atari Mega ST's

DMA port to the LI2 port on the

Linotronic Imagesetter. The Calamus

"SoftRlP" outputs to your Imageset-

ter without using the Postscript Raster

Image Processor (RIP), Densi or Co-

ra. All resolutions are supported, up

to 2540 DPI on the L300. The

"softRIP's" built in DMA bus exten-

sion allows up to 8 additional DMA
devices to be connected simulta-

neously without daisy chaining, in-

cluding the Atari Laser Printer. The

"SoftRIP" SRP, which includes a

special JOB version of Calamus, is

US $3,500.00.To place your order,

please contact us directly.

vyr

PKS Write®

PKS Write is a high performance text

editor written specifically for the

Calamus DTP System. Its ease of use

and special capabilities, including

complete macro compatibility with

Calamus for generating pre-tagging

information, increase productivity

and comfort while creating docu-

ments. PKS WRITE retails for

US $99.95.

Compugraphic® Fonts

There are over 200 AGFA
Compugraphic fonts optionally

available now for use with Calamus.

For more information, please contact

ISD directly.

Minimum System Requirements:

All Atari ST's wilh at least I MByte of RAM, a dou-

ble sided disk drive and an SMI24 monochrome or

19" high resolution monitor.

"Calamus is the most

powerful DTP
program for the ST -

or any machine for

that matter."

Start Magazine April 1990

Calamus® Calamus Font Kdilor* and Calamus Out-

line Art® are the registered trademarks and

tradenames oi'DMC/Ditek International. All other

registered trademarks and tradenames are the

trademarks and tradenames oi'mcir respective

holders.

All CfttfUnuS products lire represet)led exclusively

in North Americ:i by ISD Marketing.

For more information, please contact:

ISD Marketing Inc.

2651 John St., Unit 3

Markham. Ontario.

Canada, L3R 2W5

Sales: (416) 479-1880

Customer Support: (416)479-1991

Fax: (416) 479-1882

This advertisement has been created entirely within Calamus, Outline Art and The Font Editor and output at 1270 DPI directly to a Linotronics L30Q Imagesetter.
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How are your
spatial

relations? Test

yourself in

Blackout,

California

Dreams' answer
to Tetris.

cojitiruied from page 49

Pipe Dream
REVIEWED BY CAROLYN CUSHMAN

1 AT A GLANCE
Game: Pipe Dream

Company; Lucas Film Games

Distributed by Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404

(BOO) STAR WAR (782-7927)

Price: $39.95

Summary: Cutesy graphics don't dull a

game demanding intense

concentration and sharp

thinking underpressure.

Pipe Dream pits you against one of

the most horrifying opponents

imaginable - sewer sludge, or in this

case, the dreaded flooz. As plumber

in charge, you must pipe this gunk

away as it flows from its source.

You've got a well-filled pipe rack,

with a variety of shapes (elbows,

straights, and cross pieces) to place

on the gridded playing field.

Unfortunately, you can only take the

bottom piece in your dispenser,

whether it fits your pipeline or not.

A timer gives you a head start, but

once the flooz starts moving you'll

find yourself frantically fitting

together whatever pieces come up.

Using the joystick, mouse or

keyboard, position the cursor where

you want the next piece to go, and

then press the appropriate button to

set the pipe in place. The joystick

worked best for me, with keyboard

next. Mouse control seemed to drag

a bit.

To get to the next level you have

to pipe the flooz through a specified

number of pipe lengths. As the

levels get higher, so does the

number of pieces you have to

connect. The flooz flows faster and

obstacles start to appear on the field.

For every four levels you finish, you

get a bonus screen and a password.

The brightly colored backgrounds

also change, some almost starkly

utilitarian and others humorously

fishy, with the vivid flooz going

from fluorescent green to yellow to

Pepto - Bismol pink. Fortunately, a

training mode with super - slow -

flowing sludge lets you get started

easily. For competitive play, Pipe

Dream provides Basic One-
Plumberand Expert One- Plumber

modes. In Two - Player mode you

must work with your opponent to

keep the flooz moving, and at the

same time try to get the flooz to go

through more of your pieces than

your opponent's.

The manual gives a lot of useful

tips, but skimps on some subjects,

not even mentioning the Bonus

Level, for instance. Pipe Dream uses

an exceptionally annoying code-

wheel copy protection that lets you

start playing even if you entered the

wrong code. Just when you've

gotten into your game, you'll be

informed that you entered the

wrong code, and must reboot and

try again. There's no way to correct

the code if you make a mistake

while entering it, cither. All you can

do is reboot.

1 also had occasional trouble with

the joystick locking up after

switching between control modes.

No problems crop up while actually

playing the game, but these few

small bugs make the programming

seem a little shaky.

Overall, I found the game

addictive enough to keep me
returning time and again to try for a

higher score or a higher level. But

for its excessive cuteness and minor

glitches, I'd rate this as a classic

strategy game, right up there with

Qix and Tetris. Fortunately your

attention's going to be focused on

those pipes, not the pretty colors

and relentlessly cheerful music.

With all its color and non - violent

emphasis on planning and spacial

perception, Pipe Dream makes an

excellent game for children - and a

challenging and addictive one for

adults.

Blockout

REVIEWED BY DAVID PLOTKIN

AT A GLANCE
Game: Blockout

Company: California Dreams

Distributed by Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Dnve

San Mateo, CA 94404

(800) STAR WAR (782-7927)

Price: $39.95

Summary: The most addictive puzzle game

since Tetris.
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Just when you thought you had

finally mastered Tetris, along comes

Blockout from California Dreams.

Like Tetris, the idea of Blockout is to

fill an empty rectangular column

with falling blocks. The difference

is dimension; the Blockout screen is

in 3D.

You have an aerial view of the

column (or pit), which is like an

empty skyscraper that you're trying

to fill with floors. You build the

floors with falling blocks. If you

complete a floor without holes, the

floor will disappear and everything

above it will drop down one level.

If you leave holes, the floor does not

disappear and the holes begin to

stack up, leaving you with less time

to position the falling blocks. When
the stack reaches the top, the game

is over.

Choose your difficulty level from

three sets of blocks. The Flat set

consists of no more than four shapes

of 2D squares; the Basic set contains

four shapes of 3D cubes; and the

Extended set can have up to five 3D
shapes and requires genius to

master.

To further challenge you, the

dimensions of the pit can change.

You can select Custom Pit

Dimensions and Rotation Speed for

the blocks themselves. The ability

to set up configurations makes

Blockout endlessly challenging.

The graphics are sharp and the

game has a bouncy sound track.

Blockout is not copy protected and

will install on your hard drive.

When you first boot up, however,

you're asked for the color of a

particular cube in a specific block,

which can be something of a pain

but, I guess, a necessary evil.

Overall, Blockout is well - crafted

and very playable. You'll find

yourself coming back again and

again to better your last score. But

be warned: If you thought Tetris

was tough and addicting, wait until

you try Blockout.

The Advanced Gravis

MouseStick

REVIEWED BY DAVID PLOTKIN

AT A GLANCE
Product: Advanced Gravis MouseStick

Company: Advanced Gravis Computer

Technology

1602 Carolina St., Suite #0-12

Bellingham, WA 98226

(800) 937-0062

Price: $99.95

Requirements: 512K

Summary: A viable alternative for mice and

joysticks, if you need one.

The Advanced Gravis MouseStick is

an ST controller that can replace

your mouse, joystick or both. It's

easy to connect and use, and can be

configured for a host of options.

The Mouse and the Stick

The MouseStick actually consists of

two units: the stick itself and the

Gravis Mouse Processing Unit

(GMPU). The stick is mounted on a

wide, stable base with rubber feet,

and is connected to the GMPU,

which plugs into your joystick or

mouse port. There are two fire

buttons on the base and one on top

of the stick.

You can set the base fire buttons

to emulate your right and left mouse

buttons, or to emulate your left

mouse button and activate the

MouseStick editor.

The Mouse Editor

The editor lets you configure the

MouseStick and includes a variety of

options. Since the GMPU has only a

single -line LCD display, however,

programming it is slow and

somewhat tedious. You can save up

to four configurations (three plus the

default configuration).

Enter the editor for a true test of

your trigger finger; you have to push

the designated editor button three

times fast and hold it down on the

last press. The editor gives you a list

of options the most complex of

which is RECALL A SETUP. Besides

letting you recall any one of the four

configurations, it lets you set the

MouseStick for AUTO CENTERING,

VECTORING, COMBINATION or

JOYSTICK modes.

AUTO CENTERING gives you

direct control over the mouse

pointer and returns the pointer to

the center of the screen when you

release the stick. In VECTORING
mode, the pointer position glides

across the screen in the direction of

your stick handle's movement.

COMBINATION mode provides a

combination of AUTO CENTERING
(when the stick handle is upright)

and VECTORING (when it's moved

left and right). JOYSTICK mode sets

the MouseStick to emulate a

standard eight -position joystick.

PROGRAM A BUTTON option

allows any of the three buttons on

the MouseStick to be set in TURBO
FIRE mode. This is handy for some
games, although rapid fire

attachment for joysticks are sold at

most toy store for about five dollars.

Where's the Cheese?

The Gravis MouseStick is a powerful

alternative controller that includes a

whole lot of options - if you need

them. But quite frankly, I find it

much easier to simply manipulate

my cursor with a regular old mouse

and play games with an eight

-

position joystick. But you may feel

differently. If you've been looking

for these features, then you'll

definitely want to check it out.B

Gregg Anderson is in the Air

Force, currently stationed at

Ellsworth AFB. Carolyn

Cushman is the Associate

Editor ofAntic magazine.

Contributing Editor David
Ptotkin worksfor Chevron
U.S.A.
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jf% Since 1982 _ . .

Order Toll Free XlompUt(/t6UltU
SQQ-5&&"Q0Q3Conbume* c£Ucftonlcb

STR 8-90

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003

^Seagate
ST-125N 20 MEG S235

ST-138N 30MES S255

ST-157N 49 MEG $295

ST-157N-1 49MG-28ms S319

.ST-177N 60 MEG S379

SUPER SALE
ST-225N 20 MEG $255

ST-277N-1 60 MEG $345

ST-296N 80 MEG $379

ST-1096N 80 MEG-24ms $435

DOUBLE-SIDED
FLOPPY DRIVES

Master 3S
$129 DEL *

Indus GTS100
$ 169 Del

• 520ST
• 1040ST
DRIVES

• MEGA FILE ATARI

WDr/VeHARD DRIVES

• • SUPRA SPECIAL • • •

30 MB SUPRA DRIVE - ST $499 DEL

'

40 MB SUPRA DRIVE - ST (QUANTUM) $629 DEL"

80 MB SUPRA DRIVE - ST. (QUANTUM) $1099 DEL*

SUPRA MODEM
SPECIAL

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

•SUPRA 2400 EXT.

• Flash VI.6 Software

•ST Modem Cable

AUTHORIZED
PRINTERS
• SI.M804
• SLM804-PCV
MONITORS

*$135
FREE DELIVERY In the

V, contiguous 48 states J

# INDICATES FREE DELIVERY \N THE CONTIGUOUS 48 STATES

y
30/60
SF3X4 DEALER

Fast HARD DRIVE KIT

SINGLE 3.5 DRIVES
ST-138N 30 MEG ... 569 DEL"

ST-157N-1 49 MEG . .629 DEL-

ST-177N 60 MEG ... 689 DEL*
DUAL 3.5" DRIVES

2-ST-138N 30 MEG ... .849 DEL"

2-ST-157N-1 49 MEG . 969 DEL'
V2-ST-177N 60 MEG . . .1089 DEL'

battery backup • Low-notae fan

tot efficient cooling Under-mon
(tor derign requires no additional
desk space and provides a mon-
itor stand for ST computers • Adf-

uitabta togs adjust the monitor
and provide cable clearance •

Allows booting directty from the

hard drive • Handler provides

error checking on the DMA bus

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE
SEAGATE SCSI.

ATARI EXTRAS
PC SPEED (American) $329 Del

'

SPECTRE GCR $229 Del
'

Migraph Hand Scanner $359
Discovery Cartridge $129

Computer Eyes Ctr 250 $179

VidiST $149

ST Time $43

ZRAM $119

Drive Master 35
Monitor Master 35
Mouse Master 35
Mouse House 5

Tweety Board 35
Video Key 65
3.5" FDD Clean Kit ....6

6 W Surge Protect ...14

PRINTERS

""i» ITTI

NX 1000 Series 2. ..$155

NX 1000 Rainbow. $189
Star NX 2410 $259

Star NX 2415 $379
Star XB 2410 $429
Star XB 2415 $559

Panasonic

KX-P 1124 $285
KX-P 1624 $369

KX-P 1180 $165

KX-P 119! $239

KX-P 1695 $425

JOYSTICKS/MICE
Epyx500XJ 10.95

Gravis Joystick 34
Gravis Mousestlk 85

Kraft Mazemaster 9
,Maxx Flight Yoke 75

Wlco Bat Handle 17

Wlco3Way 22
Wlco Ergo Stick 18

Cordless Mouse 95

DVT HARD
DRIVE TAPE
BACK-UP
$149

jCASIO CT-650

WITH MIDI

$309

IMG
SCANNER

$59
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Order Toll Free "do/TipU.tfTthilLtU °rder To11 Free

800-558-0003 Con.Le.Xctronic * 800-558-0003
ATARI ST PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

3D Develops- • D'lk 19.85
""

Font Package 1 or 2 17.85

Plotter a, Printer Driver .17.65

3D Pool 22.95

AB-Zoo 1945
Adv. of Sinbai 29.05

AeeopFiNei 29.95

ATI About America 33.95

ArrlrnaJ Kingdom .23.95

Arabian fflghti 28,95

Awatd Maker Plu* 23.95

Two .38.95

nueOufflne 154.95

It Maker 83.95

Codehead UfliKai 3 19.95

Copyftt2... 153.95

CyberContrul 3195
Cyber Paint 4B.B5

Cyber Scuipt 48.95

Future Dee'gnDlek, 19.85

Human Oeilgn 01 ik 18.85
'.(.!'• r- 18.85

Video TWrngDeelgnOek 19.95

Cyber Texture 28.95

CybarVCR 43.95

DC UtJIIdee .- ...1B.95

Daah 24,95

Data>napt 17.95

Datamap* II .....17.95

DB Man w/compl 187.95

Decimal Dungeon ....2195

DegaiEnie 3B.B5

Dlan-ond Back II w/cactie 37.85

[Hgl Spec 28*5
Draft* ST 114.85

Draw Arl Pro 43.85

Dyne Cad 589.85

EatyDraw .82.95

Eeiy Grade ..3D.B5

Eaeytcore* SB.B5

Edit Track II 62.95

Finger* 49.95

Hart 1 .8 ......19.95

Reel Slrei- Pub. 3 234,95

Fleet Btreer Pub Dfx 124.85

Fontz 22.95

Function .. 1 7.95

Fraction Acton 23.95

G + Plut 22.95

GFA Bade 3.0 * Compiler .. . BB.B5

Graphmaker 38.95

Hard Dlik Accelerator 24.95

Hard Dlik Sentry 3145
Hard Dim Took Nl , 1995
Hard Drive Turbo Kit 37.95

HI Soft Bade 48.95

HI Soft C InleTxeter 64.95

HI Soft Pro Beelc 92.95

HISoftDivPak 82.95

HI Soft Wen* 30.85

Hi Soft Saved 25.95

IB Hard Dlek Back Up .... ..2185

Keyboard Contr 5*q. 1.7

Keyboard Contr Sea. Lvl

.149.85

189 85

Map* and Legend* 22.95

MarxWHameCSO 40 85

Mavle Beacon Typing ....

Mud Fie

31.B5

B! 85

Page Stream c«,b pi pro .122 85

Alt Gallery 1 * Bundle . 24 B5

Font* & Bordere/PM .. 22 85

Protpero Fortran

Proeperc faecal

Read ft Rhyme

124.95

84 95

24.95

30 B5

Scan Plx lluetrafloni 23,85

Scan Plx Pete and Anknaje 23.95

Scan Plx PH ; : .t ft Hoi 23.B5

Slpnumll .89.95

Spectrum 512 43.95

ST Control 49.B5

Super Charged EZ Draw .. .82.85

Superbaee Pereonal 48.95

Suoeibaie Pereonal 2 87.95

Superbaee Pro 3 ......18945

Thundar 2545
Touch Up .122.95

Tuneimtth 83.95

Turbo ST 3045
mtraecrfplST-1 144.B5

Unhptc 3245
Utility Plue 37.95

Video Key 64,98

Word-Up 48.95

Wordwrile- ST 48.95

BRAND NAME 3.5'DISKS
• DOUBLE SIDED •

• DOUBLE DENSITY •

$8.95

_ gpjpjlnIMAGE s
__

rbpto-Mechanicafl T Fully Optical ~

I

|

Mouse
1

1

Mouse

£49 685

EPYX 500XJ
JOYSTICK

$70.95
OFFER GOOD W/ ANY PURCHASE

ATARI ST RECREATIONAL & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Aaafgh 26.85

After Burner 30.95

Aftt'theWar 2745
AlrtaVI Conetmelon K)t .... 1 745
Alton 14.95

Men Syndrome 2445
All Aboard . 1645
Altered Beaet 3045
Alternate ReaJtryCtty ...2445
AojiaMut 2545
Archapelagoe ...2445

Arfcanotd 13.95

Arkanddii 19,95

Arturrj. 28.85

Aueterltz - European 34.95

BAT 3145
Bad Du dee 24.95

Balance of Power 19B0 32,95

Batman 24.85

Batman the Movie Euro 27,85

Battle Cheee 30.85

Bat0ehawke1842 3145
Batfl*t*ch 3245
Ba-barian n 2445
B1oodMop*y 2445
Blood Wyeh-Eurc... ...3445

Btu* Angel*..... .28.95

Bnwh .... 2445
Breach fl , .....3045

Bride of th* Robot ,...,27.95

Bridge 50 .2145

Bubble Bobble 1945
Calamue ...184.95

Fon'Efltor-Caamue ...82.95

Carthage 2445
Chao* ......24.95

Ch»*tma*l«r 200C 28.95

Out 25.95

CodVwne Iceman 3745
Cotonel'e "--« 3745
Coioeeue Cheee ...2245

Combat Couree ,. ,2445
Conautet ol Camthj! . 3745
DamCaetri 2845
Day of the Viper 30.95

autttau am

DeJaVu 30,95

DejaVull LaeVega* 30,95

Damon 1

* Winter 25.95

Double Dragon 1445
Double Dragon PI 24.95

Dragon Force -...31.95

Dragoni Lalrll 42.96

Dragont o* Flame 25.85

DraHdian 38.85

Dungeon Mailer Part II . 24,85

Dungeonmaeter 2445
EBmlrvrtor 21.95

Elite -Eurccean 34.95

EmmanueRe Euro 27.95

Empire 31.95

Etcsps - 961(1 • Caetle .42.95

ExcJon..... ...22.95

Ey»ofHor.e 2445
F-15 Strfhs Ee;ls 14.95

F-16 Combat oii | 32.95

Fajcon _ 2945
Federation 31.95

Ferrari Fo-mu-a One 31.95

Rondleh F
-*--. 30.95

Fighter Bo-ihir-Euro 37.95

FlreandForgel 24.95

FlrB-Brfgade 31.95

Hreetone 22.95

Flaeh Oragw 22.95

Fight Sln-jlalor II 30.95

Fool* Errand 31.95

Future Wat Euro 34.95

Galactic Conqueror 2845
Gaurrtlit II 324S
Ghoitbuftere I ....3445

GhouleandGhoeteEuro 27.95

Glarrie 3945
GoldRueh .24.95

Got* 2445
Gunehip .,3545

Hard Driven - Euro 2745
Harley Davldeon 3045
Harmory ..3045

Harrier Combat Simulator 3945

UmUMmm *n"

<%i pknw Inr.HjJfl ar
n, ptara add 6% shaping.

rental 18* an ehtaped flit c

nourt to gat your indues to tyou qubUy

nritwMMy NbJnI to chang* •

Hero'* of the Lance 25.95

Hero'eOueet 37,95

Hfflttai _.31.BS

Hoelaga 2B.B5

Hound o» Shadow .25.85

Hoyla. Bock 0! Gamt* ...2195

Hunt for Red October 31 85

Imperium 3145
Indiana Joree Action ...26.85

Indian* J one*: -Graphic ...3145

Iron Lord ._ 2545
Jack Mcklaue Gott 3045
Couree Dink 1 or2 . 1545

Jit... 1095

J!g*aw Puzzle Mania 18 95

Joan of Arc ...28.95

Kelli Van Eron'e Soccer .21.95

Killing Game Show... 21.95

Monopoly 24.95

22.95

NY Wanton (1 Meg) 24 85

OparVon Counteretrlk*

Operation Woll

1685
18 85

• NEW RELEASES •

The HOTTESTNEW Games!
Brock Out S5.B5

Brain Blister 20.06

Dart Century .2BB6

Dragon'* Lair 36.66

Future Warn 30,06

Gold ol ttis Artiwkat 29.06

H Cima From- Dwart 31.06

BlmCHy 37.05

Ultima V _..._ 38.06

King
1

* .1 Ml 1.2 or 3 .......30 j

Khig'i0ueet4 37.95

KnlghlForce 2895

KrifWLTN 31.95

L*l*ur*Si.ri tarry 24.95

Leleura Suit Larry 2 3785
LeleureSutlLorrya 37.95

Lkxtnee '0 K"l 21.95

Lombat Ftalty ......24.95

Loom 3845
Manht.--.vW--* 3095

Hanhunttf San Fran . ...32.95

Manfac Ma-elon 28.95

Matrix M-.---.-i .,..21,95

Micro league BeeebaH II . 37.95

Pdlce Quett II 37.85

Pool of Radiance 3145
Popirloua , 32.95

Powetdrome 2545
Precloue Metal-Euro 34.95

Priion 2445
Pro Tennle Tour 2845
Putfy'iSaga ...2545

CHx.... 1845
Rambolii 1945
Rampage 3045
Rattan 2445
Rebel Untvere* ......24.95

Red Lightning 3845
Red Storm Rlelng 2845

, SOFTWARE

Scntbbl*

thadow o* the Beaet. „

24 95

30 B5

ihuffepuck Cole 2545

SkataorDl* , .... TSB5

31.85

StarFaght 3195

Stellar Cmeade

iTOS The Game Creator

Slrlder - European

36.95
•-» 65

;?B5

lupamwn
T.V. Sport* Football

24.95

32 95

Euro or CaH DleVe

Mu*de or Supercara „

1545
'5 95

twlr F1ne*t Hour

TWnJ Courier

3895
30.95

.31.95

Ultima IV 3B45
Unrnvtl»d ...3045

Unrvane M 3045
UnrveneMi 31.95

Vrglante CALL
War In the Middle Earth ...30 95

War8hlp ...38.85

Warlock 23.95

Waterloo 37.95

Wayne Gretekv ......3045

Wlndwahter 24.95

WIS Snooker. "ocK. Bltlrd 17.85

World Troohy Soccer 24.85

Xenon 2 3445
Zac* McKracken 29.95

EDUCATIONAL
IENTLY IEAR SERIES

Alphabet Tutor 21.95

Equation Bull.- 21.95

General Store 2145
Magical Math 1 21.95

Magics! Math 2 2145
Magical Matft3 2145
Magical Anagram* 2145
Memory MsjteH 2145
Memory Mot'- - 2 ...2145

Spelling Bie 21.85

ARAKM

jiiiU >ii£_

Algebral vol t ,. is.ua

Alg«bm 2 vol 1 1545
Algebra2Voi: ...1545

Alg*bra3Vol 1 1545
Biology Vol 1 1345
BlotogyVolS 1545
Biology Vol 3 15.95

Biology Vol 4 ,_ ,1645
ChimliliyVoil 15.95

Cbemletr/ Vol 2 18.95

Geometry Vol 1 15.95

Geometry Vol 2 .18.95

PhyilceVoM 15.95

Phy*te*Vol2 1545
StotlelceVoli 15.85

Trigonomatty Vol 1 18.95

ouirHbedw^thetdcftontl.

r«k)iri(j pa*» lnlucM 5% eel

rolc/i order* »M ISSttlpphg, Tnlrimuoi

)n ahtppfncj cturgte iiCHd the rrMrrum

o* *n new md t)dur*) fin tory wnruir*.

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE
INFORMATION

(414) 357-8181 FAX (414) 367-7814
P.O. Box 17882 Milwaukee, WI 53217



Cvber Corner

METAMORPHOSIS
Tween The EasyWay

ARTICLE BY DAVE STUART

PROGRAM BY MARK KIMBALL

AT A GLANCE
Program: Metamorph

Type: CAD-3D desk accessory

Requirements: CAD-3D version 2.0

Cyber Smash, 1MB, high or

medium rez

Arcfile: MORPH. PRG

Files: ANIMATE3.PRG META.BAT

CADDEFS.H META1.C

FATAL.S VROLAK.SEQ

MFJA.ACC

Language: C and assembler

K
nown as Metamorph,

META.ACC is a metamor-

phic animator, which

allows you to change the

shape of an object during

the animation. It's strength is that it

works visually instead of by coordi-

nates. Smooth deformations like

stretching, scaling or bending the

object, heretofore difficult, are easily

achieved. Specify a starting and

ending picture and Metamorph

generates the frames in between, a

process known as tweening.

An example of this is on disk, in a

file named VROLAK.SEQ. VROLAK
depicts a flying bat. Metamorph was

used to tween the frames of the

Happing wings since flapping is a

process of smooth deformation - the

number of faces and vertices of the

wings remains the same, but their

positions change.

This article discusses tweening,

using VROLAK as an example. (For

specific instructions on how to use

Metamorph, read the sidebar "1- 2-3

Tween.") To view VROLAK.SEQ

double-click on the archive file

MORPH.PRG. and choose Extract

when the dialog box appears. Select

a destination disk and the files will

be un-ARCed directly onto that disk.

In low or medium resolution double-

click on ANIMATE3.PRG then select

VROLAK.SEQ. ANIMATE3.PRG will

run on a 51 2K machine; [Spacebar]

pauses the animation, [Return] re-

starts it and [Undo] exits ANIMATE3.

VROLAK's Origins

Since Metamorph runs under CAD-

3D version 2.0, this article assumes a

working knowledge of that program,

as well as familiarity with Antic

Software's Cyber line.

The core of the VROLAK anima-

tion was created by Lee Seller using

NeoChrome, then mapping the 2D

image onto a flat plane in Cyber

Texture. Liking the artwork, I

decided to animate it using the little-

known META.ACC.

Using Cyber Sculpt's Rotate

function I made a set of four .3D2

pictures with the wings in various

phases of flapping. Viewed in

sequence the pictures showed one

downsweep (or upsweep) of the

wings. These were my key frames,

named B1.3D2, B2.3D2, B3.3D2 and

B4.3D2.

At this point I could have viewed

the frames in Cyber Paint, creating a

rudimentary animation by flipping

between them. The action would be

very jerky, however, due to the large

displacements necessary to move the

wings through one downsweep in so

few frames. But the effort required to

use Cyber Sculpt to create 30 frames

depicting the downsweep would be

enormous and tedious. This is where

Metamorph came in. It easily created

the between frames, resulting in a

smooth animation with much less

effort on my part.

Enter Metamorph

The next step was to create a Meta-

morph script file (see "1-2-3 Tween").

I wanted the resulting animation to

show one complete cycle of flapping

wings - clown then up. The number

of frames used for tweening deter-

mined how fast the wings flapped;

the fewer the frames, the faster the
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flap. After trial and error I settled on

30 frames.

Here is the control file:

load bT.3d2

load b2.3d2

S frames

begin a:\hird

doit

load b2.3d2

load b3.3d2

5 frames

doit

load b3.3d2

load b4.3d2

S frames

doit

load b4.3d2

load b3.3d2

5 frames

doit

lood b3.3d2

load b2.3d2

5 frames

doit

lood b2.3d2

Ioodbl.3d2

5 frames

doit

stop

I saved this file as BIRD.CTL.

CAD-3D and Metamorph In Concert

1 started up CAD-3D version 2.0, with

continued on page 63

1 -2-3 TWEEN BY MARK KIMBALL

The
Metamorph desk

accessory works under

CAD-3D version 2.0,

which, in turn, requires at

least 1MB ofmemory and

runs in high or medium resolution.

The Cyber Smash desk accessory

also should be installed.

To install META.ACC, double-

click on the archive file

MORPH.PRG. and choose Extract

when the dialog box appears. Se-

lect a destination disk and the files

will be un-ARCed directly onto

that disk. Copy META.ACC to the

root folder of your boot disk. The

next time your computer boots,

the accessory will be installed.

When you're in CAD-3D and

ready to use Metamorph (see

" Metamorphosis " for an explana-

tion of how Metamorph and CAD-

30 interact), left-click on the

Metamorph option under the Desk

menu. Select the desired script file,

which is simply a list of Meta-

morph commands.

Script Language

Scripts are ASCII files that can be

created by a word processor

before entering CAD-3D, or by

using the Flash Capture buffer, or

by using the script function in

Cyber Control. Any filename is

valid; the default extension is

.CTL.

The script language consists of

five commands. Metamorph is

case sensitive about commands,

so be sure they are in lower case.

1) begin pathA filename:

Filename is the name of the

Metamorph output files, a .DLT

and .PIx file. Tells Metamorph the

path and filename of the output

files. Don't include an extender;

CAD-3D will supply one.

2) doit: Begin tweening.

3) xx frames: The total number

(xx) of tweening frames.

4) load filename: Filename is a

key-frame ,3D2 file. Tells Meta-

morph to load the specified key-

frame file. Include the file's .3D2

extension. Filenames are not case

sensitive.

continued on page 63

VROLAK owes its smooth flying to Metamorph's tweening.
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COMPLETEYOUR
START LIBRARY

Get\bur Back Issues Now
You'll want to have every issue handy for quick reference. The START library...

it's there when you need it!

WINTER 86
Features: Jack Tracnlel Interview, Buyer's Guide

On Disk: Noise Doodling; Address Book; Auto Diale

Label PrinterSt; Writer Secrets.

Reviewed: Mack Williams C. ; Menu*-.

SUMMER 87
On Disk: The aSTronomer: Text Compression and

Huffman Coding with Piv-t-inal 1'asral: Flicker A
Program, MTDISAVE.
Revirwed: Word Writer S ['; Data Manager SI'. Swiitcrilc

ST; Five BASICs compared

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: [>jv.:ii)> nr-.il l'aintin;-. Pnij'r.im-, Overview;

Desktop Video; How to Set Up Your own MIDI Studio;

Rock' H' Roll with Atari; Shopping List of Music

Hardware.

v; Ear Trainer.

SPRING 88
Features: Eartr,..|Li:,ku: Upjrrailin)£ limr S I'; Dave Mason

On Disk: I limit- BuJiit'tmj;; H\| ili.r im; I'mleif;; 19B7 Tax

Template; Batik' for the Throne.

Rii'ieii'id: Per;'.™' Finano- "nigra ms; Desk

SPECIAL ISSUE #3
Features: The ABCs of Desktop Publishing; The ST in

Business; Businev. Graphic.':; Database Overview,

On Dist' Card# STack Database; START Selector; Flay

the Market.

i'fif S

SUMMER 88
Features: Three Years with the ST; Mick Fleetwood

Interview.

On Disk: Planning Travi-ier; Writing YmirOwn Help

Files; Fractal Lande;c.i[v U .I'luT^l.^r, Klondike Solitaire.

Reviewed: Microsoft Write

SPECIAL ISSUE #4
Features: Games and Entertainment

On Dist Naval Battle; World Discovery; Guitar

Simulator; Byte Mechanic, RcSTART.
K:i.'ii-ir,l DiHiiUjor, Master. Chessbasc; Four Sonic Right

Patch Editors; Quantum Paint 1 .2.

OCTOBER 88
Features; Programming Under Pressure.

On Disk: Vocabularian; Brickworks; ST Microscope.

Reviewed: Desktop Publisher ST; SMPTE Track; Softsynth;

C Language Overview.

NOVEMBER 88
Features: TheST and MIDI.

On Disk: AV5; Srip-dt; Aiipomlnient Calender.

Reviewed: I.DW I'mvi'r: MIDI I'mver; Superbase

Professional.

DECEMBER 88
Features: Hardware

On Disk: Wombats II; Santa BBS; Discovery Construction

Set; Five Sort Routines.

idTT.'.L'L.-.,: Mi'iiiinrin'ii Vit.'iu; Mi'i'.iliT: Uyri.iCaDD; Five

Hard Drives Compared; Ricoh PC Laser 6000.

JANUARY 89
Features: Editor's Choice.

On Disk: GFA BASIC 2.0; Spanish Mastery, STARTKey
Revisited; Slither.

Reviewed: GFA BASIC 3.0; Creator and Notator.

FEBRUARY 89
Features: Thanks for all the Fish; ST: 1999.

On Disk: Dah-Dittr-r; Mum Calendar, Kamikazee Chess,

Killer Chess; VCR Organizer.

Revietved: Atari's I'l.uiel.inuiii.: Rub'.ek's Skyplot; Mirage

Sample Editor's.

MARCH 89
Features: Three Artists Who Use the ST; Software Rental.

On Disk: Seurat Draw and Faint Program; Assembled

Saucers; ST Coloring Book.

Reviewed: Graphics and .Animation j-'rvgrams Compared;

Digigram's Big Band; Overview of Six CAD Programs.

APRIL 89
Features: Jimmy Hotz's MIDI Magic; Dr. T Inteview; The

New TOS ROM Error Codes.

On Disk: ST Writer Elite 3.0; Poker Solitaire; RAM Baby.

Reviewed: Utilities; R/C Aerochopper; MIDI Draw

MAY 89
Features: CompuServe's Sports Forum; Atari Goes to

College.

On Disl:; Space Wars 240L). GFA Object; 19SS Tax

Template; SIFT (START'S Instant File Translator

"a Guide to Tel.

Programs; Cah

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-234-7001 7am-5pm PST

MasterCard &Visa Only

Or send your check to: START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107; California residents add 6V2% sales tax.



JUNE 89
Failures! Do Anvllimi; lii.i.-iir.css Computer; Arcade
Addiction.

On Disk: GFA Vector, Match Quiz St; Screenwri ting with

WordPerfect; ST Pinochle; Exploring Spreadsheets;

Travel i Tig Mattes.

Reviewed: Juggler II; Switch/Back; Revolver;

Graphics Tool from Migraph; MIDI Drummer..

JULY 89
Features: MIDI in the Future T ense; Making MIDI
Affordable

On Disk: Babel; GFA Object; The ST Theremin; START
Arcade

Reviewed: Sound Digitizers; EZ-Score Plus; Pagestream;

Turbo ST1.4; Hi Soft BASIC and Hi Soft BASIC
Professional.

AUGUST 89
Features: Secrets of a Good User Interface

On Disk: POGO; File Search; Splines on Splines;

Stumbling Blocks

Reviewed: Ultrascripl; DevpacST; dBMAN V; After-

Market Floppy Disk Drives; MIDI Magic

SEPTEMBER 89
Features: Sam Tram id irUcrvi.-w; Computer Game
Violence

On Disk: Avecta I: Ebora; The Seven Skulls; Newspeed;
Slither Screen Editor; Cinko
Revi,tved: Eight Games; Fleet Street Publisher 3.(1; STAC.
STOS and TaleSpin; NewScore

OCTOBER 89
Features: STACY and Portfolio Preview

On Disk: CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD Converter; Schedule

Maker; ST Soitguide; WordPerfect Macros; Boingo
Reviaved: DynaCADD 1.56; Hotwire, NeoDesk 2.0 and
VDOS ProQueue; Entry-Level Sequencers; Computer
Guide to the Solar System

NOVEMBER 89
Features: The Transputer Connection: Atari and lYriliduin;

Donny Osmond Interview; The START Disk's New Look
On Disk: RezRender; JULIA; Final Approach Controller

DECEMBER 89
Features: The Future of Atari Computing; A Small Tour
of UNIX, Pt I; Elmtech's ParSec Graphic Interface

On Disk: GFA Companion; Attack!; Word Puzzle

Reviewed: Accelerator Boards, Beat Bo*; Mice

JANUARY 90
Features: A Small Tour of UNIX, Pt. II; CD-ROM; Battle of

Britain

On Disk: CAD-3D to DXF Conversion; Mystic Realm;

Laserdisc Remote Control; Score ST
Rtoieaat: Supercharger & Spectre CCR; Diamond Back &
Hard Drive Turbo Kit; ST Pictascan; BetaCad

FEBRUARY 90
Features: A Small Tour of UNIX, Pt. Ill; TT-TOS Secrets

On Disk: Chaos on your ST; Crunch Time Football; X-10
Controller; A I Doctor

Reviewed: Fine* V; Final Cut; The Cuckoo's Egg

MARCH 90
Features: Roberta Williams Interview; A Small Tour of

UNIX, Pt, IV

On Disk: CAD-3D 1.0; Mountain Solitaire; Spinwheel

Reviewed: Clip-Art Overview; Removable Hard Disks;

BeckcrCAD

APRIL 90
Features: Word Processor Comparison; PHASARTips
Or: DisJr: ST Writer Elite 3.6; PHAJAR 3.0; 89 Tax
Templates; Super Jackpot Slots

Reviewed: Desktop Publishers Overview; PC Speed

MAY 90
Features: Telecommunications; Sound Designer Scott

Gershin Interview

On Disk: InfoBase ST; Styzor's Contest; Computer Viruses

JUNE 90
Statural Alexey Pazhitnaz Interview; Wayne Gretzky

Hockey; Sexist Software Perspective

On Disk: Bugs!; Crossword Creator; Wordle; Warrior ST;

Fun Pages

Reviewed: For the Fun of It (11 Games); WORDFLAIR
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^k Programming in

BEGINNING BUTTER
BY SAMUEL STREEPER

AT A GLANCE
Program: SBLIT

Type: Tutorial

Requirements: 512K, high or medium rez

Ardile: Biimm.PRG

Files EX1GFA.LST SBLII.C

EXIGFA.PRG SBLIT.PI2

EXAMPLE! .C SBLII.PI3

EXAMPLE1.PRG SBLIT.PRG

SBLIT.DOC

Language: Crjnd GFA BASIC 3.0

T
he blitter functions offer

the programmer a con-

venient way to move and

manipulate graphic data.

These functions are built

into GEM on every ST, so the follow-

ing programming techniques work

on every ST. Additionally, Megas

have a graphics-accelerator chip,

known as the blitterchip. If you take

advantage of the blitter routines

when writing your program, it will

run much faster on a blitter-chip

machine.

What Are The Blitter Routines?

The blitter routines move or combine

rectangular blocks of data from one

area ofmemory to another. Common

blitter applications include scrolling

the screen or the contents of a win-

dow, and animation. What makes the

blitter routines so useful is they just

as easily scroll a region horizontally

or diagonally as up or down; all you

need to change are the corners of the

destination rectangle.

Note the term "rectangular" in the

preceding paragraph. Although

32,000 bytes of contiguous memory
(think of it as a line 32,000 bytes

long) is needed to store a typical ST

screen, when it comes to graphics it

is much more convenient to deal

with screen memory as a 640x400

pixel (or 640x200 or 320x200)

rectangular region.

By setting up the
MFDB, prede-
fined bitmaps,
like this DEGAS
picture file, can

become the
background

screen.

MFDBs

In order to use the blitter functions

you must describe the area of

memory that stores information

about the rectangular region (the

blit's source) and the area ofmemory
that stores information about the

rectangular region (the blit's destina-

tion). That description - starting

address, length in words, size of

region in pixels, number of bitplanes

- is called a memory form definition

block, or MFDB. The major advan-

tage of using an MFDB is that your

program will be able to blit correctly

in any screen resolution.

If both the source and destination

rectangle are the same, only one
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MFDB is necessary. This occurs

frequently; often the screen serves as

source and destination. Fortunately,

TOS keeps track of the screen in

memory, and both C and GFA BASIC

provide built-in functions to help you

create access the screen's MFDB
information.

If you wish to blit a predel ined

bitmap, like a DEGAS picture file,

you will need to set up its MFDB
yourself since there isn't a built-in

function to help you. These MFDBs
are usually hardcoded. The informa-

tion you need can be found within

the specifications of the picture file.

For example, DEGAS low-resolution

pictures are 320x200 pixels with four

bitplanes. That information gives you

four of the five MFDB parameters.

Since you must allocate a region of

memory and read in the DEGAS

picture, you know the fifth parame-

ter, the starting address, is the same

as the address of the first byte of the

storage array.

To blit you also must set up an

array ofeight integers describing the

subregion within the source rec-

tangle which is to be moved and the

subregion within the destination

rectangle to which to move it. These

subregions are measured relative to

the boundaries of the rectangular

region defined by the MFDB; (0. 0) is

the upper righthand corner of the

rectangle. Make sure the array values

are positive and contained within the

rectangle; unpredictable results will

occur if the blitter routines are re-

quested to blit outside the rectangle.

The Generic Algorithm

Any blitter program you write will

follow this general algorithm:

1) define variables for the source and

destination MFDB, and the subregion

array;

2) (screen only) call the built-in

routine to open a virtual workstation,

which allows access to the parame-

ters needed by the MFDB;

3) set up the MFDBS. In the general

case, set up two - one each for the

source and destination rectangle.

Only one is needed if the source and

destination are the same;

4) calculate the displacement of the

blit and fill in the subregion array;

5) choose a write mode describing

how the source and destination

subregions will be combined;

6) call a built-in routine to do the blit.

On your START disk are two

for the upper left corner of the desti-

nation region, x and y coordinates

for the lower right corner of the des-

tination region.

In C, we pass the blitter call the

variable write_mode which tells

GEM how to combine the source and

destination graphic blocks. In GFA
BASIC, we do the same thing by

putting write_mode as the ninth

element in the corners array. Since

It's just as easy to scroll a region horizontally

or diagonally as up or down.

examples that demonstrate the

algorithm above. These two demos,

EX1GFA.PRG and EXAMPLE1.PRG,

in GFA BASIC 3.0 and C respectively,

move the letter A horizontally,

vertically and diagonally, in five-pixel

increments. To run the demos,

double-click on the archive file

13LITTEK1.PRG and choose Extract

when the dialog box appears. Select

a destination disk and the files will

un-ARC directly onto that disk. The

programs run in high or medium

resolution.

The complete source code to

these examples can be found in the

files EXAMPLE1.C and EX1GFA.LST.

Let's analyze the examples. The C

cocie declares the variable screen to

be of type MFDB, which is a memory

form definition block and is defined

in the header file GEMDEFS.H. In

GFA BASIC we use an array of long

integers for the same function, hence

the line DIM screen%(8).

Corners is an array of eight

integers describing the subregions to

blit from and to within the source

and destination rectangles. The

integers represent, in order: x and y

coordinates for the upper left corner

of the source region, x and y coordi-

nates for the lower right corner of the

source region, x and y coordinates

we start counting at zero, the ninth

element is corners%(8).

We set write_mode to three

because we just wanted to move the

source area to the destination, r>

WRITE MODES

s = source pixel

D = destination pixel

Write mode Destination gets

{all black)

1 SANDD

2 SAND {NOT D)

3 S [replace mode)

4 (NOT S) AND D

[erase mode)

5 D [destination

unchanged)

6 S XOR D [exclusive OR

mode)

7 S OR D [combine

mode)

8 NOT(SORD)

9 NOT (S XOR D)

10 NOTD

11 SOR(NOTD)

12 NOTS

13 (NOTS)ORD

14 NOT (SANDD)

15 1 {all while)
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H33

Hyatt Regency
San Jose, California

August 4 - 5, 1990

Saturday 10am - 6pm
Sunday 10am - 5pm

Fly American
to San Jose

Special discount airfare

from any cily lo San .lose,

Oakland" or San Francis-

co on American Airlines.

Receive 40% oft" coach or

first class rale or 5% off

Ihe IbWest excursion rate

availaule.-

for reservations call

Special room rates for attendees

$77.00 RESERVATIONS

Single/Double (soo) 842-9034

Come join ST World, Best Electronics, San Jose
Computer, Beckemeyer Development Tools, Zubair
Interfaces, Gadgets by Small, CodeHead Software,

Prospero Software, Migraph, Inc., ICD, Inc., Megamax,
Inc., Double Click Software, BRE Software, AnticlSTart
Magazine at the WORLD of ATARI...

• Conferences
• Product demonstrations
• Door prizes
• Hot deals!!!!

( Additional exhibitors to be announced )

BUTTER

overwriting the previous contents of the destination.

There are 16 available write modes, which are listed in

the sidebar.

Finally, before we blit we must set up the memory

form definition block for the screen. Make the call to

init_infdb( ) immediately after you open a virtual

workstation to the screen. In C call v_opnvwk( ) to

open a virtual workstation; in GFA BASIC 3.0 call

~V_OPNVWK(l)

And Now, The Main Event

You have seen how easy it is to use the blitter function to

scroll an area of the screen. This month's main example

program SBLIT.PRG loads a DEGAS-format picture into a

buffer, and then opens a GEM window and blits the

picture from the background buffer to the window on

the screen. It demonstrates the use of the blitter in

response to GEM messages for window drawing and

redrawing.

Furthermore, it makes a good skeleton program for

your own applications because it runs as either a desk

accessory or a program, and it works properly on large-

screen monitors. If SBLIT is run as a program, a menu

item lets you select a background picture. Two are pro-

vided on disk, SBLIT.PI2 and SBLIT.PI3.

If it is run as a desk accessory, holding down [Left

Shift] while selecting its menu item will pop up an

information box that will let you load a picture. Other-

wise, it searches for the default picture file SBLIT.PIx in

the root folder. To install SBLIT as a desk accessory,

rename SBLIT.PRG to SBLIT.ACC, copy SBLIT.ACC to the

root directory of your disk, then reboot your computer.

Warning: The desk accessory version of SBLIT interferes

with nonstandard GEM programs like WordPerfect and

Hotwire.

(To find out more about writing applications that cun

be run as either programs or desk accessories, read my
Programming In C column "Accessorize Your Programs'1

in the October 1989 issue of START.)

A Blitter Bonus!

Some Macintosh computers replace the corner Desk

menu choice with a revolving globe. I decided to do

something similar with the SBLIT program. If you run it

as a program, the corner Atari icon will periodically spin

360 degrees. It's a neat effect, and it hints at the next

installment of Programming the Blitter, which demon-

strates animation within a GEM window. Until then,

happy coding!

Samuel Streeper is an Atari network developer

who lives in San Luis Obispo, Calif. He ivrote the

dual-purpose program/accessory lesson in the

October 1989 issue of START.
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1, 2, 3, Tween, mmiimaij hnn page 5

5) stop: End of script. light, zoom, rendering- before

using Metamorph. Also, only cam-

Here is an example: era! is implemented.

load bird0.3d2 Metamorph uploads the object-

load faird1.3d2 color and color-group information

load bird2.3d2 for the first object in the list. So if

40 frames you start CAD-3D and then

begin b:\fly Metamorph, you most likely will

doit see a wireframe animation. Exit

stop Metamorph and change the

Metamorph divides the frames camera, zoom, and light settings to

between each set of key frames. what you want.

This file creates an animation with

20 frames between each key Frame Changes

frame. Alternately, the script could Objects must be consistent from

read: key to key; you can't get an anima-

load bird0.3d2 tion showing the transformation of

load birdl.3rJ2 a cube into a sphere. Each object

20 frames in successive key frames must

begin b:Vly have the same number of faces

doit and vertices, and the face assign-

load birdl.3d2 ments must be the same. Some

load bird2.3d2 Cyber Sculpt operations can

20 frames change the face assignments so be

doit cautious when distorting objects.

stop The interpolation algorithm

The first script is faster; how- used for Metamorph forces the

ever, distortions sometimes animation to pass exactly through

appear when tweens are per- the key frames. This is handy for

formed in sequence. These predicting how it will turn out, but

blemishes can be edited out using the algorithm possibly can pro-

Cyber Paint, but you can avoid duce ringing or overshoot if the

them altogether by using the more key-to-key differences are ex-

detailed script file. treme. Usually such extreme

changes aren't very realistic

Caveats anyway;-how many objects

Metamorph needs 200K ofRAM execute an abrupt right-angle turn?

tor itself, above and beyond the Metamorph works best on ani-

memory reserved by CAD-3D. mations that transform similar

Metamorph has a limit of nine objects. For example, Metamorph

key frames, each no larger than can demonstrate how a tennis ball

10K. Each key frame can contain is flattened when it hits a wall. Or,

multiple objects, uptoCAD-3D's use Metamorph to expand a two-

limit. dimensional automobile like a

Aborting Metamorph requires sponge, giving it width as well as

you to hold down the spacebar length and height.

until a dialog box appears asking

if you wish to abort. A single Mark Kimball is an electrical

keypress won't work due to CAD- engineer who lives near Port-

3D's keyboard handler. land, Ore. This is hisfirst pro-

Set CAD-3D options- camera, gramJbr START.

METAMORPHOSIS

continuedfrom page 57

the Metamorph and Cyber Smash

desk accessories installed, then

loaded Bl .3D2. This initialized the

palette and allowed me to choose

settings necessary to the finished

animation. I double-clicked on

SuperView and set the rendering to

solid and final. Returning to the main

workspace, I activated the Meta-

morph accessory.

A file selector appeared; I chose

BIRD.CTL. Metamorph did the rest,

taking about 30 minutes to create the

30 frames I wanted. (You can tell

when Metamorph is working be-

cause the file box will remain in

center screen.) When the box

disappeared, the object from file

B1.3D2 was still in the camera win-

dow, since it was the last key frame

accessed by Metamorph.

Checking the directory I found

two new files, BIRD.DLT and

BIRD.PU . If this was done in high

resolution, I would have found a

BIRD.PI3 file. These two files were

needed for the animation. What had

happened is that Metamorph gener-

ated the frames between the key

frames, then sent them to CAD-3D,

which created the delta and picture

files.

Flying High

As far as Metamorph goes, its job was

done. Running VROLAK.SEQ,

however, you'll notice that the bat's

wings flap three times and it flies

towards you . The subsequent flaps

were done using Cyber Paint's splice

button, and the increasing bat size

was achieved using its APM special

effects.

I hope this example has given you

some ideas on how to animate your

own CAD-3D images.

Dave Stuart is a veteran com-

puter animator and an Antic

Software author. He lives in

southern Oregon,
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TIGER
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Dr.T's
220 Boylston St.

Chestnut Hill, MA
,

02167
(G17) 244-G954

for Atari ST

"TIGER Cub blows
away all competition

in its class.

"

Jim Pierson-Perry

Electronic Musician

• Realtime Recording

/ Graphic Editing

/ Quick Scoring

/ Fully Interactive

/ Conductor Track

/ One Step Editing

/ Object Oriented

/ Loop Recording

/ Step Time Recorder

/ Smart Instrument
Setups

/ 384 PPQ Resolution

/ Real Time Mute,
Solo, and Group

/ Supports Atari

Internal Sounds

/ And It's FUN™



One of the most exciting

new synthesizers these

days is the Yamaha
SY77, which integrates

second- generation

FM synthesis with

sample playback. The first program

for any computer to support it is

Offspring For The SY77, from

Command Development. This is a

librarian and intelligent patch

generation program (not a patch

editor), tising the "genetic" creation

process featured in earlier releases

for the Ml and D50 synths in the

Offspring series.

Musicode announced an upgrade to

their entire line of Voice

Development System patch editors.

The VDS 2.0 now supports up to

four active banks simultaneously,

copy/delete of parameter groups,

generation of new patches from two

parents and is compatible with the

Soft Link multi - application

manager. The integrated sequencer

has also been updated to record/

playback sysex data, load/save

standard MIDI files and remap

controllers. The latest addition to

the line is VDS for the Yamaha V50.

Rounding out the patch editors is

Synthworks Proteus from Steinberg/

Jones, supporting both the original

and new XR Proteus/1 models. Like

other Synthworks editors, it

features exceptionally strong

graphical editing, a stand-alone

patch library with database

queries, integrated sequencer,

on-line help and runs under the

M - ROS multi -application

manager.

Not a patch editor, but patch

banks. That's what Sound

Source Unlimited offers, in great

abundance and on ST-

compatiblc "Downloader"

librarian disks. Multiple libraries

are offered for the Yamaha DX7/

DX7II/DX11, Roland D50/D10,

Korg Ml/M3r, Kawai K1/K4,

Ensoniq VFX and E-mu Proteus

families. I have tried several of

these selections and am very

pleased with their quality.

Quartet from Microdeal

(distributed through MichTron),

turns your ST into a four- voice

polyphonic sample playback system.

It works along the lines of Music

Studio; the difference is it uses

digitized samples rather than playing

the internal sound chip. You assign

different samples (drums, synths,

acoustic instruments, noise effects,

etc.) to voices and write a song using

standard music notation. Playback is

through the ST monitor speaker, or

the Replay D/A cartridge for better

fidelity (no MIDI output). This

program is capable of producing

impressive music that can be

integrated within your own
software.

Synthesizer hardware

manufacturers are starting to cross

over into the software market. Korg

Canada has released two

sophisticated programs targeted at

the high -end user. Multi is a "do

all" sequencer with built-in
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Discontents

Programs on Your START Disk

CARDMASTER PAGE 22

CARDMASTER By susan d. phuups PAGE 22

Pitch? Gin Rummy? Draw Poker? AceyDeucy? Name your game! Susan D.

Phillips shuffles them all lor you in her addictive jumbo pack, CardMaster.

You've been warned, now deal the cards!

CARDMASTER BOOT FILES PAGE 26
CardMaster tises Atari's GDOS fonts to produce its superb visuals. In order for

CardMaster to use GDOS, certain files must be present when you boot your

computer. GDOS and its fonts are distributed on your START disk for use

with CardMaster only. Install them and play away!

METAMORPH By Mark Kimball and Dave Stuart PAGE 56
The smoothest animations consist of hundreds of frames. Drawing them in a

CAD program can be tedious, however. Now draw just two and let Meta-

tnorph fill in between them. Cyber stuffwas never easier!

SBLIT By Samuel Streeper PAGE 60
The butter functions offer the programmer a convenient way to move and

manipulate graphic data. These functions are built into GEM on every ST, SO

this example program, demonstrating the use of the blitter for GEM window

drawing and redrawing, works on every ST.

ST/ime $59.95 Z-RAM/2.5 MEG

Lithium 10year battery

backed-up clock and
calendar module that

fits in all the STs.
Install it under one
TOS ROM chip and all

your files will be date
and time stamped
correctly. Comes with

digital corner clock
display. Frees up youi

cartridge port. Stop
wasting time setting

time! 3yr, warranty.

Ultra low-profile solderless

520ST/520STfm 2.5 Meg
memory upgrade. Fits under
all RF-Shields, including the

older 520ST's with external

disk-drives. Plug & Play!

Comes with 1yr. warranty,

detailed manual, Ramdisk
software and diagnostics on

disk. $129.95 w/o RAM
$299.95 with RAM

2-RAM/Mega2-to-4
Solderless Mega2 RAM upgrade
to 4 Meg. Plugs into the back of the

Mega2 and will not interfere with

internal hard-drives. The easiest

way to upgrade your Mega2 with-

out soldering! Comes with complete
instructions and diagnostics.

$149.95 without RAM
$319.95 with RAM chips

Z-RAM 3-D4MEG
520STfm/1 040 2.5 to 4 Megabyte
Solderless Memory Upgrade Kit

Innovative 3-D double-decker
boards fit info the video-shifter

metal box of the ST. Memory
diagnostics and RAMdisk soft-

ware included, lye warranty
and 30-day money-back
guarantee. Super reliable data
and ground connections make
this the upgrade board for your
ST 0K(no chips) $149.95

2.5Meg $319.95
4Meg $549.95

ZUBAIR INTERFACES.INC
5243-B Paramount Blvd.
Lakewood, CA90712
Tel :(21 3) 408-6715
FAX:{21 3) 408-6748
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Disk Instructions

HOW TO GET START PROGRAMS UP AND RUNNING

1) Write protect your disk.

2) Make a backup copy. We format the disk using TWTSTER.PRG (written

by Dave Small and Dan Moore, Summer 1988 issue of START) to increase the

size of a single-sided disk to 400K. You can back up onto one Twisted,

single-sided disk; one double-sided disk; or two GEM-formatled, single-sided

disks.

NOTE: TWISTER DOES NOTWORK WITH GEM'S DISKCOPY.

To make a backup, open a window for your START disk, then drag the

files from the window to the backup disk.

3) Store the original and use the backup hereafter.

4) Un-ARC the files. We use Double Click Software's DC SEA utility to

create self-extracting archive files. To un-ARC a program, simply double click

on the filename.

NOTE: IF YOU USE NEODESK'S ALTERNATE DESKTOP, DISABLE IT

BEFORE UN-ARCING.

5) When the dialog box appears, choose Extract.

6) When the file selector appears, choose a destination disk (hard disk,

RAM disk or floppy disk) for the uncom-

pressed files. Make sure the desti-

nation disk has enough s

for the uncompressed fill

whose sizes are given in

the chart below.

The screen goes

blank, then the files

are listed as they

are extracted, and

marked "OK" if the

uncompression is

successful

/ / /\/ f /| compatible / ^ / /P/ # /
/ ^ /4/w/w/ Nl"«

not applicable / / //// / /
/ ' ffiW/WW

CordMaster MDGAM.PRG 305K Needs doto files in CARDBOOT.PRG

CardMoster Boot Files WRDBDOT.PRG 57K

Metamorph MORPH.PRG 197K Requires CAD-3D version 2.0

SBLIT EUTTER1.PRG I20K

COMING IN SEPTEMBER

To Celebrate (?) The

Coming School Year, START

Presents An Issue Especially

For Kids! Some Highlights:

Kerry Whelan Surveys

Educational Software Available

For The ST

Kids And Computers

—

Programming

Fun For All Ages!

Electronic Musician's Craig

Anderton Reviews The Controver-

sial Hotz Box From Atari

On Disk:

Kid Progs— Dorothy Brumleve's

Animated Learning Adventure For

Children Ages Two to Six

Anatomy— Explore The Fasci-

nating Wonders 01 The Human

Body.

Intermediate Blitter— Samuel

Sfreeper Continues His Guide To

Programming

Quiz Wiz— Learning Doesn't

Have To Be Boring

Plus Some Special Surprises!

START— More Than Just A

Magazine.
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notation capabilities similar to

Notator. It runs with a resolution

of 796 ppqn and is compatible

with the Atari laser printer for score

output. Impact is a generic MIDI

processing environment that you

can configure to act as a generic

patch/sample editor, mixer, light

controller, etc. Each setup (e.g., Ml

editor) is a self-contained

"console," and up to eight different

consoles can be active on screen at

the same time.

New for the bookshelf is Power

Sequencing with Master Tracks

Pro/Pro 4 by Craig Anderton,

musician, writer and founding

editor of Electronic Musician

magazine. Although geared to the

Master Tracks program, the book

contains much information and

many useful tips that apply to

working with any sequencer

program. Highly recommended.

For those who haven't found out

yet, virtually any book that deals

with MIDI, music and related

subjects can be found at the Mix

Bookshelf (from the people who
bring you Electronic Musician and

Mix magazines). They also carry

software, patch and sample libraries,

videos and CDs. Check out their

free catalog for more info.

MIDI For The Masses

As prices continue to drop on MIDI

hardware, manufacturers are offering

units aimed at the home- consumer

market. Though low cost, many of

these synths arc quite impressive

and offer abilities equal or beyond

professional models of only a few

years past. Some popular examples

are the Roland MT-32, Yamaha

TX81Z and Kawai PH50. These are

(relatively) inexpensive enough that

home users might consider them an

extension of the family stereo

system. These are being used now
for enhanced computer game

soundtracks (e.g., Sierra On -Line).

The growing availability of pre -

recorded sequences fits well with

such home MIDI systems. A

proposed CD + MIDI format would

let specially designed CD players

send MIDI data to the home synth

while playing the audio tracks.

Roland recently released three

new synth modules aimed at home
MIDI users. The multitimbral

CM - 32L module is based on LA

synthesis, similar to the MT-32 but

with double the onboard sounds.

The CM - 32P is a multitimbral

sample playback unit which also

accepts new sounds from ROM
cards. Can't decide? No problem,

the CM -64 combines both units in

a single module for 63 -voice

polyphony across 15 multitimbral

* Computer Garden *
Wilkes-Barrg & Scranton's Favorite Computer Store

Abacus
ST AssemPro $39
Alpha
DiQisoundPro$129
Power prin! ST $29
Swilchback $57
Antic
CyberStudio $59
Cyber Con IrcJ $39
Cyber Sculpl £60
Cyber Paint $50
Cyber Texlure $33
Cyber VCR $46
GFA Basic 3.0 $89
Priasar40 $59
Spec Irum 512 $44
SrAC £45
STOS $39
Slos Compiler $23
Atari
10<10SrFM
Mega-2 ST
Mega -4 ST
Monitors

Megalile30
Portfolio

Slacy Laptop $Call

Avatox
I200e modem $69
?40Ce modem $109
Modemcabte $15

Backemeyer
Hard Disk tools:

Accelerator $25
Senlry $33
Toolkit $20
MT C-Shell $85
Canon
1X12 Scanner $599

SCall

$Cal
SCal

SCall

1X12F Scanr $1099
ST Interlace $299
Codeh«ad
G*Plus $23
Hotwire $25
Hotwire Plus $39
Maxilile $23
MIDIMax $33
Mullidesk $20
Ulililies $23
Digital Vision
Computereyes$179
B&W model. $109

FTL
Oungeonmster $25

" Hint book $10
Dungeonmstr2 $25
Olds $23
Sundog $25
Oribnil
Neodesk $35

Happy Comp.
Discovry Carl $159
Option 2 $189

HP
Deskjet $579
DeskjelPlus $699
ICO Hard Drive
FA-ST SO M $699
FA-ST80M $899
Intersect
Interlink $25
R evolver $33
lSD/Ditek
Calamus $179

" Oulline $169
Cat Font Ed. $65
DynaCADD $559
Masterplan $59

ST
VIP Proless

LDW
LOW Power
Hagamax
Laser C $119
Laser 06 $50
Mia raph
Easy Draw $65
Easy Tools $33
Fonl Pack 1 $25
Hand Scanner $419
Pro Draw Art $39
Scan Art $33
Supercharged
Easydraw $95

Touch-up $119

Panasonic
11HQ printer $1B9
1191 printer $239
1124 prinler $319
Printer cable $15
Ribbons $10

Prac.Solution
Cordless Mice $99
DrWe Master $33
Monitor Master $40
Mouse Master $33
Video Key $70
Tweely Board $38
Precision
SuprbasePer. $49
Proco
Procopy $30
Sierra
BlackCauldron$25
Col Bequesl $39

i Kings Quest $33
. King's Quesl 2 $33
King s Quesl 3 £33

, King's Ouesl 4 $39
eSuil $25

LiesureSuil2 £39
LiesureSuil3 $39
Manhunter $33
Manhunter 2 $33
Police Quesl $33
PoliceOuest2$39
Space Quesl $33
Space Quesl 7 $33
Space Quesl 3 $33
Hinl books $9
Soft Loflik
PageSlream $119

Sony Disks
All colors. Spocilyl

100 Bulk 3 5" $85

Tac 2 Joyslick $10
Tac 30 $14
Tac 50 $16
SlikSlik " £6
Supra
Modem 2400 $119

Cable $15

Timaworka
Desktop Pub $79
WorrJwriler $49
Trio Eng.
Digispec $35
Unispec $45
ST Conlrol $55
Versasoft
dB Man 5.2 $179

WordPerfect
Wordperlecl $139

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-288-6140. Mall orders: send check or

money order to Computer Garden. West SkJe Mall. Edwardavllle PA 18704.
Be sue to include auff iciont postage (Overpayments are promptly refunded).

PA customers add B% tax. Cash COD's OK. 3% charge (or VISA-MC-AMEX.

At STARTmagazine we appreciate

every subscriber we have. Please

let us know how we're doing and
how we can improve our service.

Ifa problem arises with your START subscription, gather

together the following things.- a recent mailing label, a

copy ofyour invoice or renewal notice, and any corre-

spondence you have received from us. Call or write us

and we'll take care of the problem

.

Write: Or Call:

START Customer Service (81 5)734-6309

P.O. Box 535 between 7:30 AM and

Mt. Morris, IL 61054 10:00 PM Central Time

Easy Way To Replace a Damaged START Disk

SUBSCRIBERS: Just phone START Subscription Customer

Service at (815)734-6309, Monday-Friday, 7:30AM - 10:00 PM
Central Time. An operator will confirm your subscription

and arrange for your new disk to be mailed.

NEWSSTAND BUYERS: Send your damaged disk to:

START Disk Exchange, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA
94107. A replacement disk will be mailed to you .
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channels. Along with these is

Tcntracks, a companion ST software

sequencer designed for novice

users.

Veteran MIDI developer Passport

Designs has expanded into the

prerecorded sequence market and

released the first set of 12 Music

Data disks. Each disk holds three

songs of a particular style (e.g., hits

of the 50s, country, big band and

classical), orchestrated for the

MT-32 {although readily adaptable

for other synths). The songs are in

standard MIDI file format,

compatible with virtually all

sequencer programs- An expanded

catalog with over 300 selections is

expected before summer.

One of the slickest products I've

seen in a while is the FM Melody

Maker from Hybrid Arts. This

combines a beginner sequencing

program with an actual FM

synthesizer, supplied on a hardware

cartridge unit, in one ideal starter

package. Simply plug in the

cartridge, connect it to your stereo,

start up the sequencer and make

music. The synth cartridge supports

multitimbral play, (one melody plus

four accompaniments, a bass and

drums) with 78 hardwired melody

sounds.

Bug Reports

They're not pretty, but they happen.

Here is a rundown of some of the

problems we have come across. The

developers are all aware of these

problems. First, neither the START

Selector nor its popular shareware

upgrade LGFSEL are compatible

with Master Tracks Pro or Jr. UIS 11/

III work fine, as does the standard

Atari file selector.

Cubase, and other M - ROS based

software from Steinberg/Jones, now

works with GDOS and TOS 1.4

without a hitch but bombs with

varying degrees of entertainment if

used with PinHead, the shareware

program - load accelerator.

Lastly, MIDI file importing is still

a bit of an art form. Both Creator

and Notator can have a problem if

the incoming MIDI file uses a

different time base from Creator's,

and results in tracks being out of

synch with each other. Dr. T's'

Tiger Cub occasionally runs into

conflicts between the MIDI file and

its own conductor track

implementation. The file is

imported correctly but with song

length set to zero measures.

Changing the song length manually

corrects the problem. All of these

problems have been reported to the

developers. Corrections at least for

the MIDI file bugs have been

promised with upcoming releases.

SQ44-ST Removeable
Cartridge Hard Drives

Starting at$799,Complete!
.39 Mb Removeable Cartridge Hard Drive,

2 Year Warranty on drive. 2QMS access 600K/Sec, ! SO400 Cartridge tired wth 44Megs
of PD Software, Wired tor 2 SCSI Drives, ICO Advantage+Host with Clock, Software,
Cable, DMA In S out, Partcopy partition copier/backup software end free shipping on pre

paid orders. fUnless otherwise noted.) We will match any advertised price)

KfM« ShoeBox/Supra..$799
Comes with lh»i new Siava Host Adaptor
w.lh DMA In and out, batlBry backed dock
ottware and cablet, ready to run

• ShoeBox $869
ICD host, clock, SCSI port, fan
Slze7"wx7"hx15"d

Under Monitor $899
2 drive slols, SCSI port, Ian
Slze15\*xH'dx3'h

Compact $929
Single drive, ICD host, clock, fan
Fits In Briefcase 8"wx2.6"hxt 3'd

nan Dual CPU $1039
Under Monitor or Shoebox cased
unit w/SCSI switch thai allows use
qt ONE DRIVE with ST. IBM,
Amiga, Mac etc. with the flip ot a

• SQ555 Drive only....$549

• SQ400 Cartridges $89
• 3.5"800k FD in SQ44....$89

• IBM/Amiga hosts..$149+

• 20MbST125n $259
• 30Mb ST138n $285

• 49MbST157n $359

• 85MbST296ri $499

asm 83Mb 3.5" <24Ms
ST1096n Very Fan $529
• 200Mb Cornier 19ms $1089
• 345Mb 14Ms Micropolis
5.25" 1/2 hi $1459
• 3.5"800kFD external .$99

• Mitsubishi Diamondscan
Multisync monitor wtlri color/.,
mono SwFtchbox and cables.. J589.
• ST Hard Drives 20mb $459
to 1050Mb 14ms $4399

Mac, etc.- disk and/or hardcopy
FAST fljrnarourid, starting at J 19

Carter Graphics & Computers
3006 N. Main St. - Logan, UT 84321 801-752-2500

Washington Area Atari Computer Enthusiasts

Atari Fest
1990

October 6 & 7
At The Sheraton Reston

11810 Sunrise Valley Dr,

Reston, Va 22091
703-620-9000

Don't Miss It!
The East Coast's Finest

Atari Computer Show

Vendor Info: John Barnes 301-652-0667
General Info: Russ Brown, 703-680-2698
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Intelligent Update

Intelligent Music has left the

software market. Dr. T's has

obtained distribution rights and

technical support for IM's ST and

other products, including M and

RealTimc. A planned maintenance

update of RealTime (version 1.2) is

still planned for this summer.

This news is of additional

importance as Intelligent Music is

the developer of the Atari MIDI -

Tasking software. Plans are to

continue full steam ahead with

MIDI-Tasking. The change may
benefit acceptance of MIDI -Tasking

by other MIDI developers as it

removes a potential conflict of

interest from Intelligent Music's own
products.

Stocatto Notes

Passport has renamed their Master

Tracks Jr. program to Trax and

dropped the price as well.

Band - In - A - Box from PG Music,

the intelligent accompaniment

generator program, has been

upgraded to version 2.1. No sooner

do I recommend it, than Music

Technology magazine folds. It's

been incorporated into its sister

magazine Home and Studio

Recording.

The continuing Sonus saga rolls

on. Software distribution and

technical support for all of Sonus 's

products have been picked up by

Sentech Electronics. SuperScore

version 2, with bug fixes and

support for the Atari laser printer, is

due out any day.

Some great new products are on

the horizon from Germany. These

include updates to the powerhouse

sequencers Cubase (version 2.0) and

Notator (version 3.0), as well as

junior versions of each - Cubeat

and Notator Alpha, respectively. C-
Lab also plans a set of music and

MIDI educational programs. No date

yet on availability.

Also on the planning board is a

collaborative project between

Digidesign and C - Lab to integrate

Creator/Notator with the recently

introduced Sound Tools for the

Atari. This move will let you

combine digitized audio tracks (e.g.,

vocals, acoustic instrument, sound

effects) with sequencer MIDI tracks

all under one roof. A similar venture

is ongoing in the Macintosh world

between Digidesign and Opcode
(with the Vision sequencer).

Finally, anyone interested in a

public -domain MIDI file player can

have a great one for the cost of a

download. MIDIMOVR, a truncated

version of Hybrid Arts' EditTrack

sequencer, has been available on

most BBSs for a while and loads/

TOAD COMPUTERS/

TOADfile 44/
ki:mo\ \itu:( \Kimii<;i:n\Hi>iush drive

I

"/ "l.(>\ E " the drive! Ml Spcclri

development is now being done 01

my Toadfite 44!" - I);i\id Small

S0O-60O K/Sec. Throughput

iToUillv Compatible Willi liw

• 2 Yr. Warmntv.' «1.0W SS

TOADFILE 44

[TOADfile 44D (Mechanism Only) $649

TOADfile 88X (2 Drives) $1499
J
TOADfile 14(44MB Cart+30) $1149

TOADfile 94 (44MB Carl+SO) $1229
TOADfile 129Z (44MB Carl+SS)....$1349
TOADfile 129X (44MB Cart+S5)...H299

EXTRA CARTRIDGES „ ..$99

TOAD 20 (40ms Access Time) $469

TOAD 20 (28ms Access Time) $489
TOAD 30 (40ms Access Time) $509
TOAD 30 (28ms Access Time) $529
TOAD 50 (40ms Access Time) $569
TOAD 50 (28ms Access Time) $589
TOAD 85 (28ms Access Time) $679
TOAD 85 (24ms Access Time) $709
TOAD 100 (40ms Access Time) $879
TOAD 130 (24ms Access Time) $1 159

TOAD 170 (28ms Access Time) $1 199

TOAD Hard Disks

ICD FA»ST Drives

FAST 85MB 28ms (5.25") $689
FAST 65MB24ms (3.5") $679
FAST 50MB 28ms (3.5") $619
FAST 50MB 40ms (3.5"l $589
FAST 30MB 28ms (3.5") $579
FAST 30MB 40ms (3.5") $549
FAST 20MB 28ms (3.5"i $529
FAST 20MB 40ms (3.5") $499
FAST 170MB 24ms (2 3.5") $1249
FAST TAPE BACKUP $769

Tadpole 20 (40ms) $359

Tadpole 20 (28ms) $379
Tadpole 30 (40ms) $399
Tadpole 30 (28ms) $419

Tadpole 50 (40ms) $419
Tadpole 50 (28ms) $449

Tadpole 65 (28ms) $499

Tadpole 85 (24ms) $559

ORDERS ONLY: (800) 448-TOAD
BBS: (301)544-6999
TOAD COMPUTERS • 556 Baltimore

QUESTIONS / CHAT:
ORDER / INFO FAX:

Annapolis Blvd. • Severna

301)544-6943
301)544-1329
ark MD 21 146

FREE SniPPIXG in 48 Mules tin all orders! Prices reflect 4<i discount for cmhlcheck. W p accept \ IS I . M( & Discover. Ml) residents add 5< i tax.

CEIJiBRM'E I'HE WORWW IDE I- MIX RE 01 ( OMMl XISM! HI Y I TOAD DRIM.IOI.I REM.-CET IIHill OS Ul li: ST\Y Ol I DRUiS:
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plays standard MIDI files (formats

and 1) along with a whole lot more.

Products Mentioned

Power Sequencing With Master

Tracks Pro/Pro 4 by Craig

Anderton, $19.95. Amsco

Publications/Music Sales Corp., 225

Park Ave., S., New York, NY 10003,

212/254-2100.

Offspring For The SY77, $150.

Command Development, 11846

Balboa Blvd., Suite 135, Granada

Hills, CA 91344, 818/362-3550.

Creator (version 2.2), »349.

Notator (version 2.2), $649.

Sound Tools For The Atari,

$2,995. Digidesign, 1360 Willow

Run, Suite 101, Menlo Park, CA

94025,415/327-8811.

M, $199. RealTime (version

1.11), $349- Tiger Cub, $99. Dr.

T's Music Software, 220 Boylston

St., Suite 306, Chestnut Hill, MA

02167,617/244-6954.

Edit Track II, $199. FM Melody
Maker, $149. Hybrid Arts, Inc.,

8522 National Blvd., Culver City, CA

90232,213/841-0340.

Multi, $495. Impact, $295. Korg

Canada, 378 Rue Isabcy, St. Laurent,

Quebec, Canada H4T 1W1.

Quartet, $59.95. MichTron, 576

S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053,

313/334-5700.

Mix Bookshelf, 6400 Hollis St.,

#12, Emeryville, CA 94608,

800/233-9604.

V50 Voice Development System

(version 2.0), $109. Musicodc,

5575 Baltimore Drive, Suite

105 - 127, La Mesa, CA 92042,

619/469-7194.

Master Tracks Pro (version 3.52),

$395. MIDI Data Disks, $39.95

per disk. Trax, $129.95. Passport

Designs, Inc., 625 Miramontes St.,

Half Moon Bay, CA 94019,

415/726-0280.

Band-In- A-Box (version 2.1),

$59. PG Music, 266 Elmwood Ave.,

Suite 111, Buffalo, NY 14222,

416/528-2368.

CM-32L, $650. CM-32P, $795.

CM -64, Call for price. Roland

Corp. U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle,

Los Angeles, CA 30040,

213/685-5141.

SuperScore (version 2.0), Call

for price. ScnTcch Electronics,

21416 Chase St., Suite 1, Canoga

Park, CA 91304, 818/709-4020.

Atari Downloader Disks,

$19.95-»99.95. Sound Source

Unlimited, 20825 1/2 Roscoe Blvd.,

Canoga Park, CA 91306,

800/877-4778.

Cubase (version 1.5), $495.

Steinberg/Jones, 17700 Raymer St.,

Suite 1001, Northridge, CA 91325,

818/993-4091.

Let's discuss the

Issues!

Your Subscription expiration date is clearly

printed on your mailing label. The issue

indicated at the top of your mailing label wil!

be the last issue of your subscription.

f MAR 90

94107RDR544SCOOU SART 055

J. READER STA
544 SECOND STREET BBF

SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107,

If your records disagree with ours, please call

START customer service (815)734-6309 to

correct the mistake. Remember, often our

correspondence crosses in the mail, so please

allow 6-8 weeks for renewals and changes.

I AUSTRALIA]
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS

Braden Ray Software is seeking

quality commercial and shareware

software to distribute to the small

but growing and enthusiastic

Australian ATARI market.

Please contact: Steve Eads

Braden Ray Software
Box 143, Magill SA 5072 Australia

PH. 011-61-8-390 3018 FAX 011-61-8-364 0925

. Down-under Distributor for: .

ST Informfr , MIDI Resource &

the popular Universal Item Selector
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PHA
Take Control of Your Financial Future!

YOUR
FINANCIAL
SOLUTION!

Introducing PHA$AR 4.0; a completely re-

designed and improved version of the home

accounting program that reviewers and users

have consistently found to be the easiest to use

and most powerful money manager available.

NEW FEATURES
999 expense/income categories

500 accounts (VISA/checking etc.]

• Up to 1 500 transactions per month
• Set up and analyze finances quickly with

new budgeting system
• Artificial intelligence parser predicts

input, minimizes typing.

• Improved interface with multiple

scrolling windows
Print checks the way you want

• Never miss a payment with automatic

payment reminder alarm

Get the job done last- -Completely

re-coded for increased transaction and
processing speed

PHA$AR 4.0 gives you the tools you need to

plan and track your finances to ensure that you

get the most benefit from your hard-earned

PHASAR 4.0 helps with your taxes too:

shows your tax liability at any time and takes

the hassle out of preparing your tax return at

PHASAR 4.0 even has a built-in date and time

organizer to help you keep track of critical

events and dates.

TRANSACTIONS
PHASAR's new and Improved Interface gives

you complete mouse control of financial op-

erations. Easily step through account and
ledger windows to complete your transactions

with a click of the mouse. Plus

• Create up to 200 common payees for

repetitive entries

• Automatically transfer funds between

Amiga®, Atari ST or IBM version $8995

Amiga and Atari ST version requires 1 meg
of memory, and double sided drives.

Available at your favorite store or order

Toll Free by phone: (800) 234-7001

• Split- category tr:

On-line calculator

Instant cor

Additional features include

REPORT, ANALYSIS and TAX
modules.

FHASAR 3.0 Owners: Upgrade to 4.0 for

only $39.95

YES! RushMyOrderR.S.R.P.!

|
I

|l(1«««N|M '

tour nimi ^ .

imm -""" "'" »»' :

•

" . Total

^\
r,.„H r.rrf *„

Send tec Antic Software, 544 Second Street, San Francisco Ca. 9*107



DC UTILITIES
REVIEWED Br DAVID PLOTKIN

START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

AT A GLANCE

Product: DC Utilities

Type: Utilitiy

Company: Double Click Software

P.O. Box 741206

Houston, TX 77274

(713) 645-3759

Price: $29.95

Summary: These seven handy utilities will

make your ST's life easier.

DC Squish
(version 1.1)

title screen.

Every
so often a utility comes

along that's so valuable you

wonder how you ever got

along without it. Double

Click Software's DC Utilities is

a package that includes seven (count

'em) such wonders.

DC Squish

DC Squish compresses executable

programs, like .PRG, .TTP and

accessories. What's amazing about it

is that, unlike other ARC programs,

its compressed files arc executable.

DC Squish is very simple to use.

You can squish one file at a time or a

batch of files at once. You can save

your original file or write over it

with the squished version. DC
Squish also unsquishes files back to

their original form.

The extent to which DC Squish

reduces a file size depends on how
much repetitive code there is in the

program. In tests I ran, some sample

results were:

Program Size Before Size After % CHG

Spectre 66052 52256 9

6FA BASIC 3.0 92760 77407 17

EasyDraw 146336 95816 35

CAD-3D 2.0 239537 131822 45

As you can see, the results vary,

but even in the case of Spectre, 12K

was saved. And CAD - 3D was cut

down by over 100K. One thing you

need to be careful about are

programs that modify themselves

when you configure them. (Many of

the CodeHead programs do this.)

You must set up the configuration

before squishing, otherwise you'll

destroy the file. Ifyouneedto

modify the program again, you must

unsquish it first.

DC Xtract

DC Xtract is one of the handiest

programs for extracting ARC files

(such as those on your START disk).

First of all it's fast, four times as fast

as ARCX. As a desk accessory, it's

always available (and is compatible

with Multidesk). To un-ARC a file,

simply select DC Xtract, click on

Xtract and choose a destination. If

you use Universal Item Selector II,
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FREE

DISK!
That's right! With

your paid trial

subscription to

START

6 issues for only $39.95

or 12 issues for $69.95

We'll send you this

month's disk

absolutely FREE /

(a $12.95 value)

Call 800-234-7001

for your free disk today

ON DISK THIS MONTH!

Programming Tips

Cyber Corner 1
CardMaster

I 1^̂

ll|

you can even create a new folder

(from the accessory) and un - ARC

the files right into It.

DC Deskey

Next on the list is another desk

accessory, DC Deskey. How many

times have you wished that there

were keyboard equivalents for menu

items in the programs you run? For

example, Word Writer does not have

a keyboard equivalent for the Save

menu. DC Deskey lets you define

your own menu equivalent

keyboard commands.

A series of simple steps is

necessary to set up definitions.

When you finish, save a data file

with the keyboard definitions for

any particular program to disk. DC
Deskey automatically loads this data

file when you run the program.

DC Deskey seems to work very

well, even from shells such as

Hotwire! or Maxifile. It does not

work from within Multidesk and

must be installed in its own

accessory slot.

DC SEA

You may be familiar with the results

of DC SEA; it's used on your START

disk and in many public domain

disks. This program takes an ARCed

file and converts it into a self-

extracting ARC (SEA) file. The

resulting .PRO file is then placed on

a disk. Double - click on the .PRG

file to convert it back into usable

form and extract the files that made

up the ARCed file.

DC SEA is very simple to use.

You just run it and select the .ARC

file you want to convert.

Unfortunately, the program does not

both ARC and convert to SEA

format; you must ARC the file first.

DC Desk Organizer

DC Desk Organizer lets you

customize your desktop. To use it,

you must first set up your various

configurations and save the desktop

to a DESKTOP.INF file. (Rename that

file so your next configuration

doesn't just overwrite it.) When you

have created all the .INF files you

want, run DC Desk Organizer. It

creates a .PRG file that sets up the

desktop exactly as you specified in

the .INF file. No muss, no fuss - DC
Desk Organizer is very handy,

especially for people who change

resolutions on color monitors.

DC Ramit

DC Ramit lets you set up a RAM disk

with any available drive. It includes

something called an "image" button,

which is supposed to save the entire

contents of the RAM disk out to a

floppy as a single file. The name of

the image file can be saved in the

configuration of the RAM disk, so

that if you set up a RAM disk for

bootup, it automatically loads the

image file.

Unfortunately, I was never able to

get the image file feature to work.

Without this feature, DC Ramit is

just another RAM disk and not

reset -proof, at that. To be fair,

Double Click Software couldn't

duplicate my problem. Their

version ran fine and the image file

worked. It may well be some

combination of my desk accessories

and AUTO folder programs that

caused the problem. Keep this in

mind when you set it up in your

computer.

The DC Utilities do come with a

reset -proof RAM disk which must

be placed in the AUTO folder, and

can be configured in size and drive

letter by the drive's icon on the

Desktop.

Overall

DC Utilities are an outstanding buy,

even with the RAM disk image file

probiem. The programs are not

copy protected and customer

support is excellent, both by phone

and BBS. This package definitely

has my recommendation.
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HARD DISKS

AND SPECTRE
BY CHRISTOPHER ROBERTS

The
Spectre 128/GCR manual,

though amusing, can be

confusing and unclear in

several areas. How to safely

install Spectre partitions on

your hard disk is one of them- To

make things easier, here's a

step-by-step example installation.

1

.

Back Up Your Hard Drive

Back up all of the data that is on

your hard disk. One of the best

utilities for this is Turtle Backup,

which can be found in the public

domain on GEnie or CompuServe.

2. Establish Partition Sizes

Decide how much space on the hard

disk you wish to dedicate to the

Spectre. For the purposes of this

tutorial, I'll assume that you have a

20MB hard drive or better and that

you want to dedicate 10MB to the

Spectre. (This is not an

unreasonable amount when you

consider that no Macintosh hard

disk is under 20MB.)

Macintosh System files require

considerable space to operate. To

reduce confusion in the future, your

first Spectre partition should contain

your System files (System, Finder,

printer drivers, etc.). This partition

On a spectre
partition, the
Macintosh
Desktop appears
as it normally
does.

<it File Edit Uietu Special

IZ: i

1
- iBRpi 'mi

2 item; ! ,346K in disk 4 ,536JHBB^ii^lH^.HII

J±_
am kp ujji

should be 2.5MB, because the

System files are very large.

This will leave you with 75MB of

free space. Now, divide this space

into two equal - sized partitions of

3.75MB each. The standard 20MB
hard -disk partition table, when
formatted and partitioned in ST

mode, will look like this:

C:5 D:5 E: 2.5 F: 3.75 G: 3.75

Note that due to a bug in GEM,
the three Spectre partitions must be

last on this particular hard - disk

configuration. When GEM reads a

hard disk's partition table and

encounters a partition without a

GEM identification header, it stops

looking for more GEM partitions.

You can't have a logical unit

(individual hard -disk mechanism)

with a GEM partition followed by a

Spectre partition, followed by

another GEM partition because the

last GEM partition will disappear

from the ST Desktop.

3. Format Your Hard Drive

Once you've backed up your hard-

disk data to floppy and have decided

your new partition sizes, it's time to

format your hard disk. Atari, ICD

and Supra provide partitioning and
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formatting software for whatever

drive you own.

If this is the first time you've ever

formatted your hard disk, the three

steps are:

A. Format the whole drive. This

is done by telling the format

program what kind of disk - drive

controller, size and brand of drive

mechanism you're using. All of this

information is in your hard -disk

manual.

B. Partition the drive.

Partitioning is often part of the

format program. It is a way to

divide your hard disk into smaller

disks. Note that TOS will not accept

a partition larger than 16MB.

C. Install your hard -disk boot

driver. This installation varies

depending on the brand of software

you use. ICD and Supra's boot

software are very similar.

Both include a program that will

LOST?
Find What

your

looking

for in

START
Classifieds

have a menu of choices labeled

BOOT, MAP, etc. Click on BOOT,
then select the C drive and install

the boot driver.

Copy all your backed - up GEM
programs to C and D only and

recreate your DESKTOP.INF file.

Now you're ready to reformat

your last three GEM partitions for

the Spectre. Simply run the

SPECTRExxx.PRG, drop down the

HARD DISK menu and click on

FORMAT

JCSI stands for

small computer special

interface.

The Spectre software will ask you

what SCSI address and LUN number

you want to format. SCSI stands for

small computer special interface

(pronounced scuzzy). This is the

interface format your ST host

adapter converts the ST's DMA port

to. Valid SCSI numbers are to 7. If

you have only one hard disk, the

SCSI number will be 0,

The LUN is the logical unit

number. This is the hard - disk

mechanism that connects to the

drive controller. Most drive

controllers can handle two drive

mechanisms. If you have a 20MB
hard disk, you still may be able to

connect a second mechanism of any

size. LUN values are or 1, LUN 1

being the second mechanism. With

only one hard disk the LUN will be

0.

After setting the SCSI and LUN
numbers, click on OK and the

partition list will appear. The list

will consist of partitions C through

G. Click on the E partition and the

format options will appear. Click on

Format HFS. After formatting the E

partition, continue with the same

procedure on the F and G partitions.

Note that sometimes the hard -

disk boot driver has to be re -

installed. Repeat step C above to do

this.

4. Install System Files On Your Spectre

Partitions

Reboot your ST Start the Spectre

with a system floppy in the drive

and the hard -disk option checked

in the Spectre startup menu. The

Automount option must be set to

OFF (no check).

The Macintosh Desktop should

appear as it normally does. Press

[F3]. A disk icon named "Untitled

HFS" should appear on the Desktop.

Copy your system folder into the

new disk by dragging it to this icon.

With the copy of your system folder

in your hard disk, you're ready to

rename the "Untitled HFS" icon to

whatever you want by clicking on

the Icon once and typing the new
name. Since this is your 2.5MB

system disk, you might want to

name it SystemDisk, as I did, to

eliminate confusion.

Press [F4] then [F5] to get your

other partition icons for renaming.

After doing this, drag all your disk

icons to the trash icon and turn off

the computer. The function keys

[F3] to [F5] have the same function

as the [Fl] and [F2] keys do with

floppies. However, you will

probably never use them except in

installation.

Restart your computer and run

your SPECTRExxx.PRG. Now put

checks by the Hard Disk and

Automount options and go to the

File Menu to save the settings. Start

the Spectre without a system floppy

in the drive and watch your hard

disk load the System and Finder!

Christopher Roberts is a
freelance writer and science -

fiction novelist who lives in

Havre, Mont.
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Products Update

The Portable Portfolio

With new owners of Atari's Portfolio in mind, Abacus has published The

Complete Guide to the Portfolio. The Guide walks you through the

Portfolio's operating system and features, such as the calculator, worksheet,

text editor, diary and address book. With a software and hardware overview

as well as tips on memory management, this manual should never be far

from the machine. The Complete Guide to the Portfolio, $17.95. Abacus,

5370 52nd St., SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49512, 616/698-0330.

Desktop Publishing Guide

The Complete Guide to Desktop Publishing on the ST is 300 pages of

reviews and tips on how to use the major desktop publishing packages for

the ST. The Guide includes a comprehensive listing of all products

mentioned. A disk containing sample fonts and design ideas will be

bundled with the book. The Complete Guide to Desktop Publishing With the

Atari, $24.95- Midsouth Marketing, 203 East Main St., Union, SC

29379,803/427- 2098.

LANFor The ST

Lantech is now shipping its local area network for the ST. Through a

cartridge port interface the Lantech LAN transfers data at speeds close to that

of hard disk drives. On the Lantech LAN, every computer is a potential

server -every hard disk partition, RAM disk partition, parallel printer and

floppy disk can be configured for access by any other computer on the

LAN. The Lantech LAN setup kit includes the manual, a configuration disk

and two LT101 Lantech LAN cartridge interfaces. Lantech LAN Setup Kit,

$375.95. Additional LT101 cartridges, $179.95. Lantech Systems, P.O. Box
R, Billerica, MA 01821, 508/667-9191-

New Games
Dragon's Lair, the revolutionary laser -disk arcade game, is now available

for your ST as a multidisk animated adventure from ReadySoft. You control

Dirk the Daring, a knight on a quest to rescue Princess Daphne from the

dragon. Your journey takes you through quality cartoon animation and

down into the perilous dragon's lair. Dragon's Lair, $59.95 (US); $69.95

(Canada) ReadySoft, 30
Wertheim Court, Unit 2,

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada
L4B 189,416/731-4175.

Lucasfilm announces the release

of its first fantasy adventure, Loom.

Set in the age of Great Guilds, you

take on the role of Bobbin, a young

member of the mysterious Guild of

Weavers. One night you find

yourself suddenly alone in your

village - the Elders have

mysteriously disappeared. All you

can do is search for clues. Stunning

3D graphics (drawn by award-

winning fantasy artist Mark Ferrari),

and panoramic scrolling promise to

give Loom a distinctly cinematic

look and realistic feel. Loom,

$5995. Lucasfilm Games, P.O.

Box 2009, San Rafael, CA 94912,

415/662-1966.

Ultima VI: The False Prophet

is the latest in Origin Systems'

popular fantasy adventure series.

Ultima VI weaves a tale of fantasy in

which the citizens of legendary

Britannia face the inexplicable

hatred of the Gargoyle race. The

story culminates in a lesson in

ethics. Ultima VI: The False

Prophet, call Origin for price.

Origin Systems, 110 Wild Basin

Road, Suite 330, Austin, TX
78746, 512/328-0282.

Ifyou have a new productfor the ST, we'd like to hearfrom you. Please sand press releases and product photos to

Products Update, STARTMagazine, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
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ATARIWRITER 80 AIARI XEP 80
• MicocuMNrorriNc;
• iiaiAEcrmisnTR rwivi

:

• hi n<::;w(*l> DICTIONARY
• mailmergi"
ONSxDISXtTTT

"S49 :
"

kU"T S -PR:

< uNNi < "\ m any compositi
MONITOR

.Til. DISPLAY
INfPR JNITkrAfi: $79

The Bookeeper t*/ Keypad

• And Many other Inauir
$14.95

*&1020
®S14.95

COLOR
PRINTER
pi.orn-R

COMPLETE WITH:
• 2 PEN SETS (Color)1 ROLL PAPER
• powfr suppiy&< an r tX IRA I'KN SKIS
PAPER S3.95 ROLL COLOR S3.98 black $89

1025
I MATRIX
INTER

S69

DOT MAI RIX

PRINTER

800
COMPUTER
48K MEMORY

IIS49

DISK DRIVKS FOR
800/XL/XE

ATARI 81(1* SSSD S99.00
AIARI 1050* SSRD $149.00

ki-.qjNmi'mNi-.u

$35

THE BEST
LIGHT GUN
FOR YOUR 800/XL/XE

OR THE PACKAGE

$109
LIGHT GUN
CklMI BUSTI US
CROSSBOW
BARNYARD Hi AS1LR

HARDWARE &
ACCESSORIES
JOYSTICK EXT CAFUJ1S 10" $2.95

MONITOR CABI.F^aj} PIT) $4.95

BEST X)YSTICK (4.95

WICO COMMAND JOYSTICK $19.95

WtCOTIir. BOSS JOYSTICK 119.95

ATARI TRACKBALLS
ATARI SX212 MODEM
D* Re AIARI ROOK
DOS2.5W/MANLJAt.
600X1 . {NO Tranrformer)

400JKW,850J200X].Tmnifn

XIJXFThrosfurmer

S9.95

$79,95

I7.9S

$4.95

$19.95

: $14.95

$24.95

Best Joystick

$4.95

QtX
PA(-MAN(nohox)
DONKEY KONG (no Ik

E.T (no box)

MISSILE
COMMAND (no box

(JOKI7 (400,800)
CHICKEN
SLIMF. (400,800)

CLAIM JUMPRR
SPACE INVADERS
DEIUXE INVADERS
JOURNRYTOTHF.

PLANETS
STAR RAIDERS

S4.95

$4.95

$4.95

$4.95

$4.95

$4,95

$4.95

$4.95

(4.95

CARTRIDGES FDR THE 800/XL/XE

DEFENDER $4.95 DONKEY KONG JR $19.95

FACEMAKFR S4.95 JUNGI.F.HUNT (19.95

MATH F.Nt:OUNTF.R $4.95 MOON PATROI. $19.95

DANCE fHKIASY $8.95 I1AI 1 LEZONE $19.95

LOGIC LEVELS UM FOODnGHT $19.95

MEMORY MANOR u$$ HARDBALL H9.9S
LINKING LOCK' $8.95 FIGHT NIGI IT Si 9.95

DELTA DRAWING $9.95 ONE ON ONE
mo DUG $14.95 BASKETBALL $19.95

MILLIPEDF, $14,95 DESERT FALCON B9.9J

SKYWRITCH $14.95 NFCROMANCRR SI 9.95

FOOTBALI, $14.95 RESCUE ON FRACTA1IJS $19.95

TENNIS $19.95 BALLBLAZER $19.95

FINAL LEGACY" $19.95 BLUE MAX $19.95

MARIO BROS (XI ,/XF.) $19.95 STAR RAIDERS II $1995

DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAGIC $19.95

ARCHON
KARATF.KA
CIIOPLIFTER
GATO
ACE OF ACRS
I.ODR RUNNER
BARNYARD

BLASTER (1X3)

DARK CI (AMBERS
AIRBALL
SUMMER GAMES
CROSSBOW (LG)

RAGLES NEST
CHIME BUSTFRS(I.G)
MICROTI I.FR (database)

$19.95

$19.95

$19,95

S24.95
$24.95

$24.95

$24,95

$29 95

$29.95

£29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

$19.9 5

DISK SOFTWARE FOR THE 800/XL/XE
DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAGK' $4.95 NATO COMMANDER $4.95 AIJFN AMBUSH $4.95 SM J!NT SERVICE $9.95

SPIDR.RMAN $4.95 CROSSC1IRCK $4.9.5 DROPZONF $4 95 DISPATCH RIDER $9.95

CRYSTAL RAIDERS $4.95 MISSION ASTEROID S4.95 JAWBREAKER (T.M SILICON DREAMS $9.95

RRPTON $4.95 PREPPIEI $4 95 SUMMER GAMES $7.95 F-15 STRIKE EAGLE $9.95

BANDITS (4KK 40O.NO0) $4 95 THE COUNT $4.95 HEY DIDDLE EHDOIT. $9.95 THE NEWSROOM(1050-64K $15.00

CLAIM JUMPER $4.95 SECRET MISSION $4.95 SPY VS SPY $1.9.5 BOOKKEEPER
DECISION IN THE DESERT $4.95 VOODOO CAST! -E $4.95 TCP GUNNER COLLECTION W/ rum keypal $14.95

CRUSADE. IN EUROPE $4.95 STRANGE ();>-. .S:-F.Y S4.95 (1 GAMES) $9.95 BOOKKEEPER (Only) $995
KENNEDY APPROACH $4.95 SOI AR STAR $4,95 SIIJCONDREAMS(1050) $9.95 HOME ACCOUTANT $29,95

CONFLICT IN VIETNAM $4.95 HULK $4.95 JEWELS of DARKNFSSX1050 $9,95

Aw Educational Deal
CBS Linear Equations

CBS Fractions: X i

Math Encounter
$4.95

NUMERIC
KEYPAD

W/Software

The Atari
i j M

Portfolio ,tegp|
Buill In: Lotus Comp. i |

Spread Sheet, Appointment L
' .-_"

J
=-—^=— =

Calendar w/Alarms, Text Processor, Database

w/Dialer, Calculator, IBM Dos Compatible!

Z"*r\l °nly $347Also Available

PrinlLT/Xfcr Interface $49.95 RamCaril 64K $99.9;

Serial Interface $79.95 KamCard 128K $199,9_'

KAMCVii UK 579.95

rhe Newsroom
Design,

create and
print your
own news-



FLAT RATE S5.00
SHIPPI^G
C.O.n\ arc MOM

ON ALL GgOVND ORDERS IN THE
CONTINENTAL U.S.

"

iBLAKK DISK
l SPECIAL

3.S BIII.K PACKS WITH I ABKl.S

i
- S99 25 - $24.75 1000 - $750.00

MEMORY UPGRADES
Z-Ram 3-D 2/4Meg $149.95

NEW WORLD UPGRADE 2/4Meg $139.95

ARCO BOARD l/2/4Meg $169.95

JRI SIMM Upgrade l/2/4Meg $139.95

MARl
520ST
& Software
520SI1M & Software $399
Mega 2 ST & Software S1I99

Me^a 4 ST & Software $1699

Included With Every ST Purchase!

Art& l%n Direct™. Sub Battle, Death Sword. Battle

Ship. Champ. Wrestling. Dive Bomber. Hnal Assault.

MettocFoss. W™.d Game.s. Impossible Mission.

Jinxter. TmtMMT Toppler. Golden Path'. Sentry.

Siarqlidpr. Tracker*. The Pawn. Advanced Art Studio.

Guild of Ih..>ves, K:i>Rtil Oil

PCBoard
Designer

$49
Rce. $199.95

FAX US YOUR ORDER!
FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASE INCLUDE:

•namp. VISA / MASTERCARD
; JJ

"
N
™,

„
ADDRrJ* ORDERS ONLY

• rrr.M(S| You wish card Acotirss must match

108) 224-8574

SUPER (Nuke em
Fry

9

em) DEALS
Golden Path*

Tracker*

Champion Wrestling

Final Assault

Battleship

Knight Ore

Advanced Art Studio

Ciuild of Thieves

The Pawn

Jinxter

Sentry

StarGlidcr

Soccer

Zero Gravity

Tctra Quest

Universal Military

Simulator

Sub Battle

Tower Toppler

Winter Games
Death Sword

99c

$1.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

$9.95

S9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$9.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$19.95

$19.95

Mission Impossible

Axe of Rage

Devon Aire

Space Station

Oblivion

World Games

Karate

California Gaines

The Games (Winter)

Boulder Dash

Dive Bomber

Metrocross

Tcchno-Cop

Art & Film Director

Carrier Command
Hit Disk(4 Games)

Goldrunncr II

Paint Pro

Data Trieve

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

SI9.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

' Works with TOS 1.0 only!

THE
BEST
MOUSE
REPI.AC F.MENT

Mot SK FOR THE SI

!

HARDWARE 1 1 EMS
1RI GENLOCK SYSTEM $650

ST/IME MODULE
Battery Backed up Clock $59

Migraph Hand Scanner $499

R/C Aerochopper Simulator $199

Turbol6 by Fast Technology $299

Moniterm Monitor 19" Display $2099

Cordless Mouse $129

$49

EMULATORS
EOR YOUR ST
PC DITTO II

PC SITED
MAGIC SAC PLUS
w/Roms
SPECTRE 128

SPECTRE GCR
MAC ROMS 64K
MAC ROMS 128K

SCall

$399

S79.95

$169.95

$299.95

$19.95

$149.95

SAN JOSE COMPUTER
THE ATARI STORE

640 BLOSSOM HILL RD SAN JOSE, CA 95123

STORE (408) 224-8575 • FAX (408) 224-8574

WARRANTY, 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL ITLMS. IAV CALIFORNIA RLSIDTNTS ADD 7% SALES TAX.

Prices suliject to change without notice.

Brand and Air product names arc trademarks or registered trademarks; of their respective holders.

Ad iiroduLed on an ATARI ST using CALAMUS anil printed on an ATARI S1.M804 PostScript compatiWe la«r printer.



START Shoppers Mart

SPRITE
EDITOR

Features:

• GEM based

• Real time animation

" 20 sprites at once

• 16x16 or 32x32 sizes

• Cut, Copy, Paste

• Flip, Rotate, Seed Fill

• Use with any language

• $30 includes postage

Strategic Images
'.O. Box 60067 • Colorado Springs, CO • S0960

(719) 576-2932

Now! 15,000+ Programs

on Your ST!

Run the most popular IBM
software such as Lotus 1-2-3,

dBase, Word Perfect, and much

Write or call for a FREE fact

sheet and list of tested software!

pt -ditto II

by

Avant-Garde Systems

381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida 32225 USA
(904) 221-2904

Cardfile wl.1
hit- linked three years for a r .,.

"I hare over 1200 cards In my business file

"ft has Ihe first appointment calendar I actually
I

dremeiy solid and profes"CardFile

PRG and convenient ACCcssory

Fas! data entry and display of 13-l'icld 'cards'

Simple hut powerful 't'ilicriiii:' capability

Prim filtered addiess books and phone lists

Address envelopes (with return) aaioinagically

'Send' addresses iuio your favorite word processor

Appointment calendar/diary Print daily agenda

Phone autodialer • Any color or mono Atari ST
Spreadsheet and mail merge compatible data files

Illustrated manual • Only $25 (shipping included)

Band check or m.o. and mailing address to GT Software

12114 Kirton Ave., Cleveland, OH 44135-3612

Oakland CA 94610

ST Specialist (415) 482-3775

1040ST
1040 + cobr
1040 • mono
color monitor

mono monitor

2 acted Drive

85MB hard rjsk

Lowes* prices on ST's and Mega's

$639 520STFM $369
959 520 • color 705
799 520 * mono 530
339 Mega4 1629

165 Mega4 * color 1949

179 Mega4 + mono 1779

785 Megafile 30 499
Supercharger 1MB 440 Portfolio 369
STACY , 1040STe call for availability

Up to 30% discount on all softwares
monitor/mouse/drive master, scanner, printers

cables, modem, video dgitizer, Mac/IBM
emulatora hi res mouse and plenty more . .

.

call for a free complete listing

prices subjust to change without notice

Store Hours; Mon-Fri 3:30p.m to 7p.m.

Sat and Sun 12pm to 5p.m

COMPUTE
YOUR
ROOTS
The Only Complete

jenealogy Package For
Uari Computer Systems

Compute Tjour Roots for ST '

s

Compute Ijour Roots for 8 bits

Wasatch Gonoalngic.il Software

Shoppers Mart

THIS
COULD
BE YOUR

AD!
It couldn't be easier contact your

SHOPPERS MART
Sales Representative

Denny Riley

415/957-0886

Introducing...
UTILATARIAN

DO FOR YOU-

100 Disk storage for jutt $7.9$

(20) 3-1/2" disks for a total of 200.
(Disks not included)

To order, just send a cashier's check,
money order, or personal chock (Sorry,
no COD's) for 7. 95 plus 1.95 shipping

add 5% sales tax) ordered to:

lipped within



START CLASSIFIEDS

Cave Creek Computers - Seattle's largest

100% Atari store. Over 200 software titles

including games and business. Great pric-

ing on everything in the store. Desktop

Publishing Specialists. Winner - 1990

Mayor's Small Business Award! 8541

Greenwood Avenue N. Seattle, WA 98103.

206/783-0933.

1040ST 20 meg hard drive plus two
floppy drives. Color monitor. Color printer.

Modem. Mac Emulator. Audio and video

digitizers. More. $1400 or best- 404-393-

8558.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE. The best!

Over 1000 disks. Special: Disk Catalog $1.00

or $3.99 + $3.00 shipping for PD Disk.Disk

Catalog. Free Disk Coupon & Super Serv-

ice (add $2.99 for each additional disk).

Choose from Sheet 3-2 Spread sheet (-669

670)Turtle3.0 HD Backup (#793). ST Witter
Elite 3.8 (#673). Spectrum Nude Pictures

(#364/367). PDC, Dept. STRC. 4320-196th

SW Suite 140, Lynwood, WA 98036, 800/

255-8226 (24 hrs.) Questions? Call 206/

745-5980.

SPRITE EDITOR. Fast full of features: real-

time animation, rotate, Hip, cut, paste, etc.

Usable with any language. l6xl6or32x32

size. Color only. $30 includes postage.

STRATEGIC IMAGES, P. O. Box 60067,

Colorado Springs, CO. 80960. 719/576-

2932..

TUI: windowed MS-DOS style CLI desk

accessory. Brings GFM up-to-date with

2nd generation GUIs like Motif, Open Look

and OS/2 PM. Ask your Silicon Mountain

Systems, 304/525-0164.

Why pay exorbirant prices for your

software? BUDGIE UK products are now
available in North America! For complete

information write ST- PLUS, 1670 Heron

Road, Box 22026, Ottowa, Ontario, Canada
K1V0C2.

FOR SALE! ATARI 104O ST SYSTEM. In-

cludes color monitor, 2 double-sided disk

drives. TOS 1.3 ROMS. $750 or Best Offer.

Call Brad at 415-935-0520

BUY
SELL
TRADE
SWAP

START CLASSIFIEDS
544 Second Street,

San Francisco, CA94107
Telephone (415)957-0886

200 DISK STORAGE $7.95! This single

box stores up to 200 3 1/2, with 10

divided compartments. And at $7.95 +

ST.95 S&H per box you can't go wrong.

Send Check or Money Order to; ANDER-
SON'S, 9435 Leo Kd. #25, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

46825 (Ind. add 5% tax) Sorry , no

C.O.D.'S.

QUICK ST H Version 2.1. The fastest

screen accelerator at any price! Speeds

up screentext and graphics for faster

screen updates. Support custom desk-

top backrounds & fonts. Only $19.95.

Call 519-570-4340 to order.

TRACKER /ST The ultimate mailing list

mail merge/person-tracking software.

TRACKFR/ST is an exciting application

which combines traditional mailing list

capabilities with a full built in mail merge

system, database-stlye reporting and

much, much more. Call 212-627-5830 for

phone orders or more information.

~1

ML.s[L-[Ca:ii./Vi-;.

RATE: $2.00 PER WORD—twenty (20) word minimum.

STARS: Add $10.00 for one (1) line of six (6) stars *""* at top of ad.

TERMS: Prepayment is required. Check, Money Order, Visa, MasterCard.or

American Express is accepted. Make check payable to Antic Publishing.

FORMS: Ads are subject to publisher's approval and MUST BE TYPED.
GENERAL INFORMATION: Advertisers using Post Office Box numbers in their

ads must supply permanent address and telephone numbers. Ad will appear in

the next available issue after receipt unless otherwise specified.

DEADLINE: 70 days prior to desired cover date.

Clip this coupon, attach to typewritten copy and send with remittance to

address on the left.

HANDWRITTEN COPY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

AN AD IN START REACHES MORE THAN 70,000 SERIOUS ST USERS

Tell our advertisersyousaw it in STAR T!



Advertisers List

2-BIT SOFTWARE

PAGE NO

80 HYBRID ARTS

IMAGEN

INDEX LEGALIS

ISD MARKETING

JPK DESKTOP PUBLISHERS

PAGE NO.

47

ANDERSON'S DISK BOXFS 80 49

ANDY'S MUSIC

ANTIC SOFTWARE

28

36 72

19

50

ATY COMPUTERS 80 80

AVANT-GARDE SYSTEMS 80,29 MARK WILLIAMS

MEGAMAX

MICROTYME

NICE & SOFTWARE

PROSPERO

READYSOFT

SAN JOSE COMPUTERS

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS OF AMERICA

SOFTWARE PLUS

STEP AHEAD SOFTWARE

STRATEGIC IMAGES

6

BRADENRAY

BRANCH ALWAYS SOFTWARE

71

28

3

20

BRE SOFTWARE 8 39

CARTER GRAPHICS 69 13

COAST TO COAST

CODEHEAD

COMPUTABILITY

COMPUTROL INDUSTRIES

COMPUTER GAMES PLUS

COMPUTER GARDEN

36

12

54

12

34

68

2

78

IBC

19

46

80

COMPUTROL INDUSTRIES 12

33

BC

47

64

TALON TECHNOLOGY 4

DATEL COMPUTERS

DELPHI

DREAMPARK DEVELOPMENT

TOAD COMPUTER

WAACE

WASATCH GENEALOGICAL SURVEY

70

69

80

DR. T'S WORLD OF ATARI

ZUBAIR INTERFACES

ART does not guarantee accuracy or comprehensiveness.

when you call these advertisers

62

DUGGANDEZIGN

GT SOFTWARE

46

80

56

This list is provided as a courtesy to our advertisers. S

Be sure to mention START

Advertising Sales

Western Region

Advertising Sales Representative

JOHN FELLNER
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA94107
(415)957-0886

Central Region

Director of Advertising and Sale:

DENNY RILEY
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 941 07

(415)957-0886

Eastern Region

Advertising Sales Representative

MICHAEL EVANS
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94 1 07
(415) 957-0886

Next Advertising Deadline November Issue: Insertion Orders August 6, 1 990;

Ad copy due August 1 0, 1 990; On sale October 1 990



LET THE FIREWORKS BEGIN! **m

S^*X We're Shooting off Big Discounts/^%

We have what you're looking for! ^ ^gj^

Electronic Arts

An extraordinary fantasy
adventure w/an interface of

magic by the wizards at

Lucasfilm games.

LOOM
List $59.95

ACCOLADE
Blue Angels

Day of the Viper
.

Harmony

ANTIC
Cyber Prim . . .

Cvber Fa -I 2

Cyber Sculpt
. .

Cyber Studio .

.

A Basic w/complier

ARTWORX
Brit! r,e Lut

_ nkwerd _anguages
.

.
.

mi ;; Pakaz
S. i- 2 Females #1

S r.2 -ur-;iluMa'o«2.
.

SP 2 F-L-r-aies #3

AUDIO LIGHT
Music Studio '88 S

BETHESDA
Wayne orutzky Hockey . . S

BRITANNICA/FANFARE
ArohipCilanos 3

BRODERBUUD
Shufflepuck Cafe .

.

CINEMAWARE
Brain Blaster

Rockel Rarger S3?

T.V. Spcrts Fnoiaa I S3?

CODEhFAPl
Coderead Ulihfes3C $23

Maxi Rie 2JJ . .

.

Multi-D«K i b2
$23

. *19

DATA EAST

Chambe' So-Vurani
DrahkH"-

North R South

$25
. $32
$39
S2G

Super Ha-scjOi. I.--

DATA SOFT
Global Commander .

.

$26
..sai

DAVIDSON
Math Blaster Plus

. .

.

m
DIGITEK
Hole in One ..$19

ELECTRONIC ARTS
Altered Beasl

Aquanaut

Battlehawks 1942
Chessmaster 20C0

$32
$26
$14

$32
$29
$39

F/16 Combat Pilot

Ferrari Formula One .

.

Hound ol Shadow

$32
$32
Call

$26
. Call

Act,on Game ..$26

! rump Cas: -' Cir.nn mc

LOW
lJowsr Sn read sheet

MEDALIST/MIC ROPLAY
3D Pool

Dr. Doom's Revenge
Honda nVF

PRACTICAI SOIUTIONS
Cordless Mouse $64
Drive Maw

leMasrc $25

RAINBIRD - ON SALE!!.'

Corruption $24. at

Jewels of Darkness .... $5.SE

Space Cutter $16.81

Starglider $13.81

U.M.S $28.8E

SCORPION - ON SALE!!!

oKey .

^SIERRA
For the 1st time in a Sierra

role playing adventu'e you
can build a character from
the ground up. Free the

Land of Spielburg and be a

hero.

HERO'S QUEST SDA
List $59.95 Discount

Midwi
rack Racer $25

(

Weird Dreams S2S

MELBOURNE HOUSE
G. Norman Shark Attack. ..$25

Wa-ir Middle Earth

World Trophy Soccer

MICHTRON

PHOGRESSIVF
Siiperbast i ; r:fess.onai $'.3?

Suparbas.. f <.;^,,j, t . . . .$31,

READYSOFT
Dragon's Lair $39
Space Ace $39

SIERRA
Black Cauldron S25
Coo-iel's Bequest Call

Gold Rush $25

Scrupples

MARK WILLIAMS
C Source Debugger

Rambc>3 S9-8E

Renegade $9.8f

UNICORN - ON SALE.'!.'

Adventure;. otSmbad .524. Bt

Aesop Fables $24.88

Hevlc's Hook of Games . $23
Kings Quest 1. 2. or3. $33 Ea.

<i'ig's Qjl's: 4 $39
Leisure Suit Larry $25
Leisure Suit Larry

2 or 3 $39 Ea.

Manhunter NY or SF...$32 Ea.

Mother Goose S19
Police Quest 1 $32
Police Guest 2 $39

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
1st Were PlusV3.14 $65
uB Man 5 2 w.-corrpiier SI39
Degas Elite S39
ISD Calamus $199
Page Stream $129

kraoSt v ..$33
Se lee lor

.

WordPerfect $149
ACCESSORIES
Toiy Severa Hinl Disks . . Call

Hhlaooks Available .... Call

SOOXJ Joystick $14

10th Fi

St Wars (Miles) $15.15
Hitchhikers Guide $11.11
Altercate Ftoality: City. $20 2G

Darkside (Spotlight) .. S20.2O
Prison iActiooware) . . $19.19

Dark Castle (360) .... $23.33

Veteran LKeyounch) .. $13.13

Diamond Mike (Xlent} . .. $7.77

Quantities Limited

ISA/CANADA orders

1-800-225-7638
PA Ordt-rs 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service (412) 361-5291

Fax Order Line (412) 361-1545

• Free Stripping 01) orders over £100 in

continental USA.
• No surcharge for VISA /MasterCard.

• Your card is not charged until we ship.

• School purchase orders accepted.

^peedy Delivery

r\eep Discounts

Astronomical SelectftuY
Z~Y If mil can't find what you're looking for

A)' |i Send check or money orders to:

vJ P.O. Box 111327- Dept. ST
—- ,«* Blawnox, PA 15238

Order line Hours: Mon.-Ihurs. 9:00 AM-9:00 PM, Fri. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM, Sat. 10:01) AM-4:(I0 PM Fastern Time

Software

Discounters

America
g Terms SCondilit hierscheckor money o-dc; t-hippod ii-r'ieciale'v en n stock Hems' Personal

t..onp,-,'iy eri.-c-.s ; s .
i : i -,v .;. -,v e ? c

: K :; i ;
. s :-,-i i :l .- ;:-.- fli:!,i? lj :;' :vipp -r, _om centa L 6 A Crcei-; nneei : 'COii^iJ 53 f-ecship;) n, ..lit o ili.vrs over SIX) AK.HI. r -'O A-'C'-y- ppmo is 35 :.:

ordf'S Canada & :> eeite * (irjc sh.ppnn; i;; Sr Isllo'ial nru.-rs Sorfy. no :;l'u;r iriler n.lhonal unit:-;; ,i(.:ceote^' PA 'esiiien's ;id(< u'Viflles 1,1> <v the tidal nrrou. it old aide' me '..;! :i,
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i
'.:; . :

|
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MODEM OWNERS: You can order on-line from our Atari ST Shop via the CompuServe, and GEnie electronic malls.



A HARD DRIVE IS A

TERRIBLE THING

TO WASTE.

For only $9.95, you can spend an hour downloading onto your

hard disk from a library of over 10,000 programs. Additional

downloads are as little as $4.80 per hour. There are no surcharges

for high speed access, no premiums for using Tymnet or Telenet,

and no mandatory monthly minimums.

For more information, with your computer and modem dial

1-800-365-4636. Press Return twice. At Username: type JOINDELPHI

and at Password: type START.

DELPHI
POPULATING HARD DRIVES SINCE 1982

General Videotex Corporation -Three Blackstone Street • Cambridge MA 02 139

S00-544-4005 • 6 1 7-49 1 -3393


